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Chart. 1 | The “KdF (Strength through Joy) Seaside Resort Prora”
The architecture during the “Third Reich” was called “Baukunst”, and integrated euphemising
elements into its politics. The “Seaside Resort for 20.000” was one of the few major projects that
were actually realized to a large extent. Stylistically, the construction of Prora was primarily
committed towards the objective modernity of the Weimar time but also orientated itself towards
other styles. The seaside resort contributed to the charade of the “Third Reich” and was supposed
to exemplify the regime’s dedication to the workers’ concerns. The task of the National-Socialist
Union “Deutsche Arbeitsfront” (German Labour Front) and its organisation “Kraft durch Freude”
(Strength through Joy) was to realize this project and at the same time win over the people to the
National-Socialist ideology, preparing them for the upcoming war. The National-Socialist’s social
policy succeeded in offering the workers the illusion of a “People’s Community” instead of social
services and stabilised the regime on the base of an omnipresent propaganda. A “People’s
Community” was meant to be established that, according to Hitler, could to cope with the “tempest
of life”. The buildings at Prora are grave evidence of this policy and, and in this sense, are a unique
document of German history.

1. A photo of the model designed by Clemens Klotz, including the festival hall by Erich zu Putlitz
Arbeitertum, 1939
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Chart. 2 | The Island of Rügen During National-Socialism

The Island of Rügen is mainly characterized by its isolated location and its agriculture. The first
small industrial centres were created due to the chalk mining. Since the 19th century the bathing
business became more and more important to the economy. The inflation and, most of all, the
agrarian crisis during the Weimar Republic, confronted agriculture with big problems. The NationalSocialists met with the population’s approval on Rügen. In the November election of 1932 the
NSDAP received 41% of the votes – the “Reich’s” average was only 33%. Although the Island of
Rügen was not a stronghold for National Socialism, nevertheless, as a result, power and
administrative structures were established. The specific National-Socialist ideology was enforced
by committed Nazi-activists.
Even though the easily manageable structures of the population and the place made resistance
difficult, forms of opposition and resistance were established.
The island played an important role as an initial strategic point for the control of the Baltic and for
the war preparations of the regime. During the war, Rügen and in particular the harbour Saßnitz,
served as the supply base (logistic base) for the north-eastern fronts and the occupied territories.

1. Poster of a Holiday Resort by Sellin, 1937
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Chart. 3 | Political Persecution

Hostilities between supporters of the NSDAP and Republican Left-wing citizens already existed on
Rügen during the last few years of Weimar Republic. During the course of these hostilities, the
Hitler-Youth-boy Mallon lost his life and would later on be heralded as a “Victim of the Movement”.
The district administrator of Rügen, informed at frequent intervals the president of the
administrative region in Stettin about the situation on the island. On the 18th of March 1933 he
notified that 19 Rügen natives were in interim “protective custody” for nine days. By the end of this
first wave of arrests on 29th of May, the number increased to 34 people. Later in Altenkirchen and
Wiek on Wittow, as well as in Saßnitz, resistance groups formed.
These groups mainly tried to relieve the fate of foreign forced labourers. Under the risk of personal
danger the anti-Fascist Charlotte Schimmelpfennig from Saßnitz rescued Soviet war prisoners by
smuggling them through the checks points onto the ferry to Sweden. She also put up Jews in her
house and would therefore be temporarily taken into “protective custody”.

1. A brave woman, who resisted against the regime- Charlotte Schimmelpfennig, 1944
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
2. Friendships and relationships with foreigners are strictly forbidden and will be punished harshly.
Foreigners will be punished via the death penalty.
Stralsunder Daily, 14th of .March 1940
3. Press Report about a agitator in Garz
“Friendship and love affairs towards foreigners are strictly prohibited and will be harshly punished.
Foreigners will receive maximum punishment- the death penalty”.
Stralsunder Daily Paper, July 14th 1940
4. The press reports „from the Province“ about an enemy of the state.
Lotte Schimmelpfennig and Charlotte Schimmelpfennig, circa. 1965
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
5. Pressemeldung über einen „Aufwiegler“ in Garz
Stralsunder Daily Paper, July 18th 1940
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z1 Locals from Rügen under “Preventive Arrest” between the 18th of March and the 29th of May
1933.
Farm Worker Erich Bischoff – Serams
Carpenter Helmut Edelmann – Bergen
Laborer Hermann Ehlitz – Wiek
Mayor Gielow – Saßnitz
Laborer Franz Görs – Bergen
Laborer Wilhelm Hass – Bergen
Chalk Worker Jaede – Neddesitz
Laborer Otto Jürgens – Bergen
Hertha Krüger – Binz
Laborer Wilhelm Lenz – Sehlen
Merchant Levy – Bergen
Laborer Wilhelm Lorenz – Saßnitz
Laborer Arno Männecke – Bergen
Laborer Fritz Manfrass – Rappin
Wilhelm Meier – Garz
Laborer Mohr – Bergen
Hairdresser Müller – Sagard
Carpernter Ewald Otto – Gudderitz
Laborer Max Piotrowski, gen. Peters – Rappin
Meat Inspector Plege – Dreschvitz
Laborer Alexander Politikow – Neuendorf
Juryman Konrektor Pommerenke – Saßnitz
Laborer Karl Putbrese – Altenkirchen
Farmhand Erich Rassmuss – Serams
Laborer Axel Ruge – Sehlen
Laborer Hermann Siebrecht – Garz
Laborer Ernst Sommer – Ramitz
Laborer Arthur Stiehler – Saßnitz
Insurance Man Tank – Bergen
Laborer Malte Theel – Garz
Laborer Wilhelm Thurow – Bergen
Laborer Karl Tredup – Gingst
Shoemaker Wiegel – Gingst
Laborer Gustav Zunker – Saßnitz
Der Rüganer 23rd of September 1938
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Chart. 4 | Forced Labourers on the Island of Rügen

Just like the rest of Germany, the number of forced labourers on Rügen was constantly increasing
since the beginning of the war. Forced labourers were not only used in agriculture but also in chalk
factories, hotels and restaurants, in shops and workshops. They mainly came from
Czechoslovakia, Poland, Russia, Ukraine, Latvia, Lithuania and France. For many of the forced
labourers, the coercive evacuation from their countries of origin was a traumatic experience, often
not having the chance to take leave of their families. In many cases the people were gathered in
camps, where hunger and physical mistreatment was on the agenda. The transport to Germany
usually happened by train in barred cattle trucks. The journeys ended temporarily in Stralsund or
Bergen on Rügen. For a fee, the people were distributed amongst Rügen citizens and brought to
their work places. Some of the forced labourers found adverse conditions on Rügen, for others it
was “easier”, depending on the people they were working for. Many forced labourers worked very
hard, often from early in the morning till late at night. There was no leisure time. Only Sunday – if
no urgent work had to be done – was a holiday. The accommodations were simply fitted, not all of
them were heated. Many former forced labourers deplore that in all these years they never
received any new clothing. They had to get by with what they were wearing and soap was rare too.
In most cases nutrition was not good but at least within agriculture people did not starve. The
contact with German people was strictly prohibited. Corporate punishment was imposed. The head
official Schuh from Altenkirchen stands out as an example of particular barbarian behaviour. When
forced labourers ostensibly had committed a crime, he was called by the land owners and would
beat the people with brutal violence.
Love affairs and relationships between labourers and Germans were extremely dangerous for both
sides. Germans would have to face imprisonment and public ridicule. Forced labourers had to face
execution while other labourers were forced to watch.

1. Zofia Wojtiuk was a forced laborer who worked as a chamber maid and a nanny, around 1944.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora

2. Zofia Wojtiuk 2003, born 1924 in Brado Itzeckie, Forced Laborer in the Hotel Wikingerhof in
Binz.
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In 1942, Zofia Wojtiuk received an invitation to the job recruitment agency in Radom. From there
she was sent as a forced laborer to Germany. Her future employer selected her out of the register
at the agency and accompanied her to her workplace at Binz. During the summer seasons, she
worked as a maid and in the kitchen of the Wikingerhof Hotel. At the hotel she worked from 6 in the
morning till 9 at night. In the winter she would work for the same family, as a nanny in Berlin. She
had a good relationship with her family. Zofia Wojtiuk would remain in Germany as a forced laborer
till the end of April 1945.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora. photo: Tilo Trinks
3. Maria Rega as a forced laborer in Wostevitz near Sassnitz, around 1944.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
4. Maria Rega 2003, born 1923 in Hordyszewo, Forced Laborer on a farm in Wostevitz, near
Sargard
The area where Maria Rega grew up (what is now Belarus), was occupied by the Red Army in
1939. Already then, she was forced to work in a Wood cutting factory. In 1941, the Germans
occupied the territory and she would continue to work in the factory. In 1943, she was be picked up
at the factory and brought to an assembly camp near the county town of Pinsk, where she would
hardly receive anything to eat. She would manage to escape, however, shortly after she was taken
to a camp in East Prussia. From there she would be sent to Bergen on the island of Rügen, via
Hamburg and Stralsund. At the market place in front of the Town Hall, farmers would pick out
laborers. After a farmer decided to pay 10 Marks for Maria Rega, she was then brought to
Wostevitz near Sagard. She would work at the property till the end of May 1945. During the time
she was there, she would receive no clothe or shoes and the workers would have to make clothes
out of potato sacks.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora. photo: Tilo Trinks
5. Mieczyslaw Grzesiak, registration photo of the young forced laborer, 1944.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
6. Mieczyslaw Grzesiak 2003, born 1929 in Skorzowo, Forced Laborer on a farm near Mellnitz
Mieczyslaw Grzesiak was 14 years old when he was sent to work as a forced laborer in Germany,
in 1944. He came from the region of Wielkopolska. From a assembly camp in Poznan, he was sent
to Stralsund via Stettin. A farmer from Mellnitz chose him as work force. Together with other forced
laborers from Poland and the Ukraine, he lived and worked on the estate. Elderly people from
Mellnitz can remember to this day that the farmer forbade the forced laborers from establishing any
contact with the inhabitants of the town. After working there for a couple of months, Mieczyslaw
Grzesiak was able to ‘trade’ his son for a different boy. Father and son could go to Gorzow where
the whole family lived, this being a rather unusual procedure in National Socialist Germany.
Nevertheless, they still had to work as forced laborers till the end of the war.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora. photo: Tilo Trinks
7. Jan Tandek 2001, born 1916 in Lebork, Forced Laborer on the construction site of Prora and a
farm field in Lubkow.
Jan Tandek came as a prisoner of war to Germany in November, 1939. Initially he was sent to
Prora to work on shell construction of the sea resort, where he carried out earthworks and worked
with the horses. Jan Tandek does not enjoy talking about his experiences. He mainly states that
the provision was very bad. The people would live in barracks. In the spring of 1940 he was
transferred to a farm in Lubkow, were he carried out forced labor till 1945. He would meet his
future wife Irena there, who was also a forced laborer. National Socialist Germany regimented the
relationships between Germans and foreign forced laborers. Therefore, meals where the forced
laborers and the family would sit and eat together, did not take place. Today, the Tandeks and the
family from Lubkow are friends.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
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8. The City Councils confirmation of entry in the road map of Sassnitz.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
9. Letter of Confirmation stating that Zygmunt Nawrocki may work as a forced laborer on Rügen.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
10. Zygmunt Nawrocki 2003, born 1928 in Krzywosadz, Forced Laborer in Berglase, agriculture.
After it was discovered that Zygmunt Nawrocki was secretly attending school lessons (this was
forbidden under German occupation) his parents were ordered to send their son to a work camp in
Germany. The boy would remain in hiding for a couple of months until eventually he reported
himself to the assembly point of the community. After staying in an assembly camp in Wlocawek
where he was physically abused and had to endure hunger, the 14 year old Zygmunt was sent to
Stralsund and was then transported to the Island of Rügen. Zygmunt Nawrocki was chosen by a
farmer to work on his land near Beglase/Samtens. There he would work until he was freed in 1945.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora. photo: Tilo Trinks.
11. Eugenia Waszak (seen left in the picture) together with other forced laborers in Sassnitz,
around 1943.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
12. Eugenia Waszak 2002, born 1923 in Bydgoszcz, Forced Laborer in the Vienna Cafe in
Sassnitz.
Eugenia Waszak was deported from her home town of Bydgoszcz and brought to Germany in
1942. After receiving an invitation from the job centre in her town, she was immediately taken away
in a transporter, without being able to say farewell to her parents. She arrived in Sassnitz via
Stettin, where she would work in the café, kitchen and buffet of a Vienna Café. Her work hours
would range from early in the morning to late at night. She was not permitted to go into the city by
herself and any form of contact with the inhabitants was forbidden. Despite this, the young Eugenia
met a young man and both felt strongly for each other. However, this love could not flourish out of
fear for being punished. Until her release in 1945 , she remained in Sassnitz.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora. photo: Tilo Trinks.
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Chart. 5 | Anti-Semitism

The first German seaside resort Heiligendamm near Doberan, and the shortly thereafter
constructed seaside resort in Putbus/Lauterbach, were reserved for the nobility and upper classes.
This changed during the last third of the 19th century, when the bourgeois could afford seaside
trips. Fishing villages along the coast developed into flourishing seaside resorts. At the same time,
forms of anti-Semitism began to be established there. The pan European phenomenon of antiSemitism in seaside resorts was predominantly initiated by the guests: At the beginning of the 20 th
Century, in nearly every changing room of the men’s bath in Sellin one could read: “Sellin keep
clear of Jews!” In order to commit the guests to their places, the administrations of some seaside
resorts and the owners of some hotels redlined Jews. In 1922 Vitte on Hiddensee went out to
campaign with the slogan “No luxury seaside resort, free of Jews”. On the other hand the places
Binz and Heringsdorf were regarded as “Judenbäder” (Jewish seaside resorts).
After coming into power, local party members bullied Jews on the island. Anna Grosse was called
“Judendirne” (a Jews’ whore) and driven through Ginst to Bergen. Many Jews left Germany for
Sweden on the Saßnitz ferry. Lazar Lemo, the lessee (Tenant, lease holder) of a chalk factory near
Saßnitz and his wife stayed on the island despite the harassment and hostilities, accommodated
by Charlotte Schimmelpfennig. During the “Reichspogromnacht” she and the Jewish couple were
pulled out of their flat by disguised SA-men. The man was forced to put on a sign saying “I am a
racial Jew” and the three of them were driven through the espalier of the ordered crowd.
Afterwards they were taken in protective custody. Charlotte Schimmelpfennig was laid off later, the
further fate of the Jewish couple is not known.
After being burnt down in 1890 the spa hotel in Binz was re-opened in 1908. Economic crisis and
inflation forced the community to sell the glamorous building and the neighbouring hotel
“Kaiserhof”, to a group of investors around the Hungarian Jew Adalbert (Bela) Kaber-Klein, who
ran the house from that time on. After 1933 the local party cadres, mainly the Mayor of Binz, Paul
Heide, and the NSDAP- district principal, Martens, tried to “de-jew” (entjuden) the spa hotel and the
Hotel “Kaiserhof”. Kaber-Klein successfully resisted against this pressure for many years. The
judical argument dragged on until 1941. Nevertheless in 1938 the “Aryanisation” of the spa hotel
and the hotel “Kaiserhof” was announced.
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1. „Baths and Guest Houses that we would not advise to our friends”. Anti- Semitism and Baths
Archive of the Documentation Centre Prora
2. Report from the Gendarmerie addressed to the district administrator, regarding the arrest of
Anna Grosse, August 1935
Der Rüganer from the 23rd September, 1998
3. On August the 16th 1935, the Police escorted Anna Grosse through Gingst and Bergen to the
police station. The accompanying mob would treat her with hostility via signs stating that she is a
“Jew Whore”
Der Rüganer, 23rd of September 1998
4. The Baths in Binz
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
5. Racial fears come in conflict with commercial interests. Although Jews were not desired, the
money that they spent was something that people did not want to compromise on.
Newsletter and Reich´s Minister of the Interior, 24th of July, regarding Jewish Bath and Spa guests.
Federal Archive Berlin
6. The Spa Hotel in Sellin was „Aryanised“ and subsequently leased to the SS.
Stralsunder Tageblatt from the 8th April 1940
7. The Bath in Binz received support from the Hungarian Embassy against the “Aryanising”
process.
A letter from the “Central Office for Economic and Political Organizations of the NSDAP” to the
mayor of Binz, 26th of August 1938
Federal Archive Berlin
8. Invitation to the „Aryanisation“ of the Spa House in Binz
Federal Archive Berlin
9. Boardwalk of Binz
Private Property
10. Report from the District President of Stettin, 10th of November 1938.
Federal Archive Berlin
z1 A line from the „Jew Song“ of Zinnowitz
In Zinnowitz, by the Baltic Sea
Is untainted German land!
There, the old flags wave
And if anyone does dare enter,
they’ll have one nut to crack
quote from: Frank Bajohr, Our Hotel is Jew Free, 2003
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Chart. 6 | “Germanic-Cult” on Rügen

For centuries the island of Rügen was settled by Slavs. It is not only the names of places but also
embankments, such as the famous Castle (temple) Arkona that are reminders of this fact.
In order to use these outstanding historic places for the Germanic cult, the Slavic history was
concealed or reinterpreted. The Hertha- Castle belonged to the greatest Slavonic embankments
and dates back to the 11th/12th century. Its name was derived from a passage in Tacitus’
“Germania”, which deals with the Nerthus cult on the island. This island was traditionally but falsely
equated with the island of Rügen. Also the megalithic tombs on Rügen whose origins are from the
Stone Age, were passed off as the foundations of Germanic cultic buildings. Despite the massive
protest against this thesis, a new construction was raised in Bergen based on non-scientific
reconstructions based on the model of a “Germanic cultic building”. This construction served as a
“Reichsjugendehrenmal” (The Reich’s Youth memorial) in which vault the “Hitler-boy” Mallon was
buried and venerated as a “Martyr of the Movement”.

1. In1936 a Cult Site was built in honor of the Hitler Youth Mallon in Bergen. The architectural
design orientated itself on the baseless reconstruction attempt of, “Germanic clan houses of the
Stone Age”.
- Stralsunder Tagesblatt, February the 18th 1936
2. Morning Celebration of participants at the “Führer Conference for Hitler Youth ´Hans Mallon´” at
the Hertha Castle. Here they are giving their “Acknowledgment of their ‘Blood Conditioned Life
Will’”, as stated in the title of the published Newspaper article. The Hertha Castle belongs to the
mightiest Slavic embankments and dates back to the 11th/12th Century. The name is derived from
a passage in the Tacitus´s “Germania”, in which he discussed about a Nerthus Cult on the island.
Traditionally it is associated with Rügen but this is false.
- Stralsunder Tagesblatt, 18th of November 1937
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3. Nightly NS Mystique, „on blood drenched sacred grounds, within sight of the fire, the flag and
the standard, encircled by the rays of the tower and fulfilled by the cry: Onwards!”
- Stralsunder Tageblatt, October the 16th 1937
4. Rally of the Pommerian Hitler Youth in front of the Mallon Memorial during the summer of 1938,
in celebration of the “Adolf Hitler March”. A delegation of the Hitler Youth made its way on foot to
the Nuremburg Rally.
- Stralsunder Tageblatt from the 16/17th of July 1938
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Chart . 7 | Militarisation and Plans for Concentration Camps

The island of Rügen was, due to its location in the Baltic sea, an important base for the National
Socialists during the war. From the mid-thirties onwards the military infrastructure was developed.
The aerodrome existing on the bow/nose since 1917 was converted into the military airfield
Dranske-Bug. In the woods near Tilzow, an ammunition dump was created to serve as a supply
base. In March 1936 Saßnitz became a garrison town, and at first a subdivision of the Kiel naval
artillery school was set up here. Another naval unit followed and in 1937 the 13th Fleet Division and
a military colony was built at this place.
In 1940 inductees from Botropp, Dresden and Stettin were trained in Prora in a police battalion.
The construction plan for a naval port in the Jasmund bay from 1853 was seized again in 1939.
Under the direction of the Naval Harbour Building Authority, a building plant for a port for
submarines and small warships was started. In the east of Glowe a channel break-through was
planned as a port entrance. In order to protect the port entrance stone moles were constructed.
Approximately 800 m north-east from Königshörn, a big terminal for submarines was built in the
Baltic. In 1940, after the war had started, construction on the building works were ceased.
In 1933 the political police in Pomerania searched for an appropriate place for a concentration
camp where political convicts were supposed to be arrested. The following places were
considered: The south part of Hiddensee, the big ait (der große Werder) near Pramort, the
Greifswalder Oie, the Darßer Ort, the Island Film and the Zickersches Höft near Groß Zicker. The
Kolberger Deep and the bow on Rügen were shortlisted. Later this project was realised on a small
scale. Shortly before the fall of the regime, an external camp for the Concentration Camp
Ravensbrück was established. It was the “Reichs”- consortium for the utilisation of seaweed for
national health and against deficiency diseases”. Inmates – predominantly Jehovah’s Witnesses –
from different concentration camps had to work hard here under very severe conditions.

1. A parade for the soldiers of the Condor Legion, who will fight in the Spanish Civil War.
Marten Schmidt, Rügens Secret Promontory, 2000
2. Military positions on Rügen
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
3. Roll call at the air base Bug, 1937
Marten Schmidt, Rügen Secret Promontory, 2000
4. The Marines is a Holiday Attraction- taken from a Rügen Holiday Prospect 1937
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
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5. Rügen became for the impending war, an important strategic position for the regime. The
Commander in Chief of the Marine Eckhardt explains his intention of building a war harbor in the
Jasmund Bodden.
Letter from Eckhardt to the Reich´s Minister of Labor, 10th of May 1939
Federal Archive Berlin
6. Reinhold Wilczek with this family in Hindenburg/Oberschlesien shortly after his dismissal in
1945. Since the 2nd of April 1935 he has stayed consecutively in the concentration camps
Lichtenburg, Dachau, Ravensbrück and finally remained for one month in Saßnitz.
Selter History Archive of the Jehovah´s Witnesses.
7. The military shows its presence in Saßnitz, 2nd of September 1937
Stralsunder Tagesblatt, 2nd September 1937
8. The Marine in Saßnitz
Stralsunder Tagesbaltt, 2nd of September 1937
9. Manöver, 1939
Rügen Post, 16th of August 1939
10. Reinhold Wilczek´s ‘Certificate of Discharge’ from the field ware house of the Concentration
Camp in Ravensbrück, 3rd of May 1945. Due to being a Jehovah´s Witness, Mr. Wilczek was sent
to the concentration camp for over 10 years. In the C.C. he suffered a fractured nose and ankle.
Selter History Archive of the Jehovah Witnesses.
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Chart. 8 | The Napola in Putbus

In 1941 the traditional royal College in Putbus was changed into an elite school for NationalSocialists. The National Political Educational Institution, called Napola, – was a branch of the
NPEA (Nationalpolitische Erziehungsanstalt, National-Political Reformatory) in Berlin-Spandau.
The Weapon SS was responsible for advertisement and financing , and was particularly interested
in "secondary" growth for the “Führer”. The condition for admission was a racial checking by the
Race and Settlement Agency of the SS, for the “general mental and physical condition”, and the
political credibility, of the parent’s house. In 1941, 6,000 pupils of the Reich were taught at
“Napolas”. The cadets – called “Jungmannen” (Young Men) – were admitted at the age of ten.
Only three of these schools were planned for girls. The education consisted of military subjects
such as field exercises, shooting, riding and motor sports but also group excursions, tent camps
and common festivities were part of the program. The slogan was “Believe, Obey and Fight”. The
teachers were supposed to be reserve officers and were characterized by a leader’s personality.
Initially the graduates had free choice of employment. It was only in 1944 were Hitler released a
decree which commanded the education of the officers’ secondary growth at these elite schools.
Concerned were young men born in 1929 and onwards. The first school years primarily joined the
Wehrmacht after completing school; later graduates went to the Weapon SS. The educational aim
was to create an elite devoted to National Socialism and the “Führer”, not to promote intelligent
and independent thinking personalities.

1. Napola Students
Klaus Montanus, The Putbusser, 1995
2. Youth Klaus Montanus visited the Napola Putbus from 1943 to 1945. After the war he studied
politics in Marburg.
Klaus Montanus, The Putbusser, 1995
3. Physical Fitness in the Napola
Rügen Post, 28th of February 1941
4. Roll Call for the Flag Parade
Klaus Montanus, The Putbusser, 1995
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5. Critical inquiry from Himmler to the Inspector of the NPEA, SS High Group Leader Heißmeyer
on the 30th of June 1942, regarding the visit of the Confirmation Lesson by students of the Napola
Putbus. In his detailed answer, Heißmeyer explained the transition problems that is to be
overcome within the next two years.
Federal Archive Berlin

Z1 Educational Goals of Hitler
The „Folk State“ will have to ensure that a proper education of the youth is secured. This is the
final decision that needs to be made in order to to preserve the survival of our race. on this planet.
Hitler, Mein Kampf
Federal Archive, Berlin
Z2 Educational Goals of Hitler
Education should not fixate on pumping the individual full of knowledge but in cultivating healthy
bodies.
Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf, 197.-201. Edition, Munich 1936
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Chart. 9 | Idea and Planning

The National Socialists were quite aware that without the workers, neither a broad armament nor
the planned war would be possible. Right at the beginning of the Nazi-regime, the workers’
movement was browbeaten and destroyed. Leisure time offers were meant to contribute to the
compensation of the strained social situation of the workers. The National-Socialist organisation
“Strength through Joy” was incumbent on supporting the integration of the workers in the “People’s
Community”. At first they did not achieve much. In order to change this situation, the offer of
“Strength through Joy” (KdF) was modified. From May 1934 onwards, the KdF offered sea-trips. In
1935 the idea arose to built seaside resorts for workers. Ley always emphasized that the idea of
KdF-seaside resorts came from the “Führer himself”. Hitler was always named as the originator of
all alterations and offers of the regime - this way the myth of the “Führer” was meant to be
stabilised. In fact it was Ley who was the initiator and ‘motor’ of the project. Hitler never went to
Prora. Ley’s aim was to accommodate yearly 14 Million people for one week. He argued that it was
possible” to achieve the same success with one week of holiday as with three or four weeks” by
“intensifying holidays”. In order to realise this aim, five similar seaside resorts were supposed to be
constructed. Already in 1935 Ley made his architect Clemens Klotz create a draft that was shown
in September at the Nuremberg Rally. At the beginning of 1936 a architectural competition was set
up. The winners were Clemens Klotz and Erich zu Putlitz who was now responsible for the
construction of the festival hall. In 1937 the press announced the start of building works for a
second seaside resort. The estate near Kolberg/Pomerania had already been chosen. This
building project was never started.

1. Julius Schulte- Frohlinde explains to Hitler the exhibited Model of the KdF Seaside resort,
during a ceremony on the 2nd Anniversary on the 27th of November 1935
Federal Archive Koblenz

z1. Robert Ley during the Workshop for the KdF Seaside Architect competition, 18th of February
1936
The idea for this Seaside Resort comes personally from the Führer. He once told me that,
according to his opinion we should build a giant Seaside Resort.
The workers would not feel totally comfortable in the available Baths. The surrounding and
environment would alienate them and much is lacking. When they arrive at the new resort, then
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they should find all that they need. This was the reason that the Führer gave me the assignment, to
build a “Strength through Joy” Seaside Resort, the greatest that the world has ever seen.
The Führer also insisted that the Bath should host up to 20,000 beds. The whole thing should be
set up so that one could use it as a base hospital in the case of a war. Additionally the Führer also
wishes that a Festival Hall be built in the centre of the seaside resort and that all buildings are
clean, convenient and nicely arranged.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora

z2. The Seaside Resort Prora was not without its critics, even within the inner ´Circle of Power´
“Through his agency ‘Travelling and Hiking’, Ley would decide to build Baths. Which would have
been fine, if the concept of relaxation and solitude would actually have been taken into
consideration. However, Ley miscalculated himself by deciding to build his ‘Seaside Resort for
20,000’, out of all places, on the island of Rügen. Giesler began to actively complain after I
informed him about it. I told him, now we are taking workers and employees out of their urban
factories and sending them to a place that is even more hectic. On top of that, they are going to be
sent to Rügen, where the noise of 20,000 people is going to disturb the tranquility of the others
Baths. Giesler also pointed out the technical impossibilities. The KdF Bath, for example, will have
to install its own butchery. Seeing as the water on the island is not sufficient we will need to
connect a supply line to the mainland. The list goes on. Despite this, Ley proudly presented his
plans for Ball Rooms, Halls and so forth. A social idea would eventually became a craze, and
building commenced on a project which would become the opposite of everything it was initially
meant to be”.
Alfred Rosenberg, Last Recordings, Nuremberg 1945/46, 1996
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Chart. 10 | The Political Situation

Due to the increased armaments industry, the level of unemployment had dropped in 1935.
However, only several production and economy sectors benefited from this cyclical upturn. The
consumer goods industry continued to stagnate and within the armaments industry a lack of labour
even occurred. Generally, as living expenses increased, an increase in pay failed to appear.
Despite the perceptible economic upturn, the social situation of the workers did not improve. Many
of them lived below the poverty level. Displeasure and protests were the results. During a manhunt
through the entire “Reich” in the Spring of 1935, about 5.000 members and sympathisers of the
resistance were arrested, nevertheless the wide spread resentments could not be tackled.
The workers criticised the pomp and luxury of the” top brass” of the party, the high income of the
company managers as well as the high management bonus. Furthermore the supply bottleneck
and war fears caused by the aggressive foreign policy of the regime, contributed to the ill-humour
of the workers. The German Labour Front was also criticised. The state police station in Potsdam
noticed that in large parts of the population “the partially critical and observant attitude” towards
National- Socialism is boosted by the disproportion between the wages and taxes – particularly the
high contributions for the Work Front – on one hand and the big gains of the industrialists on the
other hand. It is this politically explosive situation that impeded the idea of the “People’s
Community” and plans for the construction of seaside resorts for workers were developed.

1. Daily Notice of the Secret State Police Berlin, 18th of January 1934
Federal Archives Berlin

2. SA Follwers are recruited as Auxiliary Police
German Historical Museum

3. Warning against expected Wage reduction for construction workers.
NSDAP District Administration Hamburg, letter from District Administrator Kaufmann to State
secretary Lammers, State Chancellery, 7th of March 1935.
Federal Archive Berlin
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4. The first demonstration against the Annexation of Hitler Germany.
Saar Election 1935
German Historical Museum

5. A letter from Martin Bormann to the Reich´s Minister of Labor regarding the unnecessary high
wages of employees at the “Bank of German Labor”, in comparison to the wages of normal
workers.
Federal Archive Berlin

6. Worker Woman Grete Messig was shot by a SA Follower in Selb, Bavaria
German Historical Museum

7. Anoymous Protest against the Regime.
German Historical Museum

8. Disrupter of the Work Climate
Main article against „Trouble Makers“, Company Newspaper Siemens, May 1937
Federal Archives Berlin

z1 Gestapo Dortmund. A Report Regarding the Political Situation of February 1935
The uncomfortable relationship between the current wages and the costs of living, still persists
since the last report was written.The worker does not recieve more than the minimum wage yet at
the same time must witness how the industries leaders are exempt from having to make sacrifices.
This leads to alot of frustration amoungst the workers, who are aware that the industrial
entrepeneurs are going through a productive phase due to government arrangments, yet are not
required from the State or take initiative themselves, to make some sacrifices. The Industry leaders
contribute considerably to the increasing negative atmosphere amongst the workers
Federal Archive Berlin

Z2 State Police Bielefeld. Review of Events from September 1935
As influential and efficient the Nuremburg Rally may have been on the population, and despite the
confidence there is towards the Führer and the government, the questions regarding the current
state of the economy still remains. As the status report of August has shown, the majority of
anxiety lies with the manual laborers who cannot keep up with the increasing costs of household
goods and food, due to static low wages. In addition, the implemented short time jobs by various
factories has contributed to the decreased wages.

The result of this is that the purchasing power of the masses is not beneficial. The fixed
prices of meat, potatoes, etc are not being upheld and a illegal trade is becoming obvious.
In order to illuminate the general atmosphere, I will quote a verse that has spread amongst
the circle of workers.
“Thirteen pfennig for one egg
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So claims Dr. LeyTwenty Pfennig for one HerringThus states GöringOops, everything is getting pricySays our FührerWell, I told you all alongAnswers Dr. Schaoht”
(unfortunately the word play is lost, seeing as the words do not rhyme when translated from
German into English)
Federal Archive Berlin

z3 State Police Berlin. Review of the Events in January 1936

With the the increase in prices, one must also take into consideration the rising costs of rent. The
number of complaints has increased since the beginning of the year despite experience showing
us that most rent payers usually don´t comment on this seeing as they fear termination of their
rental agreement. Especially as far as new rent contracts are concerned, the land lords try to
enforce an increase in rent, either in an open way or in a concealed manner.
The restrictions laid down by the law on the 2nd of December 1935, which were designed to curb
this unwanted approach, are not adequate enough. They do not include all of the living
accommodations and the penal provisions regarding unacceptable rent costs are seldom
implemented. It is true that the momentary income is not enough to cover the demands of the rent.
However, it is more important at the moment to assist the majority of rent payer´s who are
financially helpless in dealing with the increase in rent and to ensure that the rent costs are brought
down.
Gestapo Berlin – Overview of the Occurrences from January 1936.
The presented problems and difficulties has contributed to a monthly increase of distrust amongst
the population, in regards to the announcements and arrangements made by the Government.
The growing animosity towards the movement, is contributing to the decrease in moral and
atmosphere. Although direct critique against the Führer is seldom risked, the attitude of the
NSDAP towards the economic crisis is one of the most serious aspects to take into consideration.
Many “Comrades of the People” who without being party members nevertheless supported the
regime after the seizure of power, are beginning to lose faith in the realization in the social
programs of the NSDAP.
The decrease in status of the NSDAP amongst the population can no longer be ignored. The
mistakes and inefficiencies of the movement have been the same for months and continue to
repeat themselves. The disproportionate high wages amongst government and party officials in
comparison to the low wages of the general population is something that is leading to increasing
discontent among the people. Emphasis is also laid on multiple administration posts being held by
single individuals. While the average individual is willing to make sacrifices and compromises, the
promises of improvement from leading roles in the DAF has not been fulfilled. The urge for saving
and constraint is something that, when observing the luxury of the state and party officials, is not
being followed by them and does not represent what one is to expect from a Socialist Reich and
representatives of a Labor Party.
Federal Archive Berlin
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Chart. 11 | Robert Ley and Clemens Klotz

In 1931 Clemens Klotz met Robert Ley. At the time Ley was the party leader of the regional branch
Köln-Aachen of the NSDAP. In 1932 he took over as head of the party organisation and in 1933 he
became head of the German Labour Front.
Klotz joined the NSDAP in 1933 and in the same year signalised his interest and readiness to work
for the German Labour Front. He developed a strong commitment to the German Labour Front and
towards Ley. Klotz was involved among others in designing and realising the elite NSDAP
educational complexes Vogelsang and Crössinsee, the Adolf-Hitler-school in Waldbröl, the House
of German Labour in Cologne and the KdF-seaside resort on the island of Rügen. However he
would maintain his role as a private architect. In contract placing, Robert Ley played a key role.
Obviously interested in building projects enhancing prestige to the German Labour Front and
consolidating its position in the hierarchy of the Nazi organisations, Ley encouraged numerous
projects. Acting like the constructor, Ley would primarily involve Klotz in his projects and not the
building department of the German Labour Front. Ley assigned to Klotz the role of a personal
architect. The fact that Klotz was commissioned with projects before the public competition showed
this as well. The tight attachment of the architect to the regime is further illustrated by the various
titles that Klotz received. In 1933 he was appointed to the “Commissioned Architect of the German
Imperial Government, for the construction of educational complexes of the NSDAP and the
German Labour Front “. Later this would include the “Architect of the Nazi-Party Headquarter” and
in 1938 to the “Trusted Architect of the German Labour Front”.

1. The Architect Clemens August Klotz (1886- 1969) developed his craft through studying in
various Architectural Offices in Dresden and Cologne. In 1911, he settled down in Cologne as a
private architect. During the First World War he worked on accommodation projects, one and two
family houses and also multi storied apartments and businesses buildings.
Klotz became a member of the German Labour Union and founded with other Cologne architects
the “Block Cologne Building Architects”, which supported modern architecture in the region. Klotz
developed his own architectural style which included elements of modernity such as round
windows, flat roofs and long window stiles while at the same time combining them with the local
design.
His most important assignment before 1933 was the Cologne Water Works and the Opera
Restaurant. At the beginning of the 30´s he made acquaintance with Robert Ley which would play
a turning point in his life. On the 1st of May 1933 he joined the NSDAP after having already been
suggested as director of the High School for Architecture in Weimar.
Klotz would meet Hitler through Ley on whose advise he would erect a second office in 1935 in
Munich. Klotz would be accepted in the Prussian Academy of Art and would remain a member
even after the war.
Via Ley, Klotz would recieve many assignments such as the „House of German Labor“, a „District
Forum“ in Cologne, the „NS Ordensburgen“ Crössinsee in Pommern and Vogelsang at the Eifel
and also the KdF SeaSide Resort on Rügen.
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At the beginning of the regime Klotz was much sought after, however, near the end of the 30´s this
would gradually lessen. The origins for this lie in a dispute of competence between Ley and
Rosenberg regarding the architecture of the “Ordensburgen” and the “Elite School” at Chiemsee.
Many architects that were in service of the state until 1945, continued their obligations after the
war. Klotz did not feel any political guilt or pressure, due to the fact that Klotz was a self employed
Architect and did not belong to the inner circle of Albert Speer. Despite this, he was not able to find
a foothold in the post war architectural landscape of Germany.
Federal Archive
2. Letter from Clemens Klotz to Hitler, 20th of April 1936
Federal Archive Berlin
3. Klotz explains to Hitler the displayed Model of the planned KdF Seaside Resort. The 2nd
Anniversary of the KdF Seaside Resort. Ley is shown on the right side of the picture.
4. Robert Ley circa 1933.
Robert Ley was born 1890 in Niederbreidenbach at the Eifel, as the child of a well off Farmer
family. After visiting the high school in Gummersbach he went on to study chemistry. Ley would
voluntarily enlist as a Artillerist in 1914. Later on he would become a aerial artillery observer in the
first world war. In July 1917, his machine would be shot down and he sustained heavy injuries.
Robert Ley would return to Germany from French captivity, in January 1920. In 1921 he would take
a position as chemist at the company Bayer, in Leverkusen. In 1924, he would become a member
of the NSDAP and would advance to district leader of the Southern Rheinland in 1925.
During the late 20´s and early 30´s, he would become known as one of the most fanatic and
successful agitators of the NS movement. His speeches would be characterized by his demagogic
approach, in particular towards the Jews.
In 1928, he would lose his position at Bayer, however, during the same year he would become the
Main Organizational Leader of the NSDAP in the district Cologne Aachen and become member of
the Prussian Landtag. In 1930 he would advance to the Reichtag. In 1928, he would release the
“West German Observer”. He would receive hefty criticism for his inflammatory speeches. In
December 1932, Hitler appointed him as Reich´s Organisational Leader of the NSDAP. As Reich´s
Leader of the German Labor Front he was also responsible for the NS Organization “Strength
through Joy” and the structuring of leisure time. Ley would vehemently push the development of
the KdF Seaside Resort. He promote Klotz´s design to Hitler.
Federal Archive Koblenz
5. A model for the layout of the “Elite School” at Chiemsee, by Clemens Klotz, between 1937 and
1938. This layout was discarded in favor of the blueprint by Hermann Giesler.
Jürgen Rostock/Franz Zadnicek, Ruins of Paradise, 1992
6. Elite Academy “Vogelsang” with full view, Clemens Klotz 1934 to 1941
Jürgen Rostock/Franz Zadnicek, Ruins of Paradise, 1992
7. Elite Academy “Vogelsang”, Staircase to the secret rooms
Werner Durth/Winfried Nerdinger, Architecture and City Planning of the 1930/40’s, 1993
8. Advertisement for a book by Ley, with the programmatic title “Breakthrough of the Social
Honor”, 1935
Federal Archive Koblenz
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Chart. 12 | Preparations of 1935

On the 30th of July 1935, Ley safeguarded the land/estate at the Prora Wiek for the construction.
One day later the press office of the head of the German Labour Front announced the project. In
September 1935 first drafts were on hand, that were immediately published and shown in
exhibitions. The drafts were either made by the architect Clemens Klotz or came from the building
authority, whose head/leader was Julius Schulte-Frohlinde. The competition for the project was not
announced before 1936. The existing drafts were geared to the curved beach: the
accommodations were situated in a building chain elongating along the beach. A Festival Hall and
a fairground was the centre in all the drafts. Community and cultural buildings as well as kitchen
facilities and transport equipment were part of the conception. Klotz’ draft was already being
surveyed by Adolf Hitler and Robert Ley, in his Munich Studio. In the same month it was exhibited
at the “Nuremberg Rally” and was modified up to the end of the year. In autumn 1935 it already
became apparent that Clemens Klotz’ draft was favoured.

1. Transcript from the Building Site Negotiations, 1935
A meeting on the 30th of July, 1935 in Saßnitz. The owner of the provided building site, Malte von
Veltheimn, Prince of Putbus hands over his property:
„On the 30th of July, 1935, an important meeting was held at the „Fürstenhof Hotel“ at invitation
from the Reich’s Organizational Leader and head of the Geman Labor Front, Robert Ley. Dr. Ley
opened the proceeding by stating that he is here on orders from the Führer. After completing his
sightseeing tour, he asked Malte von Veltheim whether he would be prepared to offer his plot of
land for the Führer’s project of building a KdF Seaside Resort. Malte von Veltheim, stated that he is
was willing to do so. The land stretched along the coast between Mukran and Binz. Dr. Ley
thanked him in name of the German people, for whom this project was intended. The deal was
agreed on per handshake.
„
Pg. Malte von Veltheim, Pg. Karl Gustav von Platen, Landrat Pg. Lothar Schiedlansky,
Bürgermeister Pg. Hans Malsfey – Sassnitz, Bürgermeister Pg. Paul Heide – Binz, Dr. Bodo
Lafferentz – Berlin, Pg. Claus Selzner – Berlin, Pg. Walter Kiehl – Berlin, Pg. Paul Dürr – Stettin,
Kreisleiter Walter Martens und Unterbannführer Paul Steffenhagen. Ferner waren die Architekten
Pg. Klotz – Köln, Pg. Schulte-Frohlinde anwesend. Gegeben 30. Heuert 1935 zu Sassnitz

Dr. R. Ley
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v. Veltheim, Herr zu Putbus, Rittmeister a.D.
Clemens Klotz
Paul Heide
Walter Kiehl
Lothar Schiedlansky
Dr. Karl Gustav von Ploten, Rittmeister a. D.
Claus Selzner
Schulte-Frohlinde
Martens
Dr. Lafferentz
Paul Steffenhagen.

Archiv Dokumentationszentrum Prora
2. This is one of the designs by the Building Department of the German Labor Front, under Julius
Schulte Frohlinde. Blueprint of the central festival hall, 1935.
Bauwelt, 1936
3. This is one of the designs by the German Labor Front, however, it was never realized. A
blueprint of the sleeping quarters, to have been built along the coast, 1935.
Bauwelt, 1936
4. Ley and Hitler during the opening ceremony of the KdF, 27th of November 1935. Looking at the
model of a living quarter for the KdF Seaside Resort.
Arbeitertum, 1935
5. Adolf Hitler and Joseph Goebbels in front of the first model of the KdF Seaside Resort by
Clemens Klotz, at the Nuremberg Rally, 1935. The yard shaped design of this early model, which
was handed in by Klemens Klotz, is very apparanent here.
Pommersche Newspaper
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Chart. 13 | The Competition 1936
Even though drafts existed and Clemens Klotz’ proposal was clearly favoured, an architectural
competition for the “KdF Seaside Resort” Rügen was announced in February 1936. Albert Speer,
leader of the Reich’s office “Beauty of Labour” was commissioned by Robert Ley to prepare and
realise the programme. He asked 11 architects to participate in the competition: German
Bestelmeyer, Emil Fahrenkamp, Herman Gießler, Hans Gonser, Konstantin Gutschow, Georg
Holzbauer, Oskar Jäger, Clemens Klotz, Erich zu Putlitz, Julius Schulte-Frohlinde, Heinrich
Tessenow.
The general requirement was to “design the structural, operational and technical establishments for
accommodation, supply and other physical and mental care of 20.000 holiday makers by the
organisation “Strength through Joy”. At the same time
the architects were required to “exert themselves for an architectural and urban-scenic design,
according to the cultural meaning of the project”. The programme of the competition envisaged
concretely the erection of a seaside resort for 20.000 holiday makers and 2000 employees on an
area of 10 km by 500m. The requested construction schedule included the design of a Central
Festival Hall. Concerning the size and fittings, all rooms were required to be uniformly designed
based on an occupancy for three people. All rooms had to be with a sea view.
At a work meeting in February 1936, the architects were introduced to the project by Robert Ley.
40 million Reichsmark were assessed for the construction. However, one aspect of the planning
was supposed to be kept secret from the public: the possibility to convert the construction into a
military hospital in case of a war.
During the 1936 Olympics, the drafts and models were exhibited in the Berlin Marstall (Royal
Stud). After Hitler and Ley had surveyed the results of the competition Klotz’ draft received the
award; though with the condition to integrate the Festival Hall from the Erich zu Putlitz’s draft.
Only some of the published entries to the competition are shown here; others are presumed to be
lost.

Chart A:

1. Excerpt from the Protocol Workshop, 18th of February 1936
State Archive Hamburg
2. Competition contribution by German Bestelmeyer; view of the festival grounds from the Sea.
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Architectural Museum of the Technical University Munich
3. Competition contribution by German Bestelmeyer, with view of the Festival Hall.
Architectural Museum of the Technical Univeristy Munich
4. Competion contribution by German Bestelmeyer, picture of Festival Hall interior.
Architectural Museum of the Technical University Munich
5. Competition contribution by Emil Fahrenkamp, View of the Public Square, jetty and bordering
accommodation site.
Building Guild, 1936
6. Competion Contribution by German Bestelmeyer, Layout
Architectural Museum of the Technical Univeristy Munich
7. Competition Contribution Emil Fahrenkamp, Development article
Building Guild, 1936
8. Competition Contribution by Emil Fahrenkamp, Layout
Building Guild 1936

z1 German Bestelmeyer (1874- 1942) was an advocate for neo- classical and monumental designs
during the beginning of the 20th century. He designed a asymmetrical construction for the Seaside
Resort. The accommodation, which was connected all the way to the dining hall at the sea, were
arranged in rows and from the fairground onwards, was split into two separate sections. On the
fairground was a oval shaped festival hall. The interior and exterior of the festival hall reminds one
of the Centenary Hall in Breslau by Max Berg, in the year 1913.

z2 Emil Fahrenkamp (1885-1966) was a pioneer of the architectural modernity of the 20´s. He
designed two parallel rows of buildings which stood behind each other at different heights, their
segments building a courtyard. The continuity of the building pillars was interrupted by the inserted
fairground with its festival hall. The fairground was not centrally placed in the complex, leading to
different lengths in pillars. The fairground and festival house would follow the beach.
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Chart B:

1. Competition Entry by Konstantin Gutschow. Festival Hall at the Festival Grounds
State Archive Hamburg
2. Competition Entry by Konstantin Gutschow, Beach segment
State Archive Hamburg
3. Festival grounds with festival hall, Design by the Building Department of the DAF under the
supervision of Julius Schulte- Frohlinde.
Baugilde, 1936
4. Model of the Competition design by the DAF.
Baugilde, 1936
5. Model of the whole complex based on the competition design by Clemens Klotz, 1936.
Baugilde, 1936
6. The Competition Entry designed by Erich zu Putlitz. Central Part of the whole complex with
festival grounds and festival house. The building for Propaganda and „Folk Education“ and the
Administration building with bordering accomodation can also be seen, 1936.
Baugilde, 1936
7. Heinrich Tessenow’s competition entry, model of the whole complex.
Baugilde, 1936
8. Competiton entry by Heinrich Tessenow, Festival Hall
Baugilde, 1936
9. Competition entry by Clemens Klotz, layout
Baugilde, 1936
10. Competition entry by Erich zu Putlitz, layout
Baugilde, 1936
11. Competition entry by Heinrich Tessenow; Pillars in the Festival Hall
Baugilde, 1936
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z1 Konstantin Gutschow (1902-1978) was an architect and designer that was active in the Third
Reich and in the Federal Republic of Germany. He designed a symmetrical complex whose centre
combined the fairground with the festival hall. The festival hall was pushed out of the middle of the
grounds. Gutschow would make use of a Bogenbinder Construction consisting of a rectangular
foundation. A construction which was typical of industrial halls.

z2 Julius Schulte-Frohlinde (1894-1968) occupied administrative bodies during the Third Reich and
led NS specific building assignments, however, he was also involved in propagandistic mass
events. Under his leadership, the DAF building department on Rügen would construct parallel
buildings with two types of buildings behind each other. The dining halls point at the beach.

z3 Erich zu Putlitz (1892- 1945) became known in the 20´s via his contribution to the Folk Palace in
Genf. His design was based on ten building units, each consisting of two blocks with four
individuals houses. The centrally placed festival hall with its classical monumental style, spurred
Hitler´s interest.

z4 Clemens Klotz (1886- 1969) designed in his blueprint, a building column that is separated in the
middle by a fairground which pushes the community buildings slightly into the direction of the
beach. The structure of the community houses bore the characteristic of a ship’s bow.

z5 Heinrich Tessenow (1876- 1950) was a famous architect during the beginning of the 20th
century and a pioneer of modern architecture. He based his designs on symmetrical structures.
The two sided central grounds were characterized by frontal setbacks, so that a yard like structures
would be formed. Tessenow designed the Festival Hall not as a compact closed up building but as
an open structure whose sides were supported by pillars, whose distances would decrease and
carry the roof. Tessenow indicated with this his desire for the hall to be associated with a clearing
in the woods.
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Chart. 14 | The Draft of Clemens Klotz
Between 1935 and 1938 Clemens Klotz’ draft was changed a few times.
The plan from 1935 envisaged a divided complex of buildings, following the cost line in the centre,
where a fairground with a Festival Hall and a bell tower was planned. Symmetrically north and
southwards from the centre groups, of compact comb-shaped buildings were envisaged. This way
on the bordered three sides, yard-like spaces were created. The building line along the beach, and
the inner transverse/cross buildings, were planned to contain the sleeping apartments. For the
fairground Klotz proposed a building of several parts consisting of a landside-situated wing for
administrative and service facilities, a central building group and a seaside-situated rectangular
Festival Hall.
In the competition entry from 1936, the comparatively compact structure was expanded in order to
have all rooms oriented towards the sea. The building parts between the transverse/cross buildings
were elongated to 500 m; so the construction became a line. Now in the north and in the south
respectively, five transverse/ cross buildings stepped out towards the sea. They were defined as
community houses and were bow-shaped.
On the landside the building line was structured by transverse/cross staircases. In 1936 the Central
Festival Hall was just divided in two parts and consisted of a landsite-situated construction for the
headquarters and a seaside-situated hall for 20.000 people. However, due to the decision of the
competition in 1936 the Festival Hall designed by Erich zu Putlitz had to be integrated into the
master plan from Clemens Klotz. A rectangle Cube surrounded by thundering columned halls – a
monumental building was supposed to be erected. In 1937, during the course of further
development of the master plan, they planned indoor swimming pools with 100 by 40m water
basins behind every accommodation block. At the backside of the fairground, arcades were
envisaged and in the centre a water basin with fountains. On the southern side a Film Theatre was
planned and to the north side a tower, that would be rounded off with a Café allowing for a view.

1. Architectural Perspective of the Fairground. Border Construction with pillars in front of the
reception Hall.
West German Observer, 3rd of April 1938
2. Architectural perspective of the Festival Hall. A Water basin behind the Festival Hall was
planned.
West German Observer, 3rd of April 1938
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3. Architectural Perspective of the Beach side. The monotony of the endless façade is
emphasized by the lack of vegetation.
West German Observer, 3rd of April 1938
4. Partial representation of the Klotz Model 1935.
Federal Archive Koblenz
5. Sketch of the complete layout of the “KdF- Seaside resort” by Gerda Rotermund, 1938.
The New Line, 1938
6. The layout from 1939 by Clemens Klotz with Fair Ground and rearward basin. The festival hall
is missing. It is no longer part of the layout.
The German Architect, 1939
7. Clemens Klotz 1936; Model of the Fairground with the Festival Hall from Erich zu Putlitz and the
Jetty structure.
Under the Sun Wheel, 1938
8. Architectural Perspective of the Festival Ground 1939, now without the Hall.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
9. Clemens Klotz; 1939 Model with inserted Festival Hall by zu Putlitz with the Border
Construction. Rectangular DAF accommodation and an additional Swimming Hall are located in
the interior
The German Architect, 1939
10. Clemens Klotz; Model from circa 1938 with inserted Festival Hall by zu Putlitz and Border
construction. Top right of picture with planned Swimming Hall, right from the festival hall is a water
basin, underneath that the observation tower and above that a big light show theatre.
West German Observer from the 3rd of April 1938
11. Interior view of the planned Swimming Hall.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
12. Clemens Klotz, planned interior design of a Holiday Room.
German Building Newspaper, 1936
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Chart. 15 | The “KdF Seaside Resort Rügen” in the Architectural Landscape

The construction of seaside-resorts for mass tourism was developed only at the beginning of the
thirties. The plan to realise a spa for 20.000 people was quite new and made high demands on the
technical, logistical and infra-structural planning.
Right from the beginning, the KdF Seaside-Resort was part of the propagandistic profiling of the
KdF organisation and therefore of the regime.
Rationalisation of holiday was the formative aspect, as well of the draft of the construction of the
mile long buildings. The comb shape of the staircases at the land side guaranteed a quick access
to the accommodations. It was not possible to overlook the impressive string of four times ten
staircases northwards and southwards of the fairground with over a length of 4,5 km from any
viewpoint. The modular grid of the staircases which was divided into small sections, contrasted the
big areas between the community houses on the seaside. The ends of the community houses were
rounded off, thus containing elements of the New Objectivity of the twenties. This structure
segmented the beach and directed the holiday makers. The architecture of this part of the planning
was dedicated to Modernity.
The planning of the fairground construction and the Festival Hall was different. This was about the
architectural impression, “the word in stone”. The place bordered by arcades and the Festival Hall
followed the prestigious buildings of the Nazi-regime. On the central square the Hall was supposed
to arise as an iconic building from the ensemble which was planned to relate to the Hall. Klotz
responded to the design intentions of zu Putlitz by his columned halls on each side of the square.
The accommodations for employees – elongated blocks with two floors – and the accommodations
for the obliged of the “Reichsarbeitsdienst” were rather dedicated to the “Heimatschutzstil”.
The functional complexity of the KdF-spa led to a combination of different design modi. The
pompous symmetry in urban construction, neo-classicistic elements, forms of modern building of
the twenties and elements of the “Heimatschutz”-style were combined. The principles Repetition of
forms, uniformity and monotony were part of this architectural-spacious design, as well as
pathways and access systems in order to lead or gather the masses in a giant Festival Hall.
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1. Le Corbusier: Obus Prject for Algeria, 1930
The Le Corbusier Project has many external similarities with the complex at Prora such as the long
curved Beach line. However, both projects follow different intentions. Le Corbusier is a “street
project” that is concerned with providing accommodation.
Le Corbusier et Pierre Jeanneret. Oeuvre Complete de 1929-1934
2. Row houses for the Service Obligated by the Reich Labor Service.
Archive Documentation Centre of Prora
3. Single Family House for the construction management, 1937
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
4. The previously existing buildings served Klotz as inspiration for Prora. A administrative building
that shares structural similarity with Prora is the Main Administrative Building of the IG Farben in
Frankfurt on the Main. The design was by Hans Poelzig 1928-1931.
German Historical Museum
5. Another building project with a comb shaped structure- Northern façade of the Volks Wagen
Factory, first building phase circa 1939.
Institute for Museums and Urban History, Wolfburg
6. Via the stairwell, a comb shaped construction from the land side of Prora.
Foto by Franz Zadnicek, Archive Documentation Centre Prora.
7. House of German Art, München by Paul Ludwig Troost, 1933-1937.
Albert Speer (Hg.): New German Building Art, 1941
8. Model of the Festival Hall by zu Putlitz, 1938.
Stralsunder Daily Paper, from the 27th of January 1938
9. Clemens Klotz, “KdF- Seaside Resort Rügen”. Pillar Hall, status during the year 2000.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
10. Multifamily house for the employees at the Seaside Resort at Prora.
Jürgen Rostock/Franz Zadnicek, Ruins of Paradise, 1992
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Chart. 16 | The KdF-Seaside Resort Rügen in the Propaganda

Long before the competition in 1936 the newspapers reported on the project Prora. The postponed
competition and all the other events connected to its realisation – such as the laying of the
foundation stone, the opening of the railway track or the topping-out ceremony – were discussed in
detail in newspapers, magazines or on the radio. Although the project was at odds with the military
armament, which had priority in any case, the Prora plan served propagandistic purposes.
It was known to every “Volksgenosse” in the German “Reich” that a giant seaside resort for
workers was under construction.
The propaganda emphasized the alleged progressive pro-labour character of the KdF-spa and
celebrated the construction as a “socialist act”. Also the so called luxury of the small and simple
rooms which were all fitted with the same sea-view, was appraised in a propagandistic way.
The mood/ humour of the workers, who had to carry the main burden of the war preparation was
considered to be depressed, which is why a propaganda trump such as the KdF-spa was very
convenient for the regime. Even though the closer circle of power knew that the war would forestall
a KdF-holiday at the sea and Prora was already referred to as the “biggest German military
hospital”, the construction and the prospect of a holiday at the sea was a convenient element for
the stabilisation of the “People’s Community” and thus the regime. KdF was the “sharpest weapon”
against “defeatists” and “barraters”. Widely spread drawings and photographs nurtured the illusion
of a private happiness beyond the imminent war.

1. KdF Advertisement 1939. The buildings of Prora, the Wharf and the landing bridge are
emphasised in the background
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
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Chart .17 | The Laying of the Foundation Stone
The date for the laying of the foundation stone for the “KdF-Seaside Resort Rügen”, was
consciously set on the 2nd of May 1936, the third anniversary of the “Storming of the Trade
Unions”. The memory of this trump was meant to be appropriately framed by the laying of the
foundation stone which was prepared with military precision by the party, “Strength through Joy”,
the Reich’ s fatigue duty, the Wehrmacht and the state railway. Provisional car parks, sanitary tents
and field kitchens were set up in order to serve tea with rum after the laying of the foundation
stone. 12000 people were expected who came in free special trains, even from Stettin. In order to
guarantee a smooth course of the event the local newspapers published the arrival and departure
times of the trains and a deployment plan for the different military and paramilitary formations. A
naval unit from Pillau was situated at the Prorer Wiek and over the heads of the visitors flew a
squadron from the military airfield near Greifswald.

1. Laying of the Foundation Stone on the 2nd of May 1936, Robert Ley laying a document in the
foundation stone.
Federal Archive Koblenz
2. Laying of the Foundation Stone on the 2nd of May 1936, a brick layer at the laying of the
Foundation Stone
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
3. The deployment Plan for the Laying of the Foundation Stone in Prora was revealed in the
Press. Every uniformed official in the region was meant to be present.
Stralsunder Tageblatt vom 29. April 1936
4. Newspaper article on the Laying of the Foundation Stone.
Stralsunder Daily 4th of May 1936
5. An airplane echelon during the laying of the Foundation Stone 1936.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
6. Laying of Foundation Stone on the 2nd of May 1936- War Ships at the Prora wharf and sailors
after having arrived at the beach.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
7. The “orphaned” Foundation Stone for the KdF Seaside Resort for which construction started
two years later.
Arbeitertum, 1936
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Chart. 18 | Exhibitions
The public presentation of the “KdF-Seaside Resort”, in the form of exhibitions, pursued different
intentions. In 1935 the aim was firstly to enforce the plan to create a seaside resort for 20.000
holiday makers within the inner/ closer circle of power. The exhibition at the Nuremberg Rally in
September 1935 served this intention, as well as the presentation during the second annual
conference of the “Strength through Joy” organisation in November 1935. Furthermore, the
respective presentation was part of the self-portrayal of the German Labour Front’s leisure time
organisation. It was interested in presenting itself as a modern organisation targeted to the social
demands of the “People’s Community”.
At the Paris World exposition in 1937 it was about reputation. The intention was to convey a
peaceful and social image of the regime, referring to the seaside resort in connection with
technological progress, labour, production and recreational activities.
Numerous paintings dealing with the subject “labour” and two mosaics named “Strength through
Joy” contributed to the visualisation of the idealised picture of the worker in the German “People’s
Community”. At the first German Architectural and Handcraft Exhibition which took place from
January to April 1938, the Prora project was represented by ten single objects: a blue print, water
colour drawings, as well as numerous models were exhibited. Like in all previous presentations
modernity and the social political commitment was emphasised. The exhibition was meant to
account for National Socialist architecture and art. It was generally addressed to the German
public. The KdF-Seaside Resort had the particular impact that it was a major project in the course
of its realisation. The project served and later advanced into an effective advertisement for the
National Socialist social policy. The promising prospect of a new life style in the German working
class played a central role. As a concept Prora smoothed the way for a new mass cultural
influence which devolved on the KdF organisation in the field of leisure time. The “Volksgenosse”
was meant to be incorporated into the “Volksgemeinschaft”, even during his holiday.

1. Inside Title page of the German catalogue for the World Exhibition in Paris, 1937.
Exhibition Catalogue of the International Exhibition for Art and Engineering in Paris, 1937
2. Excerpt from the index of the displayed exhibit of the German catalogue at the World Exhibition
in Paris, 1937.
Exhibition Catalogue of the International Exhibition for Art and Engineering in Paris, 1937
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3. The „KdF- Seaside Resort Rügen“ at the World Exhibition in Paris, 1937.
Arbeitertum, 1937
4. Verzeichnis der vom internationalen Preisgericht ausgezeichneten deutschen Aussteller und
Mitarbeiter, 1937. Clemens Klotz wurde als Preisträger erwähnt.
Internationale Ausstellung Paris 1937 für Kunst und Technik.
5. Das „KdF-Seebad“ auf der Ersten Deutschen Architektur- und Kunsthandwerk-Ausstellung in
München, 1938
e1:Hannover Anzeiger vom 24. Januar 1938
e2/3:Arbeitertum, 1938
6. KdF-Ausstellung mit Strandutensilien für das „KdF-Bad“, 1938
Unter dem Sonnenrad, 1938
7. Titelbild des Ausstellungskatalogs „Gesundes Leben – Frohes Schaffen“ in Berlin 1938
Ausstellungskatalogs „Gesundes Leben – Frohes Schaffen“, 1938
8. Robert Ley und Rudolf Hess begutachten ein Modell der Platzrandbebauung des „KdFSeebades Rügen“ auf der Ausstellung „Gesundes Leben – Frohes Schaffen“ in Berlin 1938
Bundesarchiv Koblenz
9. Ausstellung des Entwurfs der Bauabteilung der DAF auf dem „Reichsparteitag“, 1935
Der Aufbau, 1935
10.. Reliefdarstellung des Entwurfs der Bauabteilung der in einer Ausstellung auf dem
„Reichsparteitag“ 1935
Der Aufbau, 1935
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Chart. 19 | The KdF Seaside Resort Prora in the Media

The press in the entire German Reich, provincial papers, local newspapers and national
newspapers had already reported in 1935 on the project to build a big seaside resort for workers.
The radio and the “German newsreel” also attended to the subject. The laying of the foundation
stone on 2nd May 1936, three years after the destruction of the Trade Unions, offered the
opportunity to detract from this crime and to emphasis the “social services” of the National Socialist
state. The social conditions of the workers were tense anyway: Stagnating wages, increasing
prices and the scantiness of food were the activators for a wide discontentment of the population
towards the regime. The spectacle concerning the “Seaside Resort for the Twenty Thousand” was
meant to detract from the existing social problems and tensions.

1. Various propaganda slogans regarding the construction of the KdF Seaside Resort.
Federal Archive Koblenz
z1 One of the most effective advertisement for the “Third Reich”- Report by the SPD, 1939.
A report from an Informant, April 1939. From time to time, the German public is informed about the
construction progress of the KdF Bath on Rügen. In the summer of 1939 it will most likely be
opened with loud racket and self adulation. For the German bourgeois, this luxurious “Bath for the
Plebs” is a thorn in their sides. There is a stubborn rumor which claims that Ley received a strong
reprimand due to this unnecessary waste of money. I witnessed the construction of this complex
last summer. It is a complex that is impressive in its size stretching for many kilometers and is on
one of the most beautiful spots on the island, situated between Binz and Saßnitz. The whole island
is under the sign of this monumental structure. A autobahn leading to the KdF bath, a KdF train
station and swarms of visitors. It is one of the most successful advertisements for the Third Reich.
Nine tenths of the workers in Germany will only get to see the bath on pictures. German workers
are already discussing how this is a great social service provided by the Third Reich without
figuring it out for themselves, that this social institution is a complete farce in regards to the
breakup of other social achievements.
Germany Reports of the Social Democrats Party Germany (Sopade), 1934- 1940, 1980.
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Chart. 20 | Construction History and Use until the End of the War

After the spectacular laying of the foundation stone in may 1936, calm returned to Prora. For two
more years the project was developed and excavation works were performed. In spring 1938 the
building construction started. Up to the summer the so called sleeping apartments, i.e. the
accommodation blocks stretching along the beach and the buildings on the periphery of the fair
ground were completed.
On the 1st September 1939 building works were ceased. The construction firms were withdrawn for
other war related building works. Only a small building crew stayed in Prora and made war
prisoners and forced labourers finish parts of the building. Some parts were used for war related
purposes as the whole KdF organisation was utilized for the war.

1. A view of the festival grounds from the northern Sleeping Accomodations, 1938
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
-
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Chart. 21 A+B | The Construction Site

The construction of the sea side resort was tackled by nine large building contractors: Philipp
Holzmann AG, Siemens-Bauunion, Dyckerhoff und Widmann, Polensky & Zöllner, DEUBAU,
Hochtief, Beton- und Monierbau, Boswau und Knauer aswell as Sager und Wörner. 48 smaller
building companies were also involved in the realisation of the construction project. The
contractors brought in skilled workers and construction managers. Only unskilled and transport
workers were employed from the region. All together approximately 2000 workers were occupied.
Willi Heidrich from Cologne was the project manager, he had already worked with Klotz at the elite
Nazi Party educational complexes. He co-ordinated the entire construction site and put through a
good pace. The KdF-spa became a prestige construction site of the “Third Reich”. The mason
brigade of the company Hochtief came to Prora before working on the new Reichskanzlei in Berlin.
The company Sager und Wörner built the wharf. The other eight big firms had to construct
respectively one of the eight accommodation blocks. The firms rivalled in pace. Hochtief was the
only company using a crane and celebrated the topping-out ceremony first. A new railway track, a
new access road and a construction road parallel to the coast made the construction site
accessible. Additionally material was delivered via a gangway at the beach. Shingle was
transported from Zirkow by a narrow gauge track system. A grout factory was built at the face. In
April 1938 foundation work started, half a year later the first topping-out ceremony took place.
When the war started in 1939 building work was extensively ceased. For the workers it was
probably a good time at first – working relatively free and unstrained on a commission accepted as
reasonable, in a nice countryside. Hans Schulten who came to Prora as a member of the
construction management, a young man at the time, says: “I come from an old social democratic
family and my father had already warned me back then. But I switched because I didn’t see the
danger of a war. I thought it was brilliant what happened there, if this really benefits the ordinary
worker… I was thrilled. And I got a flat, a marriage loan, I could marry my wife. This was wonderful,
also for my wife.”

Chart A:

1. The technical journal “The German Construction Master” dedicated in July 1939 an Article
regarding the organization of the construction site Prora. The Map shows the infrastructure
logistics
The German Construction Master, 1939
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2. In order to get a visual perspective of the monuments, life size models would be built. A model
of one of the community houses. It was reported that, “special dining halls would be built above the
cellars which could contain up to 1000 people. On top of that a Café, that will serve as a
community hall and in the neighbouring floors, Play Rooms, Smoking rooms and reading rooms
would be set up”.
Stralsunder Daily 1937
3. Model of one of the accomodation houses.
Stralsunder Tageblatt, 1937
4. Model of a segment of the Entrance Hall, in its original size, 1937.
Pommersche Zeitung 19th of August 1938
5. Model of one of the Community Buildings
Rügen Local Calendar 1937
6. Model of one of the Community Buildings
Stralsunder Daily 1937
7. Construction on the southern Fairground and building barracks, winter 1938/39. Left in the
backround one can see a façade model.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
8. Propaganda Report in the local press regarding the progress of construction
Pommern Newspaper 1938
9. Digging up earth with a spade, 1938
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
10. Foundation of a community centre, 1938.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
11. Clearing construction in order to commence building in Spring 1938; left are the construction
barracks.Archive Documentation Centre Prora
12. The construction of the Quay Wall. The concrete construction was revetted with bricks.
Jürgen Rostock / Franz Zadnicek, Ruins of Paradise, 1992
13. Construction of the quay
Arbeitertum, 1938
14. The lack of material for the „non war related project” was especially apparent when concerning
iron. However, even relatively unimportant material required an application to be sent the highest
Reich´s positions.
Letter by the central bureau of the DAF to Staff Leader Rittweger concerning purchasing
permission for Mischgarn, 8th of July 1938.
Federal Archive Berlin
15. A group inspecting one of the building sites, 1938
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
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Chart B:

1. Due to the various building projects throughout the German Reich, the supply of material was
often lacking. This was the reason that very little wood was used, the roofs were made out of thin
cement shells and the molding casts recycled. Iron was especially under strict restrictions and
required a special permission from “Reich Treasury Master” of the NSDAP, Robert Ley. Letter
design by Ley, from 20th of August 1937.
Federal Archive Berlin
2. Visiting the building site, 1938. Left; Building director Wilhelm Heidrich and Clemens Klotz. In
the middle; Robert Ley.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
3. Postcard with motives from the building barracks of the Siemens Construction Union.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
4. Community house during construction.
Jürgen Rostock / Franz Zadnicek, Ruins of Paradise, 1992
5. Construction of the southern fair ground, status 1939
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
6. Southern accomodation building, with bricks concreted half way, 1938.
Arbeitertum, 1938
7. Accomodation Home with roof crown
Pommerian Newspaper from the 11th October 1938
Arbeitertum, 1938
8. Barebrick work, Seaside, 1939.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
9. Foundation of one of the community houses, seaside 1938.
Jürgen Rostock / Franz Zadnicek, Ruins of Paradise, 1992
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10. Beginning of construction on the southern building frame, 1938.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
11. Building director Wilhelm Heidrich and a collegue inside the architectoral office.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
12. NSDAP Membership card of Wilhelm Heidrich from May 1937, Construction and site Manager.
13. Clemens Klotz and Building Director Wilhem Heidrich with companions during a inspection
tour, circa 1939
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
14. Building shell of the sleeping quarter wing, Winter 1939.
Archive Documentation Centre
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Chart. 22 | The Use of Prora During World War II

When the war started in 1939 the workers were withdrawn from Prora and used for war-related
works. Some people of the construction management though stayed on Rügen and took charge of
the building protection and partial finishes. Just as the entire KdF organisation was commissioned
to the war, also Prora was used for war purposes.
After the raid of the Wehrmacht on Poland in September 1939 Polish war prisoners were used in
the market garden of Prora as well as in farming and in small enterprises. They stayed there until
the end of the war and were housed in the unfinished buildings.
In 1940 approximately 1000 police cadets from Dresden, Stettin and Bottrop – one battalion –
came to Prora and had military training. The workers’ barracks on the fair ground served as
accommodations. After the training the young men were incorporated into a police division. In 1941
they took part in the battles at the river Luga and later in the siege of Leningrad. In 1942 the
division was carried over into the Weapon SS and one year later reorganised as the 4th SS-Policearmoured infantry division.
From 1942 up to the end of the war in Prora girls and women were trained in courses lasting
several months as German Navy radio operators. In 1943 approximately 500 Russian forced
labourers – men, women, children – were carried off to Rügen. These people fixed one part of the
southern wing as an emergency accommodation for Hamburg citizens who were left homeless by
the allies’ saturation bombing of their city. Many forced labourers died. Until today it has been
unknown where the bodies were buried. Forced labourers also from France, Poland,
Czechoslovakia and Holland came to Prora.
At the meeting of the architects participating in the competition in February 1936 it was notified that
the Führer wished for the possible use of the KdF-spa as a military hospital in case of a war. Only
one year later Ley spoke about the “biggest military hospital in Germany”. In 1944 Prora, in fact,
was partly turned into a military hospital – however, seeing as the building complex was imperfect,
it was just a small one.

1. Building of the stairwell, winter 1938/39
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
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Chart. 23 | Luftbilder des "KdF-Seebades"

1. Aerial Picture of the Building Site for the Sea Bath, 1st of May 1937.
The building plot is a dense forest area, the areas for the construction and the central festival hall
have been cleared.
2. Aerial Picture of the Sea Bath, 23. June 1943.
The construction sight has been shit down by this time. The long range accomodation house which
are parrallel to the beach, have been completed. Only the southern block differentiates itself from
the others and is incomplete. The two cell shaped „RAD Settlements“ are to the south and north of
the fair ground. The community houses which lead to the water cannot be seen, seeing as they are
incomplete. Both areas for the indoor swimming pool have been cleared.
3. Aerial picture of the Sea Bath, 20th of May 1953, during the military use oft he compound.
The southern block, as well as parts of the third and fourth block in the north no longer exist. The
„Assembly Halls“ in the north can be visibly seen.
Source for the pictures: Aerial Picture Data Bank, Estenfeld.
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Chart. 25 | Post-War history

After the war, Prora was used as a refugee camp. At the end of 1945 the Soviet Army drew on the
buildings and the camp had to be vacated. The occupation troops didn’t stay for long though. The
buildings remained empty and served as repositories for building material. In 1949 the GDRgovernment seriously thought about a civil use of Prora. The “Berliner Illustrierte” (a local
magazine) published a photo reportage about the complex of buildings and proposed to use the
empty buildings for the accommodation of re-settlers and the advancement of young people.
These proposals weren’t accepted. Since the beginning of the fifties Prora was used as a military
object and only 40 years later the civil use was discussed again, in ways that didn’t differ much
from the discussions in 1949.

1. Typical landview of the complex with the laterally situated Stairwell.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
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Chart. 26 | The Use of Prora after the War and in the GDR

At the end of the war the number of refugees dramatically increased. The Soviet occupying power
commanded that they return to their home places. From the middle of 1945 onwards, camps for resettlers had to be set up on Rügen. The KdF-Seaside Resort Prora was considered as a
particularly suitable place for this purpose. However, in November it had to be vacated within 18
hours of Soviet orders.
After the evacuation of the refugees in November 1945, troops of the Soviet Army moved into the
habitable buildings of Prora. From 1945 to 1947 deconstruction happened; building material and
stock were transported from the seaside resort via Saßnitz harbour to the Soviet Union - as
reparation. Later up to 1949 the complex was decontrolled, everybody was free to take building
material. The southernmost wing was completely destroyed by detonations. In the north, ruins
remained. In 1950 the rebuilding started which involved the so called “Bereitschaften” (literally
´Alert Police´). In 1952 the paramilitary police force was started up which, would eventually evolve
into the National Peoples’ Army in 1956. Also in 1956 the Red Army moved into the two intact
northern wings, the southern part was taken by the National Peoples’ Army. After the Red Army
moved out in 1962, the northern wings were also occupied by the National Peoples’ Army. Up to
15,000 soldiers were stationed in Prora. Later on the regular combat unit was displaced and the
location was used to train military executives. A technical Corporal School was set up in 1969 and
in 1981 an officers training college was established. The southern tract was converted into a
holiday home for officers. In the eighties the so called “Construction Soldiers” were stationed in
Prora. They refused the military training as well as the use of weapons and therefore had to
perform construction work under hindered conditions. The Construction Soldiers of Prora were
used for the construction of the Mukran harbour. After the political changes the National Peoples’
Army gave the complex to the Federal Armed Forces. They left Prora already in 1991 and Prora’s
status as a prohibited military zone came to an end.
The history of Prora in the GDR was extensively repressed and forgotten. The building stayed
clouded in secrecy and legends and rumours flourished. The discussion about the history of the
KdF-seaside resort only started after 1989.

1. Refugee Camp on Rügen after the war.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
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2. Josef Heise, A boy with a wheel and a girl with a staff, 1912. Originally in possession by Otto
Krebs from Holzdorf by Weimar. These roughly one meter high statues were constructed behind
the “Recreation Home Walter Ulbricht” and stolen in 1991.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora, photo: Franz Zadnicek
3. Report from the Newspaper „Young World“, regarding a tent camp in Summer 1949.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
4. A report from the „Berliner Illustrierte“ about Prora. It was described by its neighbor Mukran as
a, “incomplete building from the Pre War Era.“
Berliner Illustrierte, 1949
5. After the NVA; an abandoned tank in Prora, 1991.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora, photo: Franz Zadnicek
6. Life size Bronze statue of Gerhard Thieme, 1975. She was erected i 1992 in Prora.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora, Photo: Franz Zadnicek
7. Shooting practice Prora around 1975.
Private Property
8. Tank barriers military compounds.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora, photo: Franz Zadnicek
9. The end of a Army. Run down truck, 1991 Prora.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora, photo: Jürgen Rostock
10. A new sign 1990, die Bundeswehr has taken over Prora.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora, photo: Franz Zadnicek

Letter Exchange between the Mecklenburg State Government and the Government of the GDR
regarding Prora, April/May 1951.

z1 Transcript
State Government MecklenburgSchwerin, 23rd April, 1951
Ministry of Economy and LaborWerderstrasse 4 The MinsterFernruf 5051, App. 182
Min.L:/Bü.
To the
President of the German Democratic
Republic
-The State SecretaryBerlin-Niederschönhausen
--------------------------------Ossietzkystrasse
Concerning: Building Construction on the Island of Rügen.
Refering: Letter from the 12th March, 1951, Str./Ja.
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The topic discusses the huge half completed building complex by the community of Mukran/Prora,
north of Binz on the island of Rügen. There is a 6km long structure which was erected shortly
before the war but was not completed.
(...)
Seeing as it is difficult to utilize the compound, it was considered whether to tear it down, in order
to use the resources for new buildings projects. Seeing as we are dealing with massive stone and
iron concrete, as we have analysed, it is too inefficient to use as new material yet at the same time,
it would cost too much to tear down. The stage of construction for the majority of the compound is
still in good condition and a extension of the compound is very much a possibility.
Seeing as tearing down the compound would be accompanied with high costs, without actually
achieving any results, we must conclude that the only proposal we can make is to build a
ventilation system, extend the compound and ask for 25 Million Marks in order to carry out this
costly endeavor.
This sum can be explained, in that about 750,000 square meters of rooms need to be renovated.
The 6km long building complex must be divided into separate sections, in order to assign the
separate functions of accommodation, recreation, sport and administrations. Great roof halls allow
the possibility for the extension of cultural rooms and meeting places.
As much as these buildings are characterized by the Nazi Era, there is still the possibility to
reconstruct and renovate the building in such a way, that it meets the requirements of modern
democratic development. Seeing as a regulation for such a vast structure cannot be measured by
provincial standards, we suggest that a meeting in Berlin bring forth concrete proposals in order to
take the necessary steps.
(...)
signed Lechtenberg
(Lechtenberg)
Minister

z2 Transcript
5th of May, 1951
Str./Kas.
To the Minister for Construction
of the German Democratic Republic
Dr. Lothar Bolz
Berlin W 1
Leipziger Str. 5-7
Concerning. Building Compound by the Mukran/Prora community
Refering: Enclosed transcript of the newsletter by the Minister of Economy and Labor, State
Mecklenburg,
Schwerin, 23rd April, 1951
To the honorable Minister!
Holiday makers that where on the island of Rügen, wrote to President Wilhelm Pieck that there is a
large number of five story buildings near the community of Mukran on Rügen, which are
uninhabited due to neglect.
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In response to our query, we received a newsletter from the Minister of Economics and Labor from
the State Mecklenburg on the 23rd of April, 1951. The utilization of the 6km long construction site,
in which 10, 000 people can be accommodated, is something that the government of the German
Democratic Republic must decide, seeing as the State of Mecklenburg does not possess the
material basics.
(...)
Dr. Helm
State Secretary

z3 Internal Memo
Ministry for Construction
From Main Department II
to Secretary Dr. Bolz
18. May, 1951
Concerning.: Mukran/Prora on Rügen
Referring: Newsletter from the President of the German Democratic Republic from the 5 th of May,
1951
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

I know of the compound on Rügen seeing as I have seen it firsthand. The State Government of
Mecklenburg, the Main Department of Land Regulation from the Ministry of Construction and the
State Secretary Warnke from the Ministry of Internal Affairs, have made efforts concerning the
usage of the compound.
I propose to follow the advice of the Minister of Lechtenberg from the Ministry of Economics and
Labor. He advises to separate the 6km long compound into individual parts, using them as a
recreation facility of the FGY, sport, home for old people and maybe for other various purposes.
I (...)
(Pisternik)
Chief Department Manager

z4 Transcript
Ministry for ConstructionBerlin, 5th of July, 1951
HA III/4: Control Nm/Kbl.
A 24/c 0331
HA II: Mr. Pisternik
Concerning: The former KdF Bath Binz on Rügen.
On the 27th of June, 1951, I visited the remains of the Bath, due to a order from colleague Mayer,
from the Minister’s Office. I was able to observe the following:
The entire complex has a length of roughly 7km. The middle of the compound, as well as the whole
grounds that is 2km south of that, is being used by the People’s Police and is being extended. A
meeting with Director Vorberger of the People’s Police, Construction Supervisor Krause and our
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colleague Rensch from the HVA Building Department at Adlershof- Berlin, took place to discuss
this.
(...)
We held the view that eventually, the south part of the building which has a length of 1.5 km, will
not be used by the People’s Police.
(...)
The upgrading of the building is possible without the need of a great amount of upgrading, seeing
as the walls, ceilings and Cement roofs are in good shape. The whole interior finish is missing. The
northern part of the compound leaves a much better impression, and it is necessary to carry out
discussions with the People’s Police in order to determine whether there is a possibility for
extending the structure.
Neumann
Consultant
Federal Archive Berlin
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Chart. 27 | Discussions after 1989

Prora was evacuated by the Federal Armed Forces at the end of 1991. It is now property of the
Federal Republic and belongs to the community Binz. Since the vacation, the financial authorities
have been trying to market Prora according to commercial principles. By order of the community
and at the expense of the regional finance office, in 1993 a Danish syndicate consisting of the
companies Carl Bro and the Kiel architects ApS, prepared a skeleton plan. Based on this, the
estate was announced for sale. The participants of the “First Prora Symposium “ – organized by
the foundation “NEUE KULTUR” in May 1994 – protested against the market strategies. In the final
declaration they said: “We call … on the Federal Government, not to shirk responsibility for the
nationally important, cultural historic Project Prora.” The “Second Prora Symposium” in October
1994 protested again against the sale and in the end impeded the marketing. This was again
organized by the foundation “NEUE KULTUR” and the Regional Central Office for Political
Education in Mecklenburg-Western Pomerania.
In 1996 the regional finance office commissioned the Berlin office S.T.E.R.N. with a needs and
efficiency test. The “development conception Prora for Rügen” was submitted in January 1997. It
was predominantly geared to the selling interest of the orderer: The construction was supposed to
open to tourism. The “Stern study” became the official basis for further selling efforts by the
Federation, that have so far been without success.
Since 1989 numerous European students of architecture have been dealing with Prora within the
framework of their term papers or thesis. There have already been intense public discussions
regarding the existence of Prora within the press, radio and television.
In 1996 within the framework of the Dutch project “Coast Wise Europe”, a summer university took
place with students of architecture from 22 European countries.
In summer of 1996 students of the Berlin Technical University realized a draft workshop.
Furthermore the foundation “NEUE KULTUR”, in co-operation with the Federal Central Office for
Political Education, organized in Prora a number of mostly international conferences, in order to
point out the historical dimensions and cultural significance of the construction.
At the 2nd Historians’ conference the foundation “NEUE KULTUR” was requested by
representatives of the federation, the region and the community to realise a historic documentation.

1. Framework Development Planning, Carl Bro, 1993
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2. Closing Statment at the 1st Prora Symposium, 7th oft May 1994.
3. Disussions regarding plans for Heidrich’s office, Cologne, in Prora September 1992.
4. A visit from former Forced Laborers and CC Prisoners from Poland March, 2004.
5. FAZ (Frankurt Nationwide Newspaper) from the 18th May, 1994
6. Successful build up of a Art Exhibition in Prora.
7. County Council Resolution regarding Prora, 24th October 1994
8. Visit from the French Association of former CC Prisoners (Amicale des déportés de Dora,
Ellrich et Kommandos), November 2001
9. Students at the Architecture Workshop „Coast Wise Europe“, July 1996.
10. 1st Prora-Symposium, May 1994
11. 2nd Prora-Symposium, October 1994.
12. Room with a View – The Potentials of a Place on Rügen. Architecture-Workshop, July 1996.
13. Coast Wise Europe, International Students Workshop of the Architecture Academy Rotterdam,
July 1996.
14. Development Concept for Prora, on Rügen, Stern 1997.
15. Culture Convention in Prora, March 1997.
16. Historian Convention in Prora, June 1997.
17. 2nd Historian Convention in Prora, June 1998.
18. 3rd Prora-Symposium, November 1999.
19. 4th Prora-Symposium, May 2001.
1 – 19: Archive Documentation Centre Prora
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Chart. 28 | Prora as Memorial

In October the regional conservator Dieter Zander and the local conservator Dr. Klaus Winands
presented an explanatory statement regarding the memorial’s value. It said: “The architectural
ensemble Prora is an extraordinary document of a closed up historic époque. It was meant to be
the biggest seaside resort in the world. Therefore one can’t deny its megalomania. Its construction
in supporting body frames, shows the technical achievement of the 1930’s. That’s why Prora is an
important document of the labour and production relations, at the time of its origin. There are
therefore scientific reasons that justify saving the ensemble of buildings.”
With this statement the construction in Prora received the same status as the “ground of the party
rally” in Nuremberg or other buildings from the time of the Nazi-regime. Its significance as a historic
memorial were thus recognized and a certain protection against demolition and constructional
changes aspired: The memorial status of the construction requires caution of the architects in any
planning for Prora. Demolition, outbuildings or changes of the façade are prohibited. To remodel
the construction would irreversibly destroy its value as a social historic and constructional
memorial. Time will tell if this protection is going to be sufficient in future. In case of privatisation
the execution of monument protection would normally be impeded.

1. Portico of the southern reception hall in a state of disrepair.
2. Architectural Assemble Prora- Memorial Foundation.
3. Helmut Engel, regarding the e of the memorial, 1989
4. Groundwater in the cellar ruins, northern part of the complex.
5. Wharf wall with an advertisement for a disco and Graffiti design.
6. Traces of target practice from the post war era.
1 – 6 Archive Documentation Centre Prora
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z1 Regarding the Historic Preservation of Monuments from the Third Reich
It is the duty of the State Office for Historic Preservation, to preserve the historic landscape of a
area or region. If the importance of a historical landscape is accepted, then the time span of an
era such as that from 1933 to 1945 must also be taken into consideration. Besides, how else would
we be able to delete them from the landscape except by destruction? That all this will do is lead to
a suppressed or real accomplishment requires no explanation. And seeking solutions with the aid
of political decision lies on the same level.
Helmut Engel, The Duty of Preserving Historic Monuments, 1989
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Chart. 29 | Prospects for Prora

In the GDR, Prora had a functional role within the military sector and its historic dimension were
never an issue. Since 1990, the historic significance of the construction has been increasingly
perceived and Prora is now discussed in public.
The sale attempts have failed so far. A commercial utilisation that doesn’t damage the region or the
memorial doesn’t seem to be possible. Further insisting on commercial utilisation of the estate can
lead to the trivialization or destruction of the memorial.
An alternative would be to leave Prora in the hand of public authorities and create a culturalcommunicative, international meeting point. Prora is perfectly suitable for this purpose due to its
location and its composition.
Up until now, several drafts are at hand for a possible utilisation of Prora. Only plans that promise
to include the concerns of monument protection, deal with preservation of the historic structure and
envisage appropriate utilisation, are considered.
Bert van Meggelen, Rotterdam, in 1996 said: “Prora could turn into a place of exchange at
European level, where topics like a sustainable and controlled development of tourist regions could
be discussed, as well as scientific questions. Currently a regionalisation of Europe is going on: the
regions of Europe need places of demonstration and mediation. Prora is too big for Binz, Rügen
and may be too big for Germany but may be too small for Europe. … Prora is a unique experiment.
Therefore, the approach to Prora has to be experimental. A normalisation of the process is
destroying the uniqueness of Prora. The experimental character of Prora has to remain, also in the
future.”

1. Plans for the Heidrich Office in Prora, 1991
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
2. Professor Carl Vogel has been presenting his collection of graphics in Prora since 1995. This
marks the beginning of the Cultural Centre.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora, photo: Franz Zadnicek
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3. Designed by Hinrich Baller and Doris Piroth (1996) within the framework oft the STERN survey.
The design shows a deliberate reformation of the compound and therefore violates the rules of
Monumental Protection.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
4. The design made by the winner of the 2003 Competition for the Youth Hostel, ideally contains
the character of the Prora Monument. The Jury states that, „the composer should be praised for
limiting his design to preserving the historical substance of the building... To conclude, the benefits
of these limitations have lead to a economic solution.“
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
5. The preference of the STERN survey indicates that it prefers lodging places, and could
therefore not enforce ist plans.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
6. The proposal from Stecker & Steidl, is to have numerous facade designed by different
architectures. Wihout a doubt, this will get rid of the monotony of the building structure and create
an atmosphere of individualtiy. However, the character of the place will be lost and it would violate
the rules of Monumental Protection.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
7. The Borneo estate in Holland was used as an inspiration by Steidl and Strecker as an
inspiration for Prora.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
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Chart. 30 | The German “Volksgemeinschaft” (People’s Community)
The „German Volksgemeinschaft“ (“People’s Community) in National Socialism was an ideological
construct. It was meant to incorporate all “pure” Germans and build up a classless company
between the workers and intellectuals.
The population was meant to subordinate itself under this aim. The “People’s Community” did not,
however, mean equal rights for everybody but the strict subordination under the principle of
leadership. The refusal of the “People’s Community” resulted in strong sanctions. An individual
“Volksgenosse” didn’t mean anything; the National Socialists aimed at the pliable masses. The
construction “People’s Community” was tightly connected towards the military perspectives. It was
supposed to guarantee external defences and to save and conserve the power inwards. The term
“People’s Community” was not invented by the National Socialists but was – like many other terms
– perverted by the Nazis.

1. Youth Rally in Olympia Stadion Berlin the 1st of May 1939
German Historical Museum, photo: Gerhard Gronefeld
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Chart. 31 | The Model of the “Volksgemeinschaft” (Peoples´ Community)
In order to demonstrate a community of equals, the National Socialist’s “German
Volksgemeinschaft” was meant to incorporate all Germans within the home country and abroad.
Rank privileges and snobbishness were ideologically excluded. Class barriers and ownership
structure, however, stayed untouched during the time of National Socialism. The society was
organised hierarchically according to the principle of the “Führer” and his following. All social
groups were directed by National Socialist leaders. The following was expected to show
obedience, subordination, faith towards the “Führer”, fealty and the active commitment to the
“Volksgemeinschaft”. All this was taught in numerous educational institutions. The ideals were
strength, health and readiness to subordinate. Independent thinking and acting was shunned.
The biddable “People’s Community” was based on the illusion of the powerful “Aryan” race. People
of Jewish decent, Sinti and Roma, Jehovah’s Witnesses, disabled people, antisocial people,
criminals and other social groups, were excluded and could be eliminated. The “Volksgenosse”
was meant to feel elevated just by his belonging to the community. The “People’s Community” was
a sworn in military community that was meant to lead the social Darwinist war for “Lebensraum” (
“necessary living space”) in the east. The final goal was to gain world supremacy. It didn’t offer the
“Volksgenossen” a future in peace, wealth and openness towards the world but only one of martial
perspectives, which included absolute subordination and the “heroic death” in faraway countries.

1. Mass event as a manifestation of the „People’s Community“. Central event of the Reich`s
Ministry for Education and Propaganda, on the Bückeberg by Hameln, 6th of October 1935.
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Chart. 32 | Propaganda and Coercion
The “People’s Community” – as it was understood by the National Socialists – was a compulsory
community. Coercion and duress to the “community” were omnipresent. Ones haircut, clothing,
suspicious behaviour, language, physiognomy could be indices to reveal somebody as not
belonging. It was possible to get a beating for not hailing the marching columns with an uplifted
arm. Beside the latent threat, propaganda was omnipresent. The “ordinary man” - deprived of civil
rights – was at the mercy of the regime seeing as democratic structures to exert influence were
completely lacking. One was supposed to join the “People’s Community” and to unconditionally
serve the “Führer” and his targets,. The workers – as “the following” – were deprived of all their
rights and committed to obedience and faith towards the “Führer. They were the main target group
for the propaganda of the “People’s Community”. With its organisation “Strength through Joy” the
regime had a “sharp weapon” against any kind of opposition. The main element of propaganda
were mass events. The masses were considered ductile and, in the end, lacking their own will.

1. Frequently spread Tin Poster.
Federal Archive Koblenz
2. Publicized blurb of the „People’s Community“.
Archive Documentation Centre Prora
3. The swaying Masses transform into the „People’s Community“.
Under the Sun Wheel, 1938
4. Parole 1945 – the last array of the „People’s Community“.
Arbeitertum, 1945
5. Hitler speaks to the SA, SS and the Motorisized Corps at the Nuremberg Rally, 1938.
from: Friedrich Heiss, By Us in Germany, 1938
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Chart. 33 | The “Hardship Community” of the World War
The “People’s Community” was a common term in Germany since the middle of the 19th century.
The youth movement around 1900 used the term in order to express its longing for justness and
fraternalism. The crucial imprint to the term was made in the First World War, which lead to a
special form of “national awakening”, through the collective suffering experienced by the soldiers at
the front and in the static warfare. But the intimate front community couldn’t be carried on in civil
life and many combatants didn’t find their way in civil life. They followed illegal military
associations. The longing for a “People’s Community” and revenge for the defeat remained a latent
part of the public consciousness during the Weimar Republic. A military and aggressive lineament
was henceforth inherent in the term ”People’s Community”. This hatred was not just directed
against the former war time enemies but also against pacifists within the home country, who were
said to have “thrust the dagger” against the front.

1. From the Front to National Socialism- publicized attunement of the “People´s Community” during
the war. Picture from the film, “Combat Patrol 1917”.
Arbeitertum 1934
2. The lower class under fire. Picture from the film „Combat Patrol 1917“. The fight is belittled as a
“community experience”.
Arbeitertum 1934
3. Marne Battle 1914, German soldiers at the frontline.
Pictures from the Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation
4. The birth of the People´s Community? During the Autumn of 1918, ten thousand German
soldiers voluntarily become prisoners of war.
Klaus Dorst, Wolgang Wünsche, The First World War, Berlin 1989
5. A poster by the DAF makes reference to the 1st World War.
Federal Archive Coblenz
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z1 Hitler, 30th of September 1942
„For only in this darkest hour of our history will the end result be realized as has been predicted by
the National Socialist´s from the First World War: A Great Reich brought together by Joy and
Suffering. One positive attribute that this will generate is a great comradeship. What our party
always strived for during peace times, namely to build a People´s community from the experiences
of the First World War, will soon be realized.”
Max Domarus, Hitler Speeches and Proclations, 1932-1945, 1973
z2 Hitler, 8th of November 1942
„Another difference from the Germany of the past and Germany now is that then, the past regime
had no roots within the Folk. It was a class state. Now we are in the middle of completing what
grew out of that war. As I returned from the war, I brought back the experience of the front lines.
Based, on my experiences at the Frontline I built up my National Socialist Volksgemeinschaft.
Today, the National Socialist People´s Community is heading to the Front and from month to
month, we will see how this new Wehrmacht will become more national socialist. It will assimilate
the character of the new Germany and slowly dismiss all the old prejudices and class differences.
By the end of the war the German Volk Community will experience its greatest reward- the
difference between the Germany of then and the Germany of now.”
Max Domarus, Hitler Speeches and Proclations, 1932-1945, 1973
z3 In 1914, the Kaiser no longer acknowledged any political Parties.
„I no longer acknowledge any political parties, I only recognize Germans“.
Kaiser Wilhelms II, 4th of August 1914 in front of the Reichstag Delegates.
z4 Hitler’s Final Speech during the third Nuremberg Rally, 21st of August 1927
There was one place in Germany where there were no class differences. This was with the
companies at the front. There the concepts of ‘civilians’ and the ‘proletariat’ were not known. The
only thing that mattered was the company.
H.Preiß, Adolf Hitler in Franken. A Speech from the Kampfzeit, 1938
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Chart. 34 | The “Aryan Race”
Hitler’s views on human races which were realised during the “Third Reich”, were an expression of
the scientific racism of the 18th and 19th century in Europe. This already contributed to the
justification of colonial policy. The central assumptions were very simple: The Germans and the
people from the northern countries, from England and Northern America were supposed to build
the “Aryan Race”. The Germanic races, particularly the German race, were considered “Aryan
races” per se. These groups of people – as “culture bearers” and “master people” – would be
called to leadership of other people and races. All the other races had to serve the Aryans as pack
animals. Hitler spoke out on Africans in “Mein Kampf”: “From time to time the German bourgeois
realises that here and there for the first time, a nigger has become an advocate, teacher, priest or
tenor (…) it hasn’t begun to dawn on this depraved bourgeois world that this is a sin towards
reason, that this is criminal lunacy to train a born pro simian until one gets the feeling to have
changed him into an advocate.”
The pureness of the “master race” would have to be the highest bid and task for the German state.
By targeted demographic measurements and breeding programmes, a re-nordification of the
enfeebled “German race” was started. From an experts’ point of view, the biggest danger was to
spare the “lower races”, to treat them humanely and to “mix up” with them. Particularly mixed
marriages seemed to peril the existence of the “master race”.
The Jews had a unique position. They were considered as intelligent seducers trying to stop the
“master race” from its quasi-natural world supremacy by ideas of equality, empathy and human
solidarity. The “Jewish bacillus” that seemed to foil the selection of the best and strongest “race”,
was meant to be eradicated and with him the tradition of humanism based on the Jewish prophets,
the Greek philosophers and Christianity that had helped shape the European culture. Beside
humanism liberalism, Marxism, pacifism and consistently practiced Christianity, were considered
deadly enemies that had to be persecuted and exterminated.

a.
1. “Aryan Girl”, children´s charm is racially manipulated.
German Historical Museum
2. The ideal of the “Aryan” German girl. Spear thrower from the Federation of German Girls, 1940.
Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation
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3. The “Aryan Family” is considered the perfect embodiment of the racial and population politics of
the Regime
Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation
4. Skiing instructor on Fatigue Duty in Mittenwalk around 1937
Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation
5. Race research via skull analysis. Measurement of the morphological face height using a circular
measuring device, 1937.
Federal Archive Koblenz
6.These propaganda pictures, as found on posters or magazines like “Der Stürmer”, emphasized
and spread the latent anti Semitic atmosphere in Germany.
Federal Archive Koblenz
7. Anti communist propaganda was meant to justify Hitler`s war for living space in Eastern Europe,
leaving deep scars in the national psyche.
German Historical Museum
8. Pictures of the German Races. The „Race Science“ believes that even within the Germanic
races there are differences.
German Historical Museum
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Chart. 35 | Operating Community – People’s Community – Community of Destiny
The National Socialist conception of a “People’s Community” set up the propagandistic opposite to
the bourgeois society of the Weimar republic, characterized by a clash of interests. With this
ideology the National Socialists denied all social differences like origin, profession, wealth or
education. In fact these differences continued existing. The idea of the “people’s community” was
boosted by the longing for harmony and authoritarian leadership in a society that was marked by
inflation, unemployment and social conflicts. The National Socialists knew how to benefit from
these conditions.
The Nuremberg laws “for the protection of German blood and the German honour” declared in
1935 that the “People’s Community” as a “community of blood and destiny”. Marginalization,
expulsion and extermination were the extremes of this community, which exclusively consisted of
healthy, work and achievement orientated, Aryan Germans. Marginalization and exterminations
were performed according to racial, political, religious or social criteria or in refusal to participate in
the “People’s Community”.
The companies in the “Third Reich” were supposed to be places were social differences were
evened out. In reality the head of the company could boundlessly push through his interests
against the following. The National Socialist regime nationalized the class conflict and declared
itself directly in charge of the procedures in the companies. The relationship between employer
and employee was regulated by “fiduciary duty” and “duty of good faith”. The rights of the
employees were strongly restricted. Strikes were strictly prohibited.

1.. A trip by the Siemens Group „Nature and Folk“ from Berlin. Goal of this trip the communitive
sharing oft one’s leisure time, around 1938.
State Archive Berlin
2. Article from the magazine „Arbeitertum“, regarding the relationship „Work Manager“ and
„Employees“.
Arbeitertum, 1937
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3. Mass demonstration at the Berlin Lustgarten, in support oft the boycott against Jewish Shops,
1st of April 1933.
State Archive Berlin
4. Poster encouraging people to boycott Jewish shops, 1st April 1933.
State Archive Berlin
5. „Reich’s Career Competition“ for apprentices at the Siemens Factory in Berlin, o.J.
State Archive Berlin
6. Propaganda Poster that portrays the „survival“ of the People’s Community while under the
„protection“ of the Party and the State.
German Historical Museum Berlin
7. Advertising poster for the magazine „New Folk“ from the „NSDAP Department of Racial
Politics“, regarding the legitimacy of Euthanasia.
German Historical Museum Berlin
8. NS-Propaganda for defining the „Common Destiny“, 1933.
German Historical Museum Berlin
9. SA-Members posted in front of a Jewish shop, to stop people from entering, 1st of April 1933.
State Archive Berlin

z1 Hitler Evokes the Labor Community
The national socialist employee must know that the his own material happiness is based on the
growth of the national socialist economy. National Socialist workers and employers are both
representatives and advocates of the whole People’s Community. Experience shows that a high
level of personal freedom increases the productivity of a worker more so than orders from above.
This is meant to quell the natural “selection” that advocates the more fortunate, hardworking and
capable.
Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf, 1936

z2 Denunciation
A Report from the SPD from November 1935
At the end of October, a worker at company X was arrested, because after slapping together two
dry pieces of bread he muttered, „Heil Hitler“ under his breath. A good colleague reported this to a
delegate and two hours later the political offender was picked up by the Gestapo.
Germany Reports by the Social Democratic Party Germany (SoPaDe), November 1935

z3 Forced Sterilization as a means for „Racial Improvement“ of the „People’s Community“.
The following case is an exmaple of how sterilization is used to follow other goals besides the
sterilization of the sick: the 27 year old „H“ in Mannheim was active in the fatigue duty and within
agriculture, however, did not become any work. He registered with the armed forces and the
physical inspection revealed that he is completely healthy. During the test for mental health, he
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was asked the question, „What is the capitol city of Rumania?“ He did not know. The question of
whether he was a member of the SA or SS, he answered in the negative (his family were
communists; his father sent to a concentration camp and his brother was sent to prison due to
illegal work).
Six weeks later, he had to register at the Mannheim District Office where he was examined. 14
days later he had to go to the regional hospital where he was given a closed envelope and had to
go to the deaconesses‘ home, where he was informed that he was to be sterilized due to „mental
defects“. He resisted with all his strength but was nevertheless sterilized eight weeks ago.
„Germany Reports“ by the Social Democratic Party Germany (SoPaDe), 1935

z4 Hitler Relabels the capitalist Economy as a „Jewish Economy“.
Indeed he [the Jew] continues to destroy with increasing efficiency, the foundations of a functioning
economy. Via the stockmarket, he undermines the national production of the economy, transforms this
into a haggling tool and robs the undertakings of their personal ownerships. With this an internal split
between the employer and employees occurs, which lays the ground work for a political class division.
Adolf Hitler, Mein Kampf, 1936
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Chart. 36 | The Myth of the “Führer”

After the pluralistic democracy in Germany seemed to be discredited by people, the desire for
“simple solutions” and a “strong man on top of the state” began to be established. This desire
became stronger in view of increasing economic and social problems and political instability.
The “Führer” cult had been existing within the National Socialist movement since the middle of the
twenties and then developed into a politico-ideological guiding concept. First within the National
Socialist party and later on in the “Reich”, the Persona Hitler became the central political man.
Within Hitler’s following the opinion prevailed that he had the historical commission to re-establish
Germany’s national magnitude and - after the revision of the “disgraceful Peace Treaty of
Versaille” – to create for the German people, its destined outstanding place in the world and
history.
The unlimited power of the “Führer” in the “Third Reich” replaced a bureaucratically structured and
regulative government, via National Socialist laws that overruled the Weimar constitution. The
dictatorship of Adolf Hitler could develop freely with the death of Hindenburg in 1934 and the
German Armed Forces swearing allegiance to Adolf Hitler. According to the maxim „divide et
imperia“ Hitler’s regime followed the principle of keeping the different party authorities and the
synchronised state authorities in a „rivalling balance“. The formal rights of the cabinet, that never
convened again after February 1938, were gradually replaced by the “Führer’s Will“. His position
increasingly referred to his “charismatic personality” instead of his function as head of state and
government. The “myth of the Führer” was boosted by the daily personality cult about Hitler, by the
Hitler salute or the staging of his public appearances. The military successes seemed to proof his
impeccability. Only with the beginning of military failures, did widespread doubts about the
“Führer’s” wisdom start to occur.

1. One Folk, One Reich, One Führer”: One of the most famous propaganda portraits of Hitler,
displayed in many reception areas within institutes throughout the “Third Reich”. This symbolized
the all pervading presence of the Führer, 1938
German Historical Museum Berlin
2. Donate metal: Metal donation in honor of Hitler`s Birthday, April 1934
German Historical Museum Berlin
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3. Standard Bearer Hitler: “Standard Bearer Hitler” by Hubertus Langzinger. A picture that is
displayed in the House of German Art in Munich, at the „Great German Art Exhibition“. Depicted is
a picture of Hitler as a mystified medieval White Knight, 1938.
German Historical Museum Berlin
4. Memorial Plaque: “Führer Memorial Plaque” regarding Hitler´s visit to the Berliner Siemens
Factory on the 10.11.1933
Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation
5. Sign: Email sign propagating a uniform salute.
German Historical Museum Berlin
6. Declaration of Commitment: „Declaration of Commitment” to the Führer, by a Hitler Youth
member.
Certificate 1944.
German Historical Museum Berlin
7. Hitler in a car: “Nuremburg Rally for Strength and Unity”. Hitler is driven in a car through the
espalier of cheering Hitler Youths, in a stadium in Nuremburg, 8th of September 1934
Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation
8. Hitler greets supporters: Hitler during the Thanksgiving Festival, Bückeberg/Lower Saxony
Federal Archive Berlin
9. District Administration: NSDAP District Administration Greater Berlin, Voßstrasse 11, Berlin
Centre, 1934.
State Archive Berlin
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Chart. 37 | The Expansion towards East – "People without Living Space"
The expansion of the German “living space” was already propagandized by the “Alldeutscher
Verband” (The All German League) in the early 20th century. Later the National Socialists argued
that the Germans were a people without space. Germany needed to gain living space, in order to
open up settlement area for the permanently growing German people and to facilitate an autarkic
economy. With this perspective the National Socialists tied in with the widely spread opinion that
Germany had too little living space at its disposal and that’s why they had to conquer new living
space in an “intransigent battle” against other people. In this sense the “conception of living space”
was not originally a National Socialist idea but referred to the founder of the Geopolitics, Friedrich
Ratzel. However, Ratzel didn’t primarily mean European expansion but overseas expansion. It was
a widely spread view that the governing of the Eurasian area would inevitably lead to world
supremacy. It is not clear how much Hitler was influenced by these ideas or whether he wanted to
continue the idea of extending towards the East, like the Deutscher Orden in the Medieval Times,
as he programmatically announced in “Mein Kampf”. According to Hitler, a war against Russia
would be a relatively easy undertaking, because “the Giant Empire was ready for the down fall”. He
considered the Russian people as a low-grade Jewish Slavonic race that was not capable of
building a sustainable state. He concluded: “We are destined to be witnesses of a catastrophe, it
being the most powerful confirmation for the folkish race theory.” In this quote the two central
elements of the fascist foreign policy become very obvious: conquest and racism. Heinrich
Himmler, SS “Reichs” leader and head of the German police, broached the issue of these two
aspects in 1939, in a treatise on “The dealing with the “Fremdvölkischen” in the East”, concretising
these ideas in 1941, within the framework of the “General Plan East”. Supported by a new land
law, the plan envisaged the Germanisation via population transfers in five year steps. Generally the
resettlement of “unwanted” people to Siberia was envisaged, or alternatively their enslavement or
extermination.

1. The „Becoming of the New Europe“, a propaganda poster concerning the march of the German
Army towards the Eastern Front, September 1941.
German Historical Museum
2. Propaganda poster justifying the Second World War, 1942.
German Historical Museum
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3. The danger from the East was exaggerated, in order to justify the attack on the Soviet Union.
Anti Bolshevik propaganda propaganda poster from the south German Volunteer Corps, 1919.
Reprinted 1939.
German Historical Museum
4. The regime wanted to involve the rest of Europe against the fight against the Soviet Union. Anti
Soviet poster, around 1942.
German Historical Museum
5. Poster, suggesting a European war conflict against the Soviet Union, 1941.
German Historical Museum
6. NS Colonial propaganda. A camel from the Leipzig Zoo is used for propaganda reason, making
claims of entitlement. October 1934.
German Historical Museum

z1 Drive to the East- „People without Living Room”
1. Now, the open land is closing in and the soil is too hard. There, the morning stands like a fire in
full drive. To the East, blows the wind! Therefore, woman and child and peasant, to the wagons, to
the horses! We hunger for fresh soil and to feel the good wind!
2. Our homeland burns bright and strong in our blood. We will build a new home to cherish. To the
East blows the wind! Therefore, woman and child and peasant, to the wagons, to the horses! We
hunger for fresh soil and to feel the good wind!
3. The strange Wilderness does not shock us with deception and deceit; we will give her a German
face, with sword and plow. To the East, blows the wind! Therefore, woman and child and peasant,
to the wagons, to the horses! We hunger for fresh soil and to feel the good wind!
(from: Hans Baumann (Text), August Kremser (Music): Nun wird es zu eng, 1935)
z2 Quote: On the 30th of December, during a convention of the NSDAP in Marienberg (Saxony),
the district leader Bergmann discussed ‘the colonial question’. His often confused statement can
be summed up as follows.
Germany requires Colonies, in order to survive, and the most important resources are found in the
colonies. Germany is also ordained to bring the European culture to the colonial people. Out of
prestige reasons, Germany wishes to regain its former colonies, and beyond that to state claims
over the Ukraine, which is wrongly under Russian rule. First of all, the majority of people living
there are German. Sooner or later there will be a disintegration and a splitting of Russia…
German Reports of the Social Democratic Party Germany (Sopade) from October 1936
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Chart. 38 | The Forming of the “People’s Community”
The idea of a class-independent “People’s Community” became popular not only during the “Third
Reich”. Its success was not only caused by coercion and terror. The longing for equality, harmony
and integration had been entrenched in the cultural consciousness of the German population for
centuries. The promise of the “People’s Community” – one of the most efficient National Socialist
propaganda instruments – matched this longing. The National Socialist “People’s Community” did
not, however, correspond to the idea of equality, seeing as it was based on a clear separation of
“Führer” and “following”. Nevertheless the National Socialists aimed at establishing an internal
closeness by an extensive ideological education. Nearly all Nazi-organisations and public
institutions of the “Third Reich” were in charge of education and training.
The Germans were supposed to be infiltrated in every sphere of life and work and educated in the
National Socialist sense. The German Labour Front particularly propagandised the idea of the
“People’s Community”: The promise was to reconcile the intellectuals and the workers and to
integrate them in an “operational community”. The conflicts between different social layers and
groups were ideologically turned into “production battles” in which the “soldiers of work” had to
prove themselves . In this connection the public media staging is to be considered: Political mass
events with a festive character, ritualised anniversaries and holidays contributed to the
entrenchment of a collective identity. Collections for the “Winter Relief Programme” and the
“Eintopfsonntage” (Sunday Stews) were meant to portray the existence of an egalitarian society.
KdF (Strength through Joy) fulfilled the task to direct and control the leisure time activities – the
seaside resort Prora was supposed to make its contribution to this. With regard to the requirements
of National Socialist education art, culture, science and sports were exploited and used in a
propagandistic way. Those considered “eccentric”, “strange” and “different” were defined as such,
within the content of the “People’s Community”. Exclusion, displacement, persecution and
extermination for racist or political reasons, were part of the National Socialist ideology and
practice. “Social” practises such as spying and denunciation were meant to contribute to the
forming of the “People’s Community” which was to consist of dedicated “Aryan” people.

1. The transformation of Germany into a „People’s Community“
Erich Schmidt Verlag GmbH & Co
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Chart. 39 | “Gleichschaltung” (“Forcible coordination”) – the Destruction of Public,
Intellectual and Political Life
The term “forcible coordination” is one of the original terms the National Socialist created. The term
appeared officially in 1933 in the laws for the “regions’ forcible coordination the with the Reich”.
Later the term was transferred to all sorts of National Socialist takeovers, to the process of
institutional and staff restructuring in parties, organisations and authorities.
After the transfer of power Hitler’s government used the weeks until the re-elections on 5th May
1933, in order to strengthen their position by terror and violence. Already in the night of the
Reichstag fire, the persecution of communists who were considered to be guilty began. Like the
social democrats, they counted to the first victims of the new regime. In the last free elections, the
NSDAP would only receive 43,9 percent of the votes, despite the exclusion of the KPD and the
intimidation of the other parties. Together with the German-National People’s Party the coalition
achieved a narrow majority. Meanwhile Hitler aimed at dictatorial powers. With promises and
coercion the National Socialists succeeded to achieve a two third majority for their
“Ermächtigungsgesetz” (“Enabling Act”).
The Act granted the cabinet under Chancellor Adolf Hitler the authority to enact laws without the
participation of the Reichstag. In rapid succession the government enacted laws that served the
“Gleichschaltung” of the parties, associations and the state apparatus. In June the SPD was
forbidden, the bourgeois parties forestalled this fate by self solution. The NSDAP advanced to the
only state party on this legal foundations.
The boycott of Jewish shops in April, the banishment of disliked scientists and artists, and the book
burning on May 10th 1933 balefully announced the upcoming monopolisation of state and society
though the National Socialists.
The German Union Association being the largest union, largely conformed to the course of the new
government. The Union loosened its connections to the SPD and welcomed the introduction of the
1st May as “Day of National Labour”. On the 2nd of May 1933, the divestiture of the trade unions
was performed as long prepared. The trade unions property was confiscated and the members
coercively integrated in the German Labour Front (DAF), founded on the 10th of May.
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1. The Union Headquarters were occupied, 2nd of May 1933. The SA occupied the Munich Union
office on the 2nd of May, 1933.
Federal Archive Koblenz
2. The persecution of those who think
Danckelmannstreet 10, 28th of April 1933.

differently begins. Razzia

in Charlottenburg,

State Archive Berlin
3. The shattering of the Unions was planned in great detail. Newsletter from the NSDAP, to
highest levels of political leadership, Robert Ley, 21st April 1933.
Federal Archive Berlin
4. Shortly after taking power, Hitler ordered attacks against Communists. Police invasion of the
Karl Liebknecht House in Berlin, 24th of February 1933.
Federal Archive Koblenz
r1 Radical restriction of personal freedom.
Reich’s Law Gazette, Part 1, Nr.17 from the 28th of February 1933, Page. 83
r2 The „Empowerment Law“ allowed the government to create its own laws.
Reich’s Law Gazette; Part I, 1933, Nr. 25 from the 24th of March 1933, page. 141

z1 An Attempt at trying to justify violent actions against the Unions by Robert Ley. Appeal to the
action committee emphasizing the protection of German Labor against the occupation of Union
Houses. 2nd of May 1933 in: WTB Nr. 1039 from 2nd of May 1933.
It is not as if we are destroying and splitting the Union completely. On the contrary, we have never
destroyed anything that has value to our people, and we will not do anything as such in the future.
This goes against the fundamentals of the National Socialist principles. This applies in particular to
the Unions which have built up their wealth based on the hard work and toil of the working class.
No, dear worker, your institutions are holy to us National Socialist and will not be soiled. I myself
am the son of a poor farmer and understand the dilemma. I myself worked seven years within a big
company in Germany and understand the exploitation by anonymous Financial Capital and know
the manipulative methods used by them, seeing as I was fired in 1928 due to my criticism.

Federal Archive Berlin
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Chart. 40 | The NSDAP – Keeper of the “People’s Community”

In January 1919 the metal worker Anton Drexler and the journalist Karl Harrer founded the German
Labour Party in Munich which – under the influence of their advertiser Adolf Hitler – was renamed
the National Socialist Labour Party (NSAP). In July 1921, the party members elected Hitler as the
chairman; a position that provided him with dictatorial powers. The “movement” with its “Führer”
succeeded to unify dissatisfied and despaired people with simple paroles and an ideology based
on concepts of the enemy. The social Darwinist, racist, anti-Semite, anti-Marxist and nationalist
elements would remain ideological and political. The anti-capitalist constituents of the party
ideology were accessory parts activated only in specific political situations and for propaganda
purposes. The “leader cult” corresponded to the typical desire of the time for a, “strong man on top
of the state”.
Even though the attitude towards parliamentary systems was generally negative, the NSDAP –
after the disastrous putsch of 1923 –aimed, for tactical reasons, at coming into power based on the
legal means. Only in the Reichstag elections of 1930 did the party achieve a of vote of 18,3
Percent. In the July elections it became the strongest parliamentary party – though in free elections
it never achieved a majority of votes.
The appointment of Hitler as “Reichs”-Chancellor was built up as the “takeover”. From July 1933
onwards the NSDAP was – after “forcible coordination”, self-solution and prohibition of all other
parties – the central political organisation in Germany. With the law for the “Safety of the Unity of
Party and State” from December 1933, the power position of the NSDAP was consolidated.
When the war started the NSDAP participated in the “construction of the “home front” and
organized the aerial defence. At the end of the war the so called “Volkssturm” (people’s storm
troop) was organized under the lead management of the party. It was the last array of young men
and elderly people who could be called up for military purposes.
The amount of NSDAP-members in 1945 was about 8,5 million people. The party constitution was
based on the “Führerprinzip” (Principle of Leadership). The influence on the life of the German
people was guaranteed by a small-meshed net (grid) of regional leaders. Particularly the block
wardens advanced from the symbol of control and spying, to keepers of the “People’s Community”.

1. The initiation of the NSDAP during the Nuremberg Rallies. Hitler, Himmler and Lutze the Chief
of Staff of the SA, during a memorial for the fallen in Luitpoldhain in Nuremberg, 9 th of September
1934.
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German Historical Museum
2. The organizational structure of the NSDAP.
Erich Schmidt Verlag GmbH & Co
3. The swearing into office of NSDAP functionaries. The swearing in of the NSDAP at the Berlin
Lustgarten, 25th of February 1934. Göbbels inspects the front row.
Federal Archive Berlin
4. Schooling and „orientation“ of the NSDAP functionaries. School celebration in Pankow, 12th of
February 1934.
Federal Archive Berlin
5. Party growth. The face of the party, Munich 1939.
Federal Archive Berlin
6. The NSDAP, regarded as the „honorable social spine of morality for the Home Front. Secret
Newsletter sent to the Representative of the Führer, no date.
Federal Archive Berlin
r1 There was only one Party left in Germany.
Reich’s Law Gazette, Part 1, 1933.
r2 The State and the NSDAP would emerge into each other.
Reich’s Law Gazette, Part 1, 1933.

z1 „The Party Will Live on...“
Speech by Hitler on “The Anniversary of the Wehrmacht” at the Nurnberg Rally, 16th of September
1935.
“When I will close my eyes, I do not know. However, that the Party will survive, this I know. That it
will be able to lead our people through times of weakness and strength, this I know and believe!
For it will guarantee the stability of leadership and in securing this stability it will ensure that the
leadership possesses the necessary authority. From this solid ground the constitution of the new
German Reich will grow. The Party in its role as ideological architect and political guide of German
Destiny, must submit the Nation and the Reich to the Führer.
Max Domarus, Hitler. Speeches and Proclamation 1932-1945, 1973
z2 Whoever opposes the “People’s Community” should be ruthlessly exterminated. That the
German Reich and its Folk should go in and out the war with the utmost of unity should be our only
oath. This is the highest goal of the National Socialist Movement. Whoever opposes the community
requirements, or distances themselves from the social goals or even considers sabotaging them
will be mercilessly destroyed. The soldiers at the front need to know that his life is worth more to us
than the life of a traitor.
Max Domarus, Hitler. Speeches and Proclamation 1932- 1945, 1973
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Chart 41 | The German Labour Front (DAF for Deutsche Arbeitsfront) – the “Organisation of
all Working People”

Reportedly it was from Adolf Hitler that Robert Ley received the commission to take over the trade
unions. During the “storming of the trade unions” on the 2nd of May 1933, leading trade unionists
were arrested, abused and some of them were killed. Under the leadership of Ley the German
Labour Front, founded on the 10th of May, confiscated the property, the commercial enterprises
and took over the members of the trade unions. It was only the General German Federation of
Trade Unions owned 500 Million Reichsmark. The DAF was a coercive organisation for all “working
Germans – intellectuals and workers”. Employees, businessmen and free lancers were gathered
under the roof of this institution. The number of the DAF-members increased from 1933 to 1943 to
approximately 23 Million people. The payments of contribution in 1942 alone mounted up to 642
Million Reichsmark. This way the DAF became, member-wise and financially, the strongest
organisation of the “Third Reich”.
In terms of representing the interests of the employees, the DAF wasn’t a union. It didn’t command
any executive authorities and, on the part of the government, didn’t get a voice in concerns of
employment law and pay scale. Its duties were supervision, control and tranquillisation of the
employees and ideological training. The ultimate ambition of the DAF was to build a “people and
power community for all Germans”. For this purpose it established an extensive network of caring
facilities, controlling nearly all life spheres up to leisure time activities.
The DAF ideologically pursued the concept of assuming internal agreements, as a condition for the
external ability to handle conflicts. The promised appreciation of the worker, holiday offers, KdF
wagon and the three bed room flat were compensation for stagnating wages and the destruction of
the unions. These strategies were embedded in an ideology of alleged equality for all Germans.
Not the social origin but the individual capacity was supposed to be decisive. The practice of the
DAF changed between “allurement” and “coercion”. But even the attractive elements included
strong controlling traits, such as the holidays envisaged for Prora. Even though the DAF only
partially corresponded to the workers requirements, with its offers and the propaganda it
contributed to the stabilisation of the system.

1. Strongholds Sachsen, Berlin and Düsseldorf. Number of DAF members compared to the total
population. Based on the ratings after December 1936. Annual report of the DAF, 1936.
Federal Archive Berlin
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2. The German Labor Front strived for a omnipotent position. A letter from the Representative
Staff Leader of the Führer, Martin Bormann, to the Chief of the Reich’s Chancellery, Hans Heinrich
Lammers, 15th of February, from the 15th of February 1938.
Federal Archive Berlin
3. Growing membership of the German Labor Front. The number of individual members of the
DAF from 1935 and 1936. Annual report of the DAF, 1936
Federal Archive Berlin
4. Increasing contributions. Monthly average contribution of the DAF members 1935 and 1936.
Annual report of the DAF, 1936.
Federal Archive Berlin
5. Advertisement to motivate joining of the DAF. Disguising the apparent differences.
Federal Archive Koblenz
6. Where are the DAF contributions? Transcript from a letter by the representative of the Führer to
the Reich’s Leader Ley, 13th of September 1939.
Federal Archive Berlin
7. Advertisement for joining the DAF. Disguising the apparent differences, propaganda poster of
the DAF.
Federal Archive Koblenz
8. Assimilation and rewriting of work songs („Brothers of the Sun, of Freedom“). DAF exhibition,
“Healthy Living, Joyous Work”, 1938
Federal Archive Koblenz
9. Voluntary membership: Contribution or wage decrease? Transcript from Reich’s Leader Ley to
the leader of the Party Chancellery, Martin Bormann, 17th February 1943.
Federal Archive Berlin
10. Performance report of the DAF „Guarantee for the People’s Community“
Arbeitertum, 1935

z1 To the grave
Robert Ley, “What does the German Labor Front want?”, Gummersbach 1933
“While the old state was a Night Watch man, our State is a Educational State, a pedagogue, a
fatherly friend. It accompanies it citizens, from the cradle to the grave. As such we will already start
with children, who when they are three years old and already able to think, will be given a flag to
carry. This will be followed by school, the Hitler Youth, the SA and military service. We will not let
go of them and when everything is completed, the Labor Front will embrace the people time and
time again and will not let them go until the grave. May they try to struggle against it!”
Robert Ley, “What does the German Labor Front want?”, 1933
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z2 Decreasing trust in the German Labor Front
The report from the SD outpost in Bad Neustadt (District Main Frankonia), 14th of March 1941.
„The ambiance in these circles it satisfactory. A sense of trust towards the High Command is there.
However, there are isolated pockets of distrust that claim that during the war, a new big wig society
has established itself and that no concern is given to the People´s Community. In some circles one
can see that there is little to no trust towards the workforce and no trust towards the work
committee or to the DAF. Some go so far as to claim that the DAF is an organization that is more
interested in taking money from the average worker and supporting the employers.
Martin Broszat/Elke Fröhlich/Falk Wiesemann (Hg.), Bayern during the NS Era, 1977

z3 “From the Plebs to the Lord” - Social Imperial Ideology of the DAF
“We have suffered long enough and we have hungered and we tried to do replace everything that
world has kept from us, through hard work and diligence.”
“We will spring the chains and tear apart the bonds. A folk of 80 million will march into the future
and into the world. We became a People of the World, through the power of our bravery and the
courage of our Soldier. We all want to live and we also want to experience wealth one day.”
“When someone preaches that poverty does not hurt, we reply: Wealth is Better!”
“From the plebs to the Lord! From the bourgeois limitations to the wide world! This is the parole of
the German Folk of the present. That this parole is realized, and serves us as a belief system for
the next thousand years of German history, this the Führer, Adolf Hitler will guarantee.”
Robert Ley, “From the plebs to the Lord!” 1940

z4 The DAF Recruits Members
It is a known fact that the workers under “gentle” pressure are forced to join the DAF. It was initially
during the beginning of March that around 15,000 Thüringer Mining employees and friends joined
that DAF. The public comment to this is, “It is a sign of pride and dignity that our Miners, who are
receiving minimal loans yet still maintain a sense of unity.” How does such as bond develop?
We will quote a letter, “The Labor Front is releasing new membership books. Every follower is
given the task to ensure that his work force is included in the labor front. It is emphasized that
membership in the DAF is voluntary. But just as important is it to state that individuals who do not
wish to join the organization should and must be laid off. It is by this method that the DAF may
boast a 100% victory statistic regarding its unstoppable progress. For no one wants to suffer the
consequences that consist of lengthier periods of unemployment and intimidation.
Compelled to Join the German Labor Front
Report on the situation in the group New Beginning from January/February 1936
Bernd Stöver, Reports concerning the Situation in Germany, 1996
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Chart. 42 | Robert Ley – A Biography

On the 2nd of May 1933 Ley lead the divestiture of the trade unions, in the same year he achieved
a jump in his career. He became the head of the DAF. Ley constantly tried to enlarge the DAF’s
sphere of control and competence which lead to numerous conflicts with the respective “Reichs Ministries”. The DAF-empire that developed after 1933 was marked by Ley’s vision of an
omnipresent organisation re-educating and supervising the Germans. Even though Ley was the
head of the DAF he wasn’t commanding executive functions for a long time.
On the15th of February 1940, his 50th birthday, Ley received the “commission of the Führer” to work
out plans for a broad “charity of the German people”. Very soon he could present first proposals
worked out by the Ergonomic Institute of the German Labour front. In these proposals his basic
ideological intent was reflected: He proclaimed the advancement of the German worker from the
“proletarian to the master” – at the expense of the occupied territories and their population.
In November 1940 Ley was appointed to the “Reichs-commissar for the social housing scheme - a
position that involved gain in power. Ley commanded far reaching authorities now, which were
even extended in 1942 when Hitler appointed him to the “Reichswohnungskommissar”. All
authorities that were connected to the state housing scheme were assigned to Ley.
After his advancement Ley was afforded a highly luxurious life style. He was considered as
mentally unstable and his state degraded towards the end of the war. Ley’s alcoholism was known
in public and lead to the name “Reichstrunkenbold” (“Reichs-drunkard”). At the end of the war
American troops arrested him. Ley was meant to be indicted at the trial of main war criminals in
Nuremberg but abdicated his responsibility by committing suicide on the 25th of October 1945
before the trial started.

1. Ley promised the German workers the potential rise to becoming a „Gentleman“- however, at
the expense of the excluded and the occupied countries.
Robert Ley, Vom Proleten zum Herrn!, 1940
2. Ley around 1940
Otto Marrenbach, The Fundamentals of Victory, 1940
3. Robert Ley around 1933
Federal Archive Koblenz
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4. Ley during the departure of the „Monte Olivia“, 3rd of May 1934 Hamburg.
Federal Archive Koblenz
5. Rumours regarding Ley’s lifestyle. Secret memorandum from the DAF Department, 16th of July
1936.
Federal Archive Berlin
6. Even party officials began to have doubts regarding Ley’s mental stability. Report from the Chief
of the Security Police to the Higher SS and Police Leader in Danzig West Prussia, 9 th of
September 1942.
Federal Archive Berlin

z1 Disturbing Self Perception
Unsent letter from Ley, to Sir Henry Ford, Detroit USA, 17th of August 1945
Sir! You might have heard of my name from the Press and Broadcasting associations. Also, you
may know, that I constructed the Volks Wagon Factory and that I have planned the Tractor Factory
as well. Furthermore, I am the founder and supervisor of the German Social Order, the German
Labor Front and the free time organization “Strength Through Joy”. You will also know of my
success within this area.
Now I am willing to do the same in your great factories. I am a prisoner, however, have committed
no crime, other than publish and write books and essays against the Jews, as you would have
done yourself. I have done it with the most divine of convictions, for my people.
I have committed no other crime, this I swear. In the interest of my social ideals and also the
interests of my unfortunate people, I am prepared to do anything against the Jews. So, please let
me work. I had great plans, especially with hindsight, for Volks Wagon, joy and labor.
Sincerely, Dr. Robert Ley
Federal Archive Koblenz

z2 No More Private Affairs!
No, in Germany there is no such thing as private affairs anymore. When you sleep, then this is
your sole privacy, for when you wake up and come in contact with other people you must be
reminded of the fact that you are a soldier of Adolf Hitler and must therefore live according to a
specific regulations, regardless if you are a worker, civilian and administrator. Individual privacy no
longer exists. The days where people could and would do whatever they wanted are over. We
laugh at the liberal approach, we no longer wish to recognize it. A soldier must obey.
Robert Ley, Soldier of Work, 1939
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z3 Suicide
Impeachment Speech of Robert H. Jackson, Main Accuser of the USA, from the 21st of November,
1945.
Robert Ley, the Field Marshal in the battle against the workforce, has answered our lawsuit charge
by committing suicide. Apparently he knew no better answer.
The lawsuit against the main war criminals form the International Military Court, 1948

z4 Crude Anti Semitism
The ritual murder is no fairy tale. The Jew must and will try to satisfy his desire for blood. Seeing as
his blood is corrupted and due to his parasitical nature, lives of the blood of his Host Race. In order
to do this he must commit ritual murders. We will hear about this time and time again. Throughout
the millennia this has persisted. The Jew is not a substantial race, he is not a mongrel or a bastard,
he is parasite.
Robert Ley: Fact, 1936
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Chart. 43 | Structure and Duties of the German Labour Front (DAF)

The DAF was an enclosed association of the NSDAP and subordinated to the party. This tight
connection shows in the distribution of top positions in both organisations. Top-level functionaries
had the same position in the NSDAP as in the DAF. For example Robert Ley was Reichs Leader of
the DAF in dual role with Reichs- Organisational Leader of the NSDAP.
The DAF had the task to keep record and monitor the people at their work places. The companies
- the smallest organisational units beside street cells and blocks, which were controlled by single
members – ranked among the main fields of activity. Apart from the operational anchoring, the
vertical construction of the DAF followed the structure of the NSDAP: local, district and regional
administration departments were established. The supreme authority was the headquarter of the
DAF with the Reichs Leader on top. Ley was subordinated only to Hitler.
Very important for the strategic alignment and the concrete policy of the DAF were the charges of
the headquarter. Assigned departments would focus on specific areas within the economy.
Additionally intersectional offices working task-oriented were furnished such as the youth welfare
office, the office for national health or the National Socialist organisation “Strength through Joy”. It
was only during the war, that the structures would be simplified: Thenceforth the operational areas
were structured analogically to the central war areas. Beside the centrally subordinated facilities,
several other specific organisations were corporately enclosed to the DAF: the
Reichskulturkammer, the Reichsarbeitsdienst, the organisation of the industrial economy as well as
the associations of doctors and pharmacists. Jurists, teachers and the public servants were also
included.
The structure of the DAF gives information about its duties: The facilities were meant to organise,
supervise and control all people – young and old – working in industry or public service. The
ultimate ambitions were “the overcoming of the class struggle”, the preservation of social peace
and the creation of a “people’s and achievement community” in the companies. The working
“Aryan” Germans were promised a better, socially equitable future which was meant to be realised,
in the end, at the expenses of large parts of the population and the occupied countries.

1. Vertical structuring of the German Labor Front
State Archive Berlin
2. Outline by the „Brain of the German Laborfront“. (Ley)
Otto Marrenbach, The Fundamentals of Victory, 1940
z1 No Special Interests!
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The process of organizing everyone is solely the function and duty of the German Labor Front.
This is orientated towards those have the audacity to disguise their own special interests with the
mantel of national socialism and to claim that the State has given them this assignment. It is
usually always those, who wish to avoid the duties that have been assigned to them by the Führer,
that wish to degrade the role of the People’s Community to that of a ‘drummer boy’. The German
Labor Front is not even going to consider stooping down to that level. Indeed, it will continue
onwards, using the power of it organization and the credibility of its accomplishments to, so to
speak, drum people together. It will also take upon itself the duty to mold to whole People’s
community and to let no one hinder them in reaching this goal.
Gerhard Starcke, What Duty does the German Worker Front Have? 1936

z2 Registration of the Whole Population.
The labor of the ‘Woman´s Administration of the German Labor Front’, for the working woman,
1941
The German Work Front understands by social support more than simply the regulation of the law.
It includes all people with all manner of living expectation that are associated with his work. It is
concerned about his health, the manner in which he conducts his free time, his family affairs and
structure and most importantly his career demands.
Federal Archive Berlin
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Chart. 44 | The Social Welfare Office of the German Labour Front (DAF) – The Office for
Employment of labour

At first the social welfare office of the DAF was in charge of general problems regarding social
safety and care. Among the duties of this institution were ranked employment and social laws,
including problems regarding social insurance. Wage and tariff policy, employment protection as
well as women’s work and home work, were also tackled issues. In negotiations with the ministerial
bureaucracy about the realisation of own conceptions the office mostly remained unsuccessful.
The duties soon changed to different fields such as the construction and the use of work camps.
This specific form of organisational labour gained increasing significance. In April 1938 a
department was founded to supervise the workers accommodated in camps. The department
attended to the development of camp structures. The social welfare office, together with the
“Beauty of Labour” department, designed living barracks and looked after the nutrition in the
camps.
Because of this competence change in August 1940, the social welfare office was renamed “The
Office for Employment of Labour”. It took over the supervision of the foreign industrial workers. In
March 1942 Fritz Sauckel was appointed to the chief representative for the employment of labour.
The responsibilities of the office would be confirmed. The office was in charge of the entire foreign
manpower working in the “Reich” and for the forced labourers.
The supervision basically concerned the planning and realisation of the organisational framework
of nutrition, clothing or health services. Questions regarding cultural and athletic care were also
included – for example magazines were printed for foreign workers. Of particular importance was
the development of a snitches- an espionage network that was supposed to strengthen control and
to avoid acts of sabotage. Apart from that the office looked after special problems: It organised
amongst others brothel barracks for the foreign workers in order to avoid the contact to German
women.
The immense importance of the administrative, organisational and co-ordination tasks that were
incumbent upon the DAF becomes apparent in view of the statistical data: In the summer of 1944
more than 3.6 million foreign industrial workers lived and worked in Germany.

1. Dividing the workers according to social groups. A newsletter from the Department of
Employment to the DAF, 15th of January 1941.
Federal Archive Berlin
2. Uninfluential social politicians.
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Arbeitertum, 1937
3. Propaganda guide for “Community Provisions”.
Community Provision within Warehouses and Factory Kitchens, 1940
4. Mass provisions via German Labor Front. A letter from Robert Ley to Adolf Hitler, 17th of April
1942.
Federal Archive Berlin
5. Provisions regarding the development of the Wehrmacht. Order from the Reich’s Organisational
Leader of the NSDAP, Robert Ley, 6th of April 1938.
Federal Archive Berlin
6. Brothels for foreign workers. A secret letter from the DAF Department of Employment, 21 st of
January 1941.
Federal Archive Berlin
z1 “Social Provisions” to increase the Labor result.
The social provision in factories and warehouses is one of the most important requirements for the
performance strength of our Peace and War economy. The nourishment condition of the workers
determines the efficiency of the economy.
A healthy and efficient diet is the foundation with which a physical and mental freshness can
motivate one to better results. The assignments that are given in factories and warehouses, has
both social, political and economic meaning and bears a strong sense of responsibility . In order to
live up to these expectations, the armament must get rid of the old shackles which are outdated
and embrace the new living conditions of the time.
Social Provision in Warehouses and Factories, 1940
z2 Responsible with the Arrival of the Workers
To the regional Labor Office
Care Taking of the Foreign Labor force, deployed by the Geman Labor Front within in the Reich.
The German Labor Front has agreed to supervise the foreign work force during their arrival and
stay in Germany. A good care taking contributes to the acclimatization of the foreign workforce to
the German work conditions and therefore increases the likelihood that they will wish to
remain.Also, the workers will have positive things to report in to their home countries, meaning that
it will be easier to employ foreign workers
I ask again, that the German Labor Front department, that is responsible for the workspace of the
incoming foreign laborers, discuss the proper accommodation and catering with the factory leader,
prior to the arrival of the workers.
By order, Dr. Timm
Newsletter from the Reich’s Department of Employment to the Regional Labor of Exchange Office,
9th of September 1940
Reichsarbeitsblatt, Teil I,1940)
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Chart. 45 | The Women’s Office of the German Labour Front (DAF)

The National Socialist ideology dictated to women primarily the role as mother. In view of the
unemployment they were supposed to be completely dedicated to their own household. With the
increasing lack of manpower in the course of armament and war, the Nazi-regime had to
increasingly rely on women’s work. The women’s office was in charge of more than 5 Million
female members of the DAF. The office lead by Reichsfrauenführerin Gertrud Scholtz-Klink had at
its disposal a tight network of female employees. The women’s office’s duties included the
women’s employment protection, the maternal leaf, the social supervision at work as well as
training in economy and housekeeping. A central concern was the female training at the workplace
in sanitary and hygienic regards, with particular consideration to motherhood. So called “race
hygiene”, would also be addressed.
After the war had started the women’s office supported the forced professional life for women and
took measurements to intensify work and organise children’s care facilities. The seemingly womenfriendly engagement of the DAF, in the end, aimed at using women in the armament production.
The working women were supposed to harmonically combine family and work because their hand
was needed in two ways: for the upbringing of the “Aryan” offspring and for the armament.
The women’s office directed and controlled “social female workers” who were supposed to be
engaged in every company occupying more than 250 female workers. The “social female workers”
aimed to reveille “work ethic” and “joy of work”. In practice this meant urging women into regular
work. Additionally they were supposed to solve problems within the “Work Community”, particularly
tensions between masters and female workers. Conflicts would repeatedly occur within the firms
that paid the women who intended to use them for their own interests. The big corporate groups
though fended the influence of the DAF on internal processes.
The “Woman’s Factory Group” constituted the female elite of the DAF in the companies. They were
supposed to support the “Social Factory Worker’s” supervision and were considered as reliable.
This kind of “Female Sub leader -Corps” was meant to guarantee the work discipline of the female
workers.
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1. Companies protect themselves from the Social Female Workers. A letter from the Social
Bureau of the DAF to the Reich’s Industrial Group, Dr. Lohmann, 2nd of July 1937.
Federal Archive Berlin
2. A Man’s Love leads through his stomach“
Arbeitertum, 1935
3. Supervision and control of the women via social factory workers.
Arbeitertum, 1939
4. Companies protesting against the influence of the Female Workers Department. A letter from
the Economic Chamber Westfalen und Lippe, to the Reich’s Group Industry, 1st of August, 1939.
Federal Archive Berlin

z1 Emancipation was never a Goal
A speech by the manager of the Woman´s Administration of the DAF, Getrud Scholtz Clinic during
the negotiations with the Reich´s Industry Group on the 15th of May 1936.
The goals… is never to allow the woman to organize herself in order to embody a counterbalance
to the woman´s movement or to make her a representative of specific woman´s rights. The goal of
our woman´s organization is to make use of the powers that a woman has in making herself useful
in all areas of life. She must not be forced to do this, she must want to do it willingly. She must feel
a great, even noble sense of pride towards the gifts that she has to offer her Folk. We do not want
a political woman in the traditional sense, who argues with her husband. We never want a situation
that is Man Versus Woman. We want the collaboration between man and woman on a fair and
ground level. However, we also want the woman who stands next to her fellow man and knows her
place.
Federal Archive Berlin
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Chart. 46 | The Office for Vocational Education and Factory Leadership of the German
Labour Front (DAF)

The DAF-office for vocational education and factory leadership arose in 1935 out of the German
institute for technical work training (DINTA) which had been established on the initiative of the
heavy industry and was incorporated into the DAF in 1933. The head of the office was Karl
Arnhold, leader of the former DINTA.
Arnhold committed himself to the idea that the “Betriebsgemeinschaft” was to be considered as an
element of the “People’s Community”. He demanded of the employees voluntary obedience and
fidelity. From the factory leaders he demanded a “proper solidary attitude” and duteousness. Work,
to Arnhold, meant “well-fortified work”: Workers as well as soldiers, were based on pugnacious
dispositions which characterized the Germans. Those ideological premises were considered in the
realisation of the office’s duties: the selection of apprentices and apprenticeship training as well as
the professional direction, simple schooling, the setup of training workshops and the edition of
teaching material were subjected to the mentioned ideology. Furthermore the office was
responsible for the vocational training of adults as well as for the restructuring of factories and
measurements for operational output increase.
Concerning the target of creating a “People’s Community” the training workshops that were refunctionalised in places of National Socialist education and indoctrination were of particular
relevance. Paramilitary elements found their way into the workshops - Arnhold called them
“parade ground of the practical life”. The office hoped for similarly disciplining effects in basic
courses that they were developing. Particularly the basic course “iron educates” attracted attention.
It was supposed to be completed not only by prospective skilled workers from the metal and
electronic industry but by all young aspiring apprentices.
The “Volkswagen”-Plant in Braunschweig were skilled workers who were trained as the prestige
project. It was founded by the office of vocational education and factory leadership. Arnhold held
the view that the training workshop of the “Volkswagen”-Plant was the ideal “trend setting pattern
for the entire industry”. In the out work, the technical training was tightly combined with character
and ideological schooling.

1. Advertisement from the DAF, promoting occupational training, 1937.
Federal Archive Koblenz
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2. The trainingworkshop of VW was often seen as a role model. Training Shop of the factory in
Braunschweig, 1939.
Volkswagen AG
3. Strict choices based on achievement. Sheet showing the efficiency of the apprentices. The
basic course, “Iron Educates”.
Federal Archive Berlin
4. The department also recieved interest from certain notables. Göring and Ley visit the building
model for the DAF Department for Vocational Education, in Berlin Zehlendorf. Left: Karl Arnhold,
far left: Ferdinand Porsche, 3rd of November 1938.
Picture Archive of the Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation
5. Increase in efficiency was the highest goal..
Arbeitertum, 1939
6. Theory lessons within the Braunschweig VW factory.
Volkswagen AG
7. Good conduct was mandatory. A sheet for evaluating results at the work place of the „Iron
Educates“ course.
Federal Archive Berlin
z1 Military life serving as the foundation for “being German”.
The soldierly attitude which is revealed during defensive labor, is nothing else except the
expression of the National Socialist work principle: commitment of personality and dedication
towards the self assertion of our folk identify this stance. This also includes comradeship,
cooperation, responsibility and diligence. This militant attitude has its roots in the army and is
mirrored in the factories, even if the goal and purpose of both facilities are different.
Karl Arnhold, Leadership within the Factory, Berlin/Vienna, 1941
z2 The „Slavish Obedience inside the Barracks“ within the National Socialist Vocational
Education- Report from the SPD from April/May 1938
The National Socialist vocational education, is a progression of the DINTA System, supplemented
by the mysticism of the national socialist belief system and the „slavish obedience“ of the barracks.
Within the DINTA circle, the struggle for the soul of the worker was emphasized and the national
socialist education via the Young Folk, the Hitler Youth and the DAF ruthlessly chains the working
youth to the totalitarian requirements of the regime.
Germany Reports, The Social Democratic Party of Germany (SoPaDe) 1934-1940, 1980.
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Chart. 47 | Social Engineering and Social Control

Next to numerous DAF-administrators, DAF-spokesmen and dedicated people inside the factories,
two offices assured the social control within the DAF sphere. They were the Ergonomic Institute
(AWI) on the political and theoretic-ideological level and the “Information” office, which concerned
itself with direct conflicts within the company.
From spring 1935 onwards, the employees of the AWI dealt with the solution of social and politicoeconomic questions. Up to 1940 the institute developed into one of the biggest research facilities in
Europe. The purpose of the AWI was to socially engineer a “domestic political crisis intervention”.
Despite the stagnating wages the social peace was meant to be preserved and the labour force
potential mobilized for war preparations. The extensive tasks were the following: The institute was
supposed to locate hot spots and to re-define the relation of wage and performance. Working out
proposals to stabilize the “home front” or to increase the “efficiency” of foreign forced labourers
was also part of the agenda. Largely planned post war programmes such as the “retirement
pension scheme” promised a higher German standard of living based on the exploitation of the
captured countries after the “ultimate victory”.
In autumn 1933 an extensive information and snitch apparatus emerged within the DAF which, in
summer 1934 was developed into the “Information” office – an autonomous DAF-office. The staff of
the regional administrations (Gauwaltungen) consisted of “Gau-Information-Referents”, and next to
them “district or local referents” and “Contact Men”. The focal points of the office “information”
concerned observation and elimination of the labour movement. Also important were control and
security duties within the DAF-apparatus, such as the persecution of critics or the fight against
intended infiltration by elements of the left. The domestic political crisis that began to show at the
turn of 1935/36 resulted in a tightened persecution of the remained labour movement. Up to the
middle of 1936 the office “information” saved its central role in view of observation of staffs and the
internal security within the DAF-apparatus. As a result of the “insufficient” solutions during the
wave of strikes in June/July 1936 the office had to give this area of responsibility to the Chief
Security Agency of the Third Reich (SD). In March 1938 Ley ordered the dissolution of his
intelligence service.

1.Increase in prices was used as a means of social control.
AwI-Yearbook, 1940/41 II
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2. Extensive plans for a progressive pension scheme.
A letter from the leader of the Awl, Wolfgang Pohl, to the Chancellor of the Führer, Head Official
Viktor Brack, 19th of April 1940.
Federal Archive Berlin
3. Due to the increasing intensity of the war, labor force from eastern Europe would become high
in demand. A letter from the Leader of the Awl, Wolfgang Pohl, to State Secretary Syrup of the
Reich’s Ministry of Labor, 22nd of May 1943.
Federal Archive Berlin
4. Insight into the activities of the Ergonomic Institute.
Arbeitertum, 1940
5. Great strain on wage incomes due to deductions.
A letter from the Department of Labor and National Economy of the Awl, Theodor Bühler, to the
Head Officials Mehnert, 21st of November 1936.
Federal Archive Berlin
6. The members of the Information Ministry also supervised the members of the KdF Travels.
KdF- Cruise to Madeira, Passengers on the Sun Deck.
Photo: Heinrich Hoffmann, Picture Archive Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation
7. The snitches of the ministry are mainly active within the Industrial sector. A view inside the
Pollux Arms Factory, 1938.
German Historical Museum
8. Spying on workers in the factories. A letter from the Staff Department of the DAF, to the head of
the DAF’s Ministry of Information, Felix Schmidt, 19th of June 1936.
Federal Archive Berlin

z1 Assignment for the Protection of the German Labor Front and its Leadership.
Subject Matter: The distortion of the speech by Dr. Ley during the factory roll call in Siemensstadt
within a Marxist perspective, 31.8.1938.
Reference: Consulation with the Party Comrade, i. H.
In the general public, especially in the areas of Siegfriedstraße, Röderstraße und Möllendorfstraße
(Lichtberg- Horst Wessel), discussions have arisen regarding a phrase mentioned by Dr. Ley,
during the factory roll call.
He is said to have stated: “If I would not have constantly met with the Führer, then I too would be a
complainer and a communist”. These words were interpreted in the following way: If Dr. Ley is only
a Nazi, because he constantly met with the Führer, then there is no point in trying to be a National
Socialist.
Report from an Information Consultant, sent to the Information Bureau of the German Labor Front,
4th of February 1938.
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Chart. 48 | Image Cultivation and Popularisation of the DAF

The German Labour Front was explicitly designed not to assume union duties. A representation of
the workers interests in tariff questions was not envisaged. Nevertheless, the DAF managed itself
as the “better” union and as a regulative factor. It claimed endowing commonness and community
towards the workers as opposed to the old trade unions of the Weimar Republic which, it blamed
for corruption and the fragmentation of the labour movement. On the outside, the DAF used an
anti-capitalist attitude in order not to appear as the “Cinderella” of the companies, as Ley once
described the target.
The DAF pretended to understand the special problems of the people working in industry and
production and to care for all concerns of the workers. This impression was supposed to be
confirmed by Ley’s trips to German companies, when he – in a pubic-symbolic gesture – shook the
workers’ hands. The impression of relatedness was meant to be communicated also by the
permanent presence of DAF members in the companies.
The DAF celebrated itself in the mass-deployments of the Nuremberg Rallies and on the 1st of
May, the Labour Day and in the public-oriented “Reich”-conferences. Also important for the imagecultivation were mass campaigns or the initiatives “Beauty of Labour”. The events were meant to
symbolize the dynamics of the organisation and to suggest possibilities of influence. Apart from
that, the DAF procured entry to the public consciousness by massive propaganda. The
organisation owned a daily newspaper and several general magazines; it edited books and
brochures and advertised with posters, exhibitions as well as broadcasts and films. Despite the
staged presentation in the media the DAF didn’t advance to a popular organisation – popular was
“Strength through Joy”. On the ideological level the organisation entered success based on the
strategy to wake the workers’ hope for advancement and to promise them a better future within the
“People’s Community”, which was meant to be realised mainly on the expense of the excluded and
the subdued peoples. The time after the (won) war was meant to be characterised by wealth,
social advancement, saved retirement benefits and the access to mass consumption such as the
purchase of a “Volkswagen” and other “people’s” products. However, most important would be the
recreational activities offered via “Strength through Joy”.

1. Independant jurisdiction of the DAF: „Truth and Justice?“ A festival in honoring the opening of
the Surpeme Court of Honor and Discipline of the DAF. The orator is Adrian von Renteln,
Chairman of the Supreme Court, 1936.
Federal Archive Koblenz
2. Defamation of a former Union Leader.
Arbeitertum, 1933
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3,4,5. Ley likes to be seen together with other worker for propaganda purposes. Joy and Labor,
1940
Federal Archive
6. Despite a high level of press and propaganda, the DAF would remain unpopular. Expenses of
the DAF for press and propaganda purposes between 1935 to 1936. Annual report of the DAF,
1936.
Federal Archive Berlin

z1 DAF Propaganda: “I went personally to the worker…”
I personally went to the worker in order to shake his hand. I inquired about his needs and his
wishes and spoke to him, man to man. And I am not standing to simply proclaim that this week
was one of the greatest experiences that I have ever had in my political battle. It is wonderful to
observe how a simple handshake can overcome shyness, depression and to a certain degree hate
of the opposition. When I went into a factory, I noticed that people would grudgingly give me their
hands, that I had to grab and grip their hands. But then it jumped like fire, from one person to
another person. Then they would voluntarily come to me, surrounding me. In the end I did not have
enough hands to shake with everyone.
Robert Ley, The German Labor Front, 1934
z2 Contradicting its own image; rumors of corruption within the DAF, Report from April 1935
Report from the SPD April 1935
SOUTH WEST GERMANY: due to consistent crimes regarding severe disloyalty, concealment,
forgery of documents and robbery, the former regional administrator Heinrich Bimber from
Niedersmten was sentenced to 6 month prison and received a 100 Mark fine.
Report from the SPD from April 1935
SAXONY: The DAF’s Regional Leader Henke from the “Reich’s Factory Community for Printing”
was fired due to corruption. The height of the stolen sum cannot be determined yet.
BAYERN: The Head Cashier of the German Labor Front in Rosenheim, Dimpfel has committed
serious embezzlement and has been arrested.
Report from the SPD, February 1936
DAF Regional Leader Jäckle in St. George (Black Forrest) concealed 40,000 Mark of organization
funds.
Report from the SPD, November 1937
WÜRTTEMBERG: The Criminal Chamber of Stuttgart has sentenced the DAF Regional leader
Wilhelm Specht to prison for 1 year and 2 months, including a 200 Reich Mark fine. This also
includes a two year loss of civil rights due to false book keeping, destruction of receipts. 1400
Reich’s Mark worth of profit from post stamps was used for himself personally.
Germany Reports, The Social Democratic Party of Germany (SoPaDe) 1934-1940, 1980
z3 Speech by Ley on the 2nd of July 1937 in Leunawerken
„I offered people my hand. It required a great deal of energy and a high level of concentration in
order to break the resistance of the people which I felt around me.”
Robert Ley, Soldier of Labor, Munich 1938
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Chart. 49 | Mass Campaigns of the DAF: “Reich Occupational Competition” and the
“Achievement Combat of the German Companies”
With the mass campaign “Reich Occupational Competition” and the “Achievement Combat of the
German Companies” the DAF tried to strengthen the “National Achievement Community” as well
as its own sphere of control.
The “Reich Occupational Competition” was founded by the Reich Youth Leadership at the end of
1933 and was arranged the first time in April 1934 for the target group of juvenile workers. From
1937/38 onwards adults also participated. The number of participants constantly increased. In
1934 it was at 500.000 people, in 1939 already more then 3.5 Million people took part. Hitler
received the victors of the “Reich Occupational Competition” every 1st May; because of their
outstanding achievements they were particularly promoted.
The main emphasis of the competitions was the ideological attitude and the practical work – girls
and women could distinguish themselves also in housekeeping. Additionally a sports test had to be
completed. The DAF aimed at control in the sphere of vocational training, a general motivation
stimulus that was supposed to incite the people’s willingness to perform, as well as increase the
number of qualified skilled workers.
From 1936 onwards the “achievement combat for the German companies” was arranged annually
by the DAF. Those companies were lauded with the award “National Socialist Model Company”
where the “idea of the National Socialist factory community” seemed to be “perfectly realized”. The
assessment was concerned with working conditions and the work place constitution, the criteria for
judgement had been partly developed by the KdF’s office, “Beauty of Work”. At first a company had
to compete and win on the regional level in order to subsequently gain the “Golden Flag of the
DAF”. The companies that were regarded as particularly exemplary received special “achievement
badges”, for example for health services, housing construction or they received the “General
regional diploma for outstanding achievements”. The “Achievement Combat of the German
Companies” was a successful activity of the DAF and aimed at the advancement of working
conditions, at general mobilization in the everyday company life and at improved performance. The
big firms such as Krupp or Siemens refused though the DAF’s claim on control.
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1. Mass advertisement for the „Reich’s Career Competition“, 1934.
Federal Archive Koblenz
2. The commercial economy fears for it influence. A letter from the Reich and Prussian Minister of
Economy, Hjalmar Schacht, to the Reich Chamber of Commerce, 5th of August 1937.
Federal Archive Berlin
3. Production of the written edition of „Reich’s Career Competition“ inside a Textile Factory.
Federal Archive Koblenz
4. Reich’s Career Competition as a means for justifying trainings workshop. Regional Chairman of
the DAF inspect the model of a workshop.
Gerhard Starcke, The German Labor Front, 1940
5. “The concept of the National Socialist Factory Community must be realized under all
circumstances“. Ordinance from Adolf Hitler to the German factories, 29th of August, 1936.
Federal Archive Berlin
6. Woman were relegated to the field of domestic economy. This shows improvement of the
domestic economy due to the Reich’s Career Competition during 1936 to 1937.
Artur Axmann, The Reich’s Career Competition, 1938
7. The world view played an important criteria. Statistics showing the worldview of young men,
according to districts, 1936.
Artur Axmann, The Reich’s Career Competition, 1938
8. The increase in members would be encouraged via enticement and force. Increase in members
between 1934 to 1937.
Artur Axmann, Der Reich’s Career Competition, 1938
9. Festivities for handing over the “Golden Flag” of the DAF to the factory, NSZ/Rheinfront,
Publishing Society, Neustadt/Weinstrasse, 1937/38.
Picture Archive of the Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation, photo: Heinrich Hoffmann.
10. Robert Ley and the delegate for the Battle for Achievement, Theodor Hupfauer, during a
factory visit.
Battle for Achievement of the German Factories, 1938/39, 1939
Federal Archive Berlin
11. Participating factories, split up into various branches.
The German Factories during the first „ Battle of Achievement“, 1936.
Federal Archive Berlin
12. Propaganda regarding the „German Battle of Achievement“, 1938
Federal Archive Koblenz

z1 Drafted for the „Reich´s Career Competition” - Report by the SPD November 1938
“South West Germany, Status Report: In our factory we held an appeal for the Reich´s Career
Competition. The factory manager held an enthusiastic speech, however, this did not have much
impact on the staff. From a total of 3000 people, only 10 volunteered. Considering that our firm
wishes to become a prime example, this is not acceptable. Due to this, we commanded that a
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certain number of people be sent from all the various branches. Nobody volunteered from our
branch, therefore two people would be designated to go, both of them inexperienced people. One
of them is a confectioner. He then asked his teacher what he was to do. If he had to bake a cake,
then at least he would have something to offer. However, when it involves creating something out
of metal, then he most likely will not be able succeed. The other “Chosen One”, is the youngest
member of our branch. He gave our boss the answer that, ‘apparently they picked out the
dumbest’. It is obvious how much influence the RBWK has over us.
German Reports about the Social Democratic Party Germany (1934- 1940), 1980
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Chart. 50 | The National Socialist Organisation “Strength through Joy”
The National Socialist organisation “Strength through Joy” (KdF) was founded at the end of
November 1933 in Berlin as an organisation of the German Labour Front (DAF). It was lead by
Bodo Lafferentz and modelled on the Italian leisure time organisation “Dopolavoro”, though later
critical-distant voices arose against this organisation. KdF was meant to organise and control the
entire sphere of leisure time – from holiday, to the leisure time activities up to company-facilitated
sports activities. KdF was also in charge of special duties and projects such as the “beautification”
of the companies and the construction of the KdF wagon. In order to prove the need for an
organisation such as KdF during the start up period, a survey on the leisure time habits of the staff
was made at Siemens in Berlin. The results showed that only a third of the employees had made
trips lasting several days. The quota of those who had participated in cultural or sport activities also
turned out very low. For the German Labour Front, the sphere of leisure time activities was suitable
to gain popularity and compensate for its little influence on work- and social law concerns.
Most of the leading people of the Nazi-regime experienced the November Revolution 1918 as a
trauma and saw the military defeat as a result of the homeland’s treachery. Under no circumstance
was this to repeat in a future war. That’s why KdF was meant to look after the mental disposition of
the “People’s Comrades”. Hitler put this concern as the following: “I want that the worker is
accorded sufficient holiday and that everything is done so this holiday, as well as the other leisure
time, is a time of pure recreation. I demand this because I want a people with strong nerves. Only
with a people, that keeps its nerves we make real big policies.” This quote shows the instrumental
character of KdF within the framework of war preparations. Also people who did not participate in
the view were meant to believe in the illusion of a social advancement and the levelling of social
differences. The equalisation in the leisure time activities and the increased participation of the
workers in cultural and sportive activities were supposed to prove this. At the same time these
measurements aimed at performance enhancement and an improvement of the people’s health.
The image cultivation and the effect of the KdF-activities were very successful: The organisation
became the most popular organisation of the Nazi-regime and arranged for stability of the system.
Some of the myths connected to the KdF-journeys still exist and take effect in the present.

1. Advertisement showing, vigorous, happy people, 1938.
Federal Archive Berlin
2. Confiscated building used as a headquarter. Seat of the NS organization “Strength through
Joy“, situated in the former building of the SPD (Social Democratic Party) magazine “Vorwärts”, in
the Lindenstrasse Berlin- Charlottenburg, 1936.
German Historical Museum, Photo: Willy Römer
3. Vaudeville for the workers at the Community Storage.
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Otto Marrenbach (Hg.), Fundamentals of the German Social Order, 1942.
4. Success Message regarding the number of participants that have attended KdF events in 1936.
Annual Report of the DAF, 1936.
Federal Archive Berlin
z1 Against the “Frail Nerves”.
The greatest of States men cannot carry out politics with a Folk that has frail nerves. The defeat in
the Great War should have driven this message home for all eternity. Our enemy, due to their
superiority in number, could give their forces the necessary rest and recuperation, whereas the
Germans were forced to endure the ceaseless nerve racking onslaught. Therefore, the enemy
could reach the fatherland via the imposed hunger blockade.
We lost the war because we lost our nerves.
Therefore the Führer wants the national socialist state to always have this realization in front of its
eyes; that the nerves of the Folk remain strong and healthy.
“After Work”. The Great „Fire Work Evening“ of the German Front. Arbeitertum, 1933
z2 „Nerves“ for the War
We are not sending them out into the world for their own amusement. I have not founded the travel
agency, „Strength through Joy“, in order to start a leisure club, that is something I strictly reject. Or
to have people discover Italy or Portugal, that is laughable and something I feel complete
indifference towards. No, its purpose is to ensure that they have the nerves and strength so that
when the Führer decides to answer the final question, 80 Million people will be at the height of their
potential to fulfill this.
A speech by the Reich’s Organisational Leader Dr. Ley on the 11th of July 1938, on the KdF Ship
„Wilhelm Gustloff“.
z3 The „Overhaul“ of the Workforce
We did not send our workers on holiday or built gigantic sea side resorts for the sheer fun of it. We
did it in order to allow the workforce to regain its strength, so that he can return to his workplace
with increased vigour. KdF overhauls its workforce every now and then, just as you change the
motor in ones car after a number of kilometres have been travelled. Sports, Beauty of Work, Firm
Concerts and such are unimportant on their own, seeing as their function is served by ensuring
that the German Folk improves on all levels.
Gerhard Starcke, The German Labor Front, 1940
z4 Influence and Control even during Leisure Time- Report by the SPD from July 1935
The reports that have been coming in during the last couple of months regarding, „Strength
through Joy“ show that this organisation has expanded its field of activity. It is not only trying to
become a travel agency but also trying to fulfill all the potential desires and wishes of the masses.
The political purpose is as follows: the worker, the employers and the executive are not only meant
to be under the influence of the National Socialist Organization, but are also constantly supposed
to be surrounded by it influences at all times.
Germany Reports of the Social Democratic Party of Germany 1934-1940, 1980.
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Chart. 51 | Bodo Lafferentz – a Biography

Bodo Lafferentz was born in 1897 in Kiel as the son of a civil engineering entrepreneur. In 1914 he
volunteered for the sappers. After returning from British captivity in 1920 he studied political
science at the universities Berlin and Kiel. From 1929 to November 1933, Lafferentz was one of
the managers of the Confederation of the German Employers. On the 1st of May 1933 he joined the
NSDAP and became the head of the office "Travel, Hiking and Vacancy" of the National Socialist
organisation "Strength through Joy" (KdF) in December 1933, at the beginning of 1938 he
assumed control over the whole KdF-office. In the same year he received the commission from Ley
to prepare the construction of the "Volkswagen" factory and acted as the general manager of the
"Volkswagen" factory LLC and as a member of the board of management. Lafferentz was
appointed the Reichs-representative for rescue, that is to say, he was in charge of the repatriation
of the population from the "threatened" western territories. The SS-Obersturmbannführer
(lieutenant colonel) also lead the "Research and Utilisation LLC" that was involved in research
projects in concentration camps.
After 1945 Lafferentz lived as a salesman in Nußdorf near the Bodensee. The Spruchkammer
(civilian tribunal) of Überlingen categorized Lafferentz in December 1948 as "guilty". The revision in
February 1949 lead to the category "less incriminated", conviction did not happen. Lafferentz died
in 1974.

1. Bodo Lafferentz in Bayreuth, 1940
Federal Archive Koblenz, photo: Heinrich Hoffmann
2. Accelerated Career after 1933. Questionnaire for the Race and Settlement ministry of the SS,
25th of September 1941.
Federal Archive Berlin
3. Surrounded by Power. Ley in a discussion with Hitler, between the two is Bodo Lafferentz
Gerhard Starcke, The German Worker’s Front, 1940
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z1 „Praise to the Community Thought“
The foundation of the new Germany is the Social Thought, the comradeship with the whole Folk.
All the differences between groups, that lead to disorder and strife, must be erased. The Holiday
Travels by the NS Organization “Strength Through Joy” is working to attain this goal. The holiday
makers are especially prone to this Community Thinking and it is our main goal, to construct the
holiday travels in such as way, that the thoughts of our comrades are made apparent.
Bodo Lafferentz, Holiday and Recovery Report: World Congress for Freedom and Recovery,
Hamburg 1937
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Chart. 52 | Structure and Duties of the National Socialist Organisation "Strength through
Joy" (KdF)

The territorial structure of the National Socialist community "Strength through Joy" proved to be
analogue to the one of the NSDAP. The functional departmentalisation corresponded to the
structuring of the administrative top. Numerous offices were subordinated to KdF, which itself was
an office of the German Labour Front (DAF). The DAF financially supported KdF with regular
subsidies amounting to millions that derived from the former trade union's property and current
members' contributions.
Up to the beginning of the war six offices existed: KdF and the subordinated departments, amongst
others, were in charge of the organisation of the holiday and the leisure time, of the national
education as well as vocational training, of the beautification of the companies and accordingly the
"optimisation" of the internal production as well as the advancement of the company-facilitated
sports activities. The duties of KdF primarily consisted of control and formation of the employees'
daily life and leisure time and aimed at increasing efficiency. Apart from that KdF was responsible
for spreading the idea of the "People's Community" respectively and to create loyalty towards the
regime. Up to the beginning of the war KdF celebrated itself and its achievements at the annual
Reichs-conferences in Hamburg. These expensive, international celebrations that were
propagandistically staged were supposed to give – in the country and abroad – the impression of a
successful leisure time policy. Also the achievement reports regularly provided on the KdFanniversaries aimed at positive effects and were reviewed by the synchronised press.
As already mentioned, the KdF staffs primarily acted within the internal company sphere. Many
KdF journeys were organised via the companies. The ideological and envisaged practical function
of the National Socialist holiday and recreation complex in Prora becomes clear only against the
background of the KdF targets and the practical orientation of its offices. That's why the central
offices, their duties and their functions will be presented on the following exhibition boards.

1. Opening of the KdF Exhibition in the Zoo Exhibition Hall in Hamburg. Reich’s Organisation
Leader Ley, observing pictures during a tour of the KdF Wagon Factory, 21st of July 1939.
Federal Archive Koblenz
2. International Participation during the KdF- Reich’s Convention. Festival Procession during the
KdF Convention in Hamburg, 1937.
Regional Media Centre Hamburg, photo by Germin (Gerd Mingram)
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3. Medieval Masquerade. Festival procession during the KdF Reich’s Convention, 1938.
German Historical Museum, photo: Joseph Schorer
4. Vertical Outline of the KdF, 1940.
Organizational Book of the NSDAP, 1940
5. Technical Outline of the KdF, chart.
Federal Archive Berlin
6. Propaganda pictures from the KdF Reich’s convention in Hamburg, 1939.
Joy and Labor, 1939
7. Hamburg, the city of the „KdF Convention“
Arbeitertum, 1938
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Chart. 53 | The KdF Office "Beauty of Labour"

The office "Beauty of Labour" was founded as a self-contained department in November 1933 and
was lead by Albert Speer. The central aims were to increase satisfaction within the companies and
to establish a "clean and comradely atmosphere".
In order to achieve these aims "good and healthy work places" and a "true working community of
superiors and inferiors" were to be created. The methods to carry this out were founded on
psycho-technical programmes deriving from the time of the Weimar Republic: an optimisation of
the operational procedures was supposed to be realised by company-facilitated recreation
activities, and the improvement of the work place.
The office was supposed to initiate improvements of the work environment – such as bright
workplaces, good aeration and sanitary arrangements. Cleanliness of the workplace, the
construction of sports fields, green spaces and old people’s homes, were also to be realised by the
employees in “voluntary extra work”.
The office didn’t have any executive authority, though. The pressure was exerted via propaganda,
company visits and DAF representatives. Defaulting companies were decried in public, ideal
realisations were lauded and awarded with the badge “Ideal Advancement of Strength through
Joy”.
Beside factory visits the office organised campaigns that were dedicated to different aspects: With
mission statements such as “Sun and Green to all Productive People”, “Good Light – Good
Labour”, “Clean People in a Clean Company” people were called on to the construction or
reconstruction of washing, bathing rooms or changing rooms or to the improvement of the
illumination at the workplaces. The campaign “Warm Meal in the Company” was of particular
importance: the number of canteens was supposed to be increased in order to allow for the
intensification of work and an extension of working hours. Branch- specific campaigns for the
seaborne and inland navigation, tanneries, shoe factories etc. were also mounted. The office also
designed lamps, dishes, furniture and model barracks for the “Reichs” motorway camps. The
measurements that primarily aimed to increase the performance, were criticized from time to time:
Changes were occasionally called the result of the “facade socialism” or were derided as “flower
pot romanticism”.

1. A Tidy workplace to increase productivity.
Federal Archive Koblenz
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2. Greening in the factory yard.
Factory yard with wall slogans of the DAF („We shall march with you“), inside the plywood factory
Ebersberg/Oberbayern, 1937/38.
Picture Archive of the Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation, photo: Heinrich Hoffmann.
3. Daylight at the work place was meant to stimulate higher performance.
Leaflet, „Women at the Factories“, 1940
Federal Archive Berlin
4. One of the tasks of „The Beauty of Labor“ was the rebuilding of the canteen. A letter from the
Regional Advisor of „The Beauty of Labor“ in Berlin, sent to the General Inspector of Berlin, Albert
Speer. 13th of July, 1938.
Federal Archive Berlin
5. A large, breezy working hall inside the Siemens, Werner Factory F, 1932.
Fritz Vebel, Man and Machine, „Siemens- Transactions“, 1932
6. The safe working hall, 1935 – engrossed by „The Beauty of Labor”
„The Beauty of Labor“, Siemens- Transaction, 1935
7. Even the renovation of the entrance, was supposed to create „wonders“. Brochure from the
„The Beauty of Labor“, 1934.
Federal Archive Berlin
8. Even the renovation of the entrance, was supposed to create „wonders“. Brochure from the
„The Beauty of Labor“, 1934.
Federal Archive Berlin

z1 Criticism towards “The Beauty of Labour” can lead to “Dachau- like developments”.
Factory Zine Siemens, May 1937.
“During the last workshop of the German Labour Front, our district chief said, “Some of our work
colleagues would be better off using their abilities within the field of foreign affairs”. We could only
agree with him. For time and time again we have troublemakers who systematically criticize the
German Labour Front and these people are really asking for a beating. However, this sneaky
policy is implemented so cleverly, that a Dachau- like situation does not develop. On the contrary,
they occur under the guise of an honest man or ‘National Socialist’. Everyone who works in the
factories, needs to keep their eyes peeled in order to unmask them. Despite all this cunning,
sooner or later one or the other will make a mistake. May then God have mercy on their soul.”
Federal Archive Berlin

z2 Grafting for the „Beauty of Labour“, During Ones Leisure Time?
Report by the SPD from February 1938
“Saxony, 3rd Report”: At the factory at Y., the work time last from 7 in the morning to 6 in the
evening. The work breaks are 20 minutes in the morning and a 1 hour lunch break. In the last
couple of weeks, however, the workers must work one hour more and do not get paid extra. In this
extended hour the workers graft for the “Beauty of Labour”. The working rooms would be
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whitewashed and renovated, bicycle stands were set up and windows frames fixed and so forth. To
sum this all up; earlier this would have been labour for which the workers would have been paid.
Now the workers are to do this free of charge, so that our ‘Dear Boss’ can have a good result in the
“efficiency competition”. Only a small number of workers refused to “volunteer” in contributing
“improvement of the work space”. Once the boss asked one of his employees why he always goes
home at around 6 o’clock. The worker would point at his sweat drenched shirt and say that he has
been working here from 7 in the morning to 6 in the evening and that he was tired. To this the boss
replied, “Yes, I see that a Soviet heart still beats inside of you. Just keep that up! You’ll soon see
where that attitude will get you!”.
“Berlin, 1st Report”: The way in which the “Beauty of Labour” in handled in practice can be shown
by the following example. In a metalwork which employs 250 labourers, 10 deck chairs would be
set up on a terrace. They are always proudly displayed during visits, however, they are never really
used.
“Berlin, 2nd Report”: Under the slogan “The Beauty of Labour”, various firms would erect a sports
area, swimming pool and so forth, for the employers. However, the employers are forced to erect
these things themselves, without receiving any pay. The frustration amongst many of them is very
high and many are of the opinion that, “This is all a shallow illusion. No one is really concerned
about the welfare and well being of the workers.”
Reports from the German Social Democratic Party Germany 1934-1940, 1980
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Chart. 54 | The “KdF”-Wagon – Motorisation of the “People’s Comrades”?
The construction and sale of the so called “People’s Car” were supposed to increase the degree of
motorisation in Germany. However, in 1934, only one car per 75 inhabitants would be available–
whereas in the USA every 5th person had a car, and in France every 22nd. In order to achieve this
target Hitler personally supported the plans of the constructor Ferdinand Porsche to build a
“People’s Wagon”. The plans were realized by the National Socialist organisation “Strength
through Joy” of the German Labour Front because no agreement on the financing of the vehicle
development and the later selling price could be achieved with the automobile industry. As a result
of the dispropriation of the former trade unions, the DAF had the necessary means available. At
the end of May 1937 the “Society for the Preparation of the German People’s Wagon” was
founded. In February 1938 near Fallersleben the construction of a factory was started and on the
26th of May Hitler laid the foundation stone during a big ceremony. Next to the construction of the
production facilities a new town was founded – the town of the “KdF”-wagon, later called
Wolfsburg. In September 1938 a model of the “People’s Wagon”, at first called “KdF”-wagon, was
introduced to the public. At the end of 1939 with the help of 3000 Italian builders, big parts of the
work were finished.
The KdF-organisation used its experience in travel savings and developed its own saving system
for the “KdF”-wagon: stamps were sold that could be fixed on saving cards. The target was that the
prospective buyers invested about five Reichsmark per week. The local “KdF”-offices registered
and controlled the savers. Before purchasing the wagon, half of the costs were supposed to be
accrued. Voluntary staffs, the so called “KdF”-wagon wardens were in charge of the
implementation of the saving system. The selling price of the limousine was determined to be 990
Reichsmark, which equates to 10,000 Euro. The prospective buyers stemmed rather from
bourgeois society circles, amongst the KdF-wagon savers the proportion of workers was only 5
Percent.
None of the 336,000 orders, of which 60,000 had fully paid the car, ever received the “People’s
Wagon”. On 1st September 1939 work in civil projects was prohibited. The Wolfsburg factory now
primarily produced for the air force and built military versions of the “KdF”-wagon. The “Kdf”
seaside resort on Rügen never received any holiday-makers and the “KdF”-wagon was never built
– war and expansion had priority.
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1. The Discount Cards of the KdF was also transferred over to the KdF Wagon.
Volkswagen AG
2. It was advertised with a rather low level of commitment, 1938
Federal Archive Koblenz
3. Deposits were payed till the end. A letter from the KdF- Wagon Department, NS Community,
sent to Hans Lichtenheldt, 18th of June 1943.
Federal Archive Berlin
4. A factory was built specifically for the KdF Wagon. Laying of the foundation stone near
Fallersleben, 26th of May 1938. A speech by Ley.
Federal Archive Koblenz
5. The „Führer“ and the „Volkswagen“. Adolf Hitler, Porsche, Ley und Hitler (from left to right)
Under the Sun Wheel, 1938
6. The dream of civilian motorization would eventually lead to military usage. VW kubel wagon of
the Wehrmacht.
Volkswagen AG
7. The employment of civilians was still factitious.
Arbeitertum, 1940
8. Praises from the troops.
Arbeitertum, 1942

z1 The Disappearance of the Deposit
Reports from the Reich of German Socialism, 8th of March 1940
Allied Leaflets including the article „German Socialism“: Dr. Ley has indicated that the contribution
for the Volks Wagon must continue to be paid. The factory that is meant to build the Volk Wagon is
no producing ammunition and therefore, no Volks Wagon can be issued. What has happened to
the payments already made and what will happen to payments that are still be sent in? They will
“go up in smoke” as grenades, sunken U Boats and shot down airplanes. Dr. Ley’s
announcements is a scam used to suck up the last savings of the ‘little man’ in order to invest it
into the Nazi War Machine.
Heinz Boberach (Hg.), Reports from the Reich, 1984
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z2 Specticism Amongst the Workers
Report by the SPD from April 1939
“South West Germany”: The “Volks Wagon- Action” is something that the workers do not take
seriously. Most of them believe that, if a worker were able to save up enough money to be actually
able to afford one of these cars, then he will most likely not be able to have enough money to
maintain one. Because of this, a new breed of KdF jokes began to circulate. “The Volks Wagon
cannot drive further than what you hear on the Volks Reciever”.
“Central Germany”: The majority of the workers laugh about the Volks Wagon situation. “There is
hardly enough money for day to day bread, nevermind enough to afford a car”. Some are also
outraged about the whole advertisement branch. Other, however, see the “cause as such, not as a
bad thing”. One thousand euros for a car is a rather tempting price. However, one has to consider
the maintenance costs. Who can construct cheap garages in the city? And if one were to park the
car in one of the so called ‘Lantern Garage’, which basically means on the open road, the car will
eventually fall victim to the elements. Meaning that all the work to save up the money was in vain.
Reports by the Social Democratic Party of Germany 1934-1940, 1980
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Chart. 55 | Strength through Joy as Leisure Time Organisation
The primary task of the National Socialist community “Strength through Joy” was the extensive
organisation of leisure time. The activities ranged from after work activities, walking tours,
company-facilitated sports activities up to national education. The most important field of activity –
because of its value for propagandistic purposes – was the organisation of holiday trips. Within this
context, sea passages had a particular significance: Even though only few holiday-makers could
participate on these journeys they were very symbolic and prestigious and have been used are
symbolic for KdF, even until today.
KdF organised the leisure time of the people and at the same time anchored state interests and
ideology in this field. Leisure time was exploited by KdF; it had to be spent in a “useful” way – KdF
itself would guarantee this target. Leisure time activities would no longer be chosen at the people’s
own will: Private matters became political. In order to achieve this aim the former pluralistic clubs
and societies were eliminated, leisure time organisations of the trade unions were taken over and
private initiatives, such as the Munich Sheep’s Head Players, were incorporated and would
compete with the established sport’s associations.
To the opposite of the DAF, the organisations and facilities that gathered under the umbrella of the
KdF enjoyed great popularity. Suspiciousness and disregard abated when KdF in co-operation with
the companies organised “events free from politics”. Indeed, for the first time broad levels of the
population participated in leisure time and cultural offers – particularly in theatre, golf or skiing,
which before had been exclusive activities.
A contemporary observer, the social scientist Franz Neumann, describes the meaning of these
activities as follows: “The KdF determines in detail the correct methods, duration and content of the
leisure time for only one single purpose: to boost up labour productivity.” The leisure time activities
and cultural offers were, of course, partly for the benefit of the workers but they “broke down
barriers as much as choral societies, orchestras and football teams improved the fate of prisoners.”
The primary targets of the KdF leisure time activities was the regeneration of manpower, the
increase of motivation, the integration of the workers in the company and the stabilization of the
regime. Some of these targets are going to be exemplarily presented.

1. Dream goal Madeira. KdF Ship „Robert Ley“ in the roadstead of Funchal.
Karl Busch (Hg.), To the Dream Islands, 1940
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Chart. 56 | The KdF Office “Travel, Hiking, Holiday”
The office “Travel, Hiking, Holiday” managed by Bodo Lafferentz was the most popular Kdf-office.
According to Robert Ley the rather unpopular DAF had great success with the idea and realisation
of leisure time and travel offers. One of the preconditions was the introduction of the paid holiday;
only after the standardisation of the labour agreements in 1933, were the majority of the
employees entitled to six to twelve days of paid annual leave. The vacation was meant to be spent
in a “useful” way: The central interests were the spread of National Socialist thinking and the
increase of performance. The state-organized holiday advanced to an instrument of political control
and economical calculation which is illustrated in targets such as the direction of consumption, the
advancement of the “people’s health”, the imparting of the “love of one’s homeland” and the
expansion of tourism.
Within the framework of organised journeys, trips lasting one or several days were offered –offers
that had been made before by the associations of the labour movement. About 10 % of the inland
trips, including overnight stay, were KdF-trips. Although this was not an insignificant quota , it could
not be interpreted as an expression of the “break with bourgeois privileges”, as the propaganda
tried to put it. The journeys offered from May 1934 onward developed into propaganda hits. At first
ships were chartered, later KdF commissioned the construction of two of their own ships. The ships
passed the Atlantic or went to Madeira, later Norway and Tenerifa were also headed for.
From autumn 1937 trips to Italy were offered to operate at full capacity.
Longer trips were mostly not affordable for the average worker or employee. The percentage of
workers on KdF-journeys was about 40%; on prestigious journeys the workers’ percentage was not
higher than 20%. Even in 1937 – the year with the most German participants – only 2 or 3% of the
workers benefited from a KdF-journey. Nevertheless the propagandistic effect was enormous and
contributed to spreading the idea of a classless “People’s community”.
In order to make the journeys more affordable KdF introduced the travel saving: Saving cards and
saving stamps for 50 Pfennig were available at banks. On the base of this economic strategy in
1937, the DAF had deposits of 6 Million Reichsmark that no interests were paid on.

1. Maiden Voyage of the „Robert Ley“ in attendance of Hitler. Hitler and Ley strolling on board the
“Robert Ley” during its Maiden Voyage on 4th of April, 1939.
Federal Archive Koblenz
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2. A Living Demonstration of our People’s Community“.
Joy and Work, 1939
3. Keel laying of the first KdF Ship at the shipyard Howaldts Werken in Hamburg. Robert Ley with
a Jack Hammer, 3rd of May 1936.
Federal Archive Koblenz
4. The „Robert Ley“ after leaving the Docks for its Maiden Voyage, 16th of March 1939.
Federal Archive Koblenz
5. Security personal was always on board.
Federal Archive Berlin
6. The Mediterranen sun beckons.
Arbeitertum, 1938
7. This KdF posters is directed specifically at workers.
Federal Archive Koblenz
8. Advertising KdF Hikes, 1939.
Federal Archive Koblenz
9. Battle amongst private competitors.
Federal Archive Berlin
10. The discount cards also allowed those who were financially underprivileged members of
“People’s Community” to be able to travel.
State and University Library of Hamburg

z1 Not everything works at the KdF
A report concerning the situation of the “Group New Beginning” in Germany from the beginning of
September 1935.
“A colleague, who travelled with the KdF, explained that they travelled with a rebuilt IV Class
Wagon, which after a 10 hour drive, is most uncomfortable. They wanted to go to Allgäu but arrived
at the Bodensee (We only heard of the change in Goal when we were in the train). Quarters were
good but the food was lacking. Daily provisions: black coffee in the morning and two buns. In the
afternoon we also had very little food. The third and last meal of the day we got around 7 o clock
consisting of a sausage and some salad. The participants, even some of the party members, were
annoyed at the lack of provisions.
Bernd Stöver, Report about the Situation in Germany, 1996
z2 Strict Monitoring of the Participants
A letter from the Administration of Information from the German Labor Front, to the Main Office of
the Security Service from 19.10.1936
Subject: KdF Holiday Travel from the District Main Frankonia, 21- 28.8.36 in Allgäu
Reference: None
In a travel journal regarding the so called KdF Holiday Travel it is stated:
“It is dangerous that information regarding the individual´s purchasing habits, can be used to
influence the interests of the National Defense. This allows one to obtain, within a few days, more
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knowledge regarding one’s fellow human being than is really necessary. The holiday atmosphere
contributes to this, seeing as this contributes to talking more loosely and this is something that is
exploited. Therefore it is necessary to monitor these journeys, in order to protect one from such
manipulation.
Federal Archive Berlin
z3 “A new lifestyle, a new approach to life”?
Extracts from the speech of Robert Ley during the ship launch of the “Wilhelm Gustloff” on the 5th
of May 1937 in Hamburg
As I started four years ago, you told me, my Führer: Make sure that the German worker has his
holiday, so that his nerves remain strong. This was both an order and a path for me. Then we
began our work. We created the organization “Strength through Joy” and the Folk assisted me in
this, as if it had been waiting hundreds of years for this.
Many believe that “Strength through Joy” would be a form of ‘Garden Leaves’ Club or a
recreational free time organization. Many said, “let them have form this club but they will not tackle
the inner social problems.” But they made a mistake. We did concern ourselves with the inner
social problems. We focused on settlements, educational and health issues and managed to
overcome them.
“Strength through Joy”, is possibly the most precise summary of the new German Will. When I am
asked what it is that the Führer can most offer his Folk, I would reply: He led his folk back to joy.
He gave it a new lifestyle, and new approach to life”.
Otto Mahrenholz, Fundamentals of Victory, 1940
z4 Lack of Laborers
Report by the Security Services, from January 1939
Regarding the journey of the “Wilhelm Gustloff” from Genoa to Venice
28.12.1938- 9.1.1939
From the district of Greater Berlin, 350 vacationer and 60 members of the German broadcast
station partook on the travel. The travelers come from all social casts and income levels. However,
visually one could see that the actually employees represent a rather small portion of the group. It
was noticeable that the well off comrades who participated on this KdF journey, made a big thing of
all the clothe that they brought along. This was obvious during the New Year Celebration and the
parties held on deck. One could hear numerous comments amongst the laborers and even
amongst various party members. Due to this, the question has been raised whether people, who
could actually pay for a trip to Italy themselves, should be excluded from the KdF travels.
Federal Archive Berlin
z5 Only for those with higher wages
Report by the Security Service, from the 16th of February 1939
Report on the surveillance of the KdF Ship “Wilhelm Gustloff” journey to Italy.
One look at the distribution of jobs reveals that the so called „workers ship“ cannot be classified as
such, due to the number of jobs that to not constitute the definition of a worker.
Federal Archive Berlin
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Chart. 57 | The KdF- Office “Leisure Time”
In February 1936 the office “Leisure Time” was founded. At the end of 1937 it was combined with
the office “German National Education” and called “Cultural Commune” – the fields of work stayed
the same. The “Cultural Commune” had two central spheres of action: Art and entertainment as
well as folklore and tradition. The function of the office “Leisure Time” , according the manager of
the umbrella association DAF, Otto Machenbach, was “to re-establish the balance of a healthy and
vivid exchange of strengths and values and to lead the “People’s Community” back to the sources
of a creative “People’s Storm”.
The office owned several theatres and contracted with other theatres. Furthermore they ran a
travelling theatre, a Reichs-theatre-train, miscellaneous puppet theatres and a Reichs-motor- waystage as well as their own symphony orchestra. The concert programmes got a particularly broad
feedback. In the field of plastic arts the office initiated exhibitions in industrial firms. The office
though, mainly organized “evenings of music and entertainment” with cabaret and vaudeville acts.
Medium and small towns had to be satisfied with the performance of no-name artists, which with
regards to content and entertainment, left much to be desired.
The folklore work mainly contained the maintenance of folk songs, dances, traditional costumes,
amateur plays and tradition. Commune evenings in villages and camaraderie-evenings in
companies were modelled on these points. The office edited workbooks for the organisation of the
“big celebrations of the year” – such as summer solstice or the harvest festival – in large print run.
Besides the regular work the office organised several special actions, for example the supervision
of the Reichs- motorway camps or leisure time events for invalids, ill and disabled people.
The cultural offers were censored without exception and, in terms of their form and content,
corresponded to the National Socialist ideology. During the war the office was mainly in charge of
the troops and military hospitals and organised events for the German Armed Forces, the Weapon
SS and the police forces in the country and abroad.

1. Advertisement for the „Folk’s Theatre“- In reality only shallow and superficial entertainment was
shown, 1936.
Federal Archive Koblenz
2. Performance in a Hospital. The clown group, „The Three Fratellinis“, in front of patients in the
Horst- Wessel_ Hospital in Berlin, o.J.
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Federal Archive Koblenz
3. Also represented in the regional provinces. “After Hours Room“ from „Strength through Joy“ in
Worms, 1939.
Federal Archive Koblenz
4. Art Exhibition inside Factories were meant to reduce the work stress. Partition wall at a Factory
Exhibition, o.J.
Federal Archive Koblenz
5. Even „cultural maintenance“ of the population was under supervision of the KdF. Newsletter
from the staff leader of the DAF, Heinrich Simon, directed to the regional chairmen of the DAF,
22nd of March 1937 (including an attachment from Robert Ley, 18th of March, 1937).
Federal Archive Berlin
6. Even dance events would be monitored. Transcript of a newsletter from the manager of the
„Leisure Time“ Ministry, sent to Regional Observatory of the NS Organization “Strength through
Joy”, 29th of October 1936.
Federal Archive Berlin
7. Factory concerts to motivate and boost performance. The Reich’s Symphony Orchester during
a performance in a factory yard, o.J.
Under the Sun Wheel, 1938
8,9,10. The Ministry of Leisure Time, concerned itself with caring for the „German Folk and
Tradition“. Pictures from a Dance Event.
Under the Sun Wheel, 1938
11.. Mobile Theater. KdF-Theater tour.
Federal Archive Koblenz

z1 Regression of Cultural Life in the Province
Reports from the Security Force, 13th of February 1941
“Regarding the cultural situation in the province”
In various regions of the Reich are overlapping reports of inhabitants stating that although they
understand the compromises that exist due to the war and appreciate the Cultural Events that are
still held, cultural life in general suffered a serious decline.
Nevertheless, a symptom that is apparent in all provincial areas of the Reich, is that the old and
traditional way of life that used to be fostered in the towns and villages, is slowly dwindling away.
The KdF has with its program of movies, festivals and events, has created an air of passivity as far
as created one’s own ideas is concerned.
Heinz Boberach, Reports from the Reich, 1984
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Chart. 58 | The “German Centre for National Education”
During his programmatic speech on the foundation of “Strength through Joy”, Robert Ley already
indicated the creation of an office for education and training. After an organisational restructuring in
June 1936 the “German Centre for National Education” was founded, lead by Fritz Leutloff. After
changing the adult education in 1939, the “Reich’s” Interior Minister gave over this area of
education to the Centre for National Education.
The places of National education were considered the “heart ventricles” of labour. Among the
umbrella institutions were national education groups, company-facilitated places of national
education and about 70 music schools. Furthermore the National Education Centre organized
people-, company-, KdF-ships-, as well as travelling and motorway-libraries. In addition to the
general ideological education of adults, professional skill enhancement and leisure time activities
took the centre stage. Within the context of leisure time activities the aim was to put across
ideological-academic-scientific contents and, on the other hand, to organize leisure time. The
“ideological education of the People’s comrades” was not included in the party training courses.
The Centre for National Education, mainly the referents and teaching staff, dealt in single lectures,
series of lectures and workshops. Race theory, family studies and defence policy were taught,
amongst other topics. Furthermore mathematics, stenography, foreign languages, cultural trips,
guided tours and walking tours were part of the programme as well as painting, handicrafts,
embroidery, photography, chess, music and collection associations were institutionally embedded.
The maintenance of folklore in the countryside was an important task. In order to face the migration
into cities the Centre for National Education published “village books” documenting the past and
present of the local life in the respective villages. This way the population’s bond with the
homeland was meant to be strengthened.
The war also assigned the Centre for National Education new duties: The language teachers
taught the languages of the conquered countries. They offered German classes for “ethnic
Germans” and in the villages wrote “homeland letters” to the soldiers, whose answers were
presented at the village community evenings.

1. War preparations. Spies- Traitors- Saboteurs, 1938
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Private Property
2. Zur Erledigung aller volksbildenden und volkserzieherischen Aufgaben ...“
Amtliches Nachrichtenblatt der Deutschen Arbeitsfront, 1936
3. Regenerating the Work Force during Leisure time, 1938.
Federal Archive Koblenz
4. Ideological assimilation of the game Chess. Chess competition with the best players from the
Berlin factory circuits.
Under the Sun Wheel, 1938
5. Painting during leisure time. Painting lessons in the German Volksbildungswerk
Under The Sun Wheel, 1938
6. „Cultural Excursion“ with „folk educating impact“. Participants of the first Cultural Excursion to
the tomb of the „Unknown Soldier“ in Paris.
Gerhard Starcke, The German Labor Front, 1940
7. Painting and sculpting was also were also part oft he program. Exhibition room of the German
“Volksbildungswerk” for lay people.
Under the Sun Wheel, 1938
z1 “Medium for Leadership”
Newsletter from the High School Administration of the Reich´s Organization Office of the NSDAP.
To all School District Administrations of the NSDAP, from the 9th of July 1937.
The result from a speech between the High School Administration and the German Folk Education
Group reveals the following guidelines for a cooperation: The delivery method of the German Folk
Education Group fits into the framework of the Party. This leads to the German Folk Education
Group being under the supervision of the District Administration.
Federal Archive Berlin
z2 Events for the more educated audience
Security Service Report, regarding inland questions, from the 8th of November 1943
From report material in connection with the “German Folk Education Group”, we have a number of
perspectives to take into consideration:
1.The social and mental structuring of the German Folk Education members, is in general
different from those who come from the KdF organization. Whereas the KdF events tend to
attract visitors who had a need for entertainment and relaxation, the German Folk
Education audience tends to be socially more diverse in class and with specific interests.
Heinz Boberach, Reports from the Reich, 1984
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Chart. 59 | The KdF- Sports Office
Sport courses were one of “Strength Through Joy’s” first facilities. They were offered from April
1934 onwards. The “Reich’s-Sports Leader” Hans von Tschammer was commissioned by Ley to
lead the KdF-sports office. On the 30th of May 1939 he withdrew from this position and left control
to the hitherto representative Karl Lorch. The propagandistic effort and a obvious interest of the
population, lead to a quick extension of the offer.
The frame work of the sports courses were intentionally kept informal – people were meant to
come together and to enjoy sport in the community. One dispensed with conventions and statutes
that were actually common in organized sport. “Happy callisthenics and games”, “general physical
education” and preparatory classes for the Reich’s sports badge were the most popular activities.
These courses were also offered on KdF-ships or in seaside resorts. Besides the sports office
offered several special courses such as athletics, boxing, Jiu-Jitsu or cycling. The access to
‘exclusive’ sports – for example horseback riding, golf or hockey – was made possible to broader
social stratums. Particularly popular were Skiing courses; KdF offered ski equipment for 35 RM.
An order from the Reich’s sports leader on the 16th of December on the future duties of the sports
office documents the change: The interest is now focussed on company-facilitated sports activities.
Ley considered the company-facilitated sports ground as the “drill ground of the companycommunity”; every larger company, in his opinion, should have its own training ground. The “sports
appeal of the companies” started in 1938, called on every company to participate and took on the
character of a competition.
During the Second World War KdF- sports had the task to mobilize “positive forces” – for example
courage to face life and acceptance of life – in order to stabilize the inner front. The increasing
influence of the SA on the KdF-sport caused the change of the “sports appeal” to military
education. In the last phases of the war, company-facilitated sport only existed as fitness sport. It
was meant to make work not only more bearable but primarily more effective.
Jews were categorically excluded from KdF-sports, even before the Nuremberg Laws.
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1. For a handful of participants, exclusive sport activities were a available, such as Sailing.
Under the Sun Wheel, 1938
2. Company facilitated sports activity was be directed in particular towards elderly workers.
Employees of a Berlin factory going for a run.
Under the Sun Wheel, 1938
3. During skiing trips, the KdF would supply their own equiptment. A skiing course in Kleinen
Walsertal.
Federal Archive Koblenz
4. Demanding exercises for the young employees. Doing outside gymnasitics in front of a factory.
Federal Archive Koblenz
5. The KdF Ministry of Sport was also active in various Baths. Gymnastics lesson in the Beach
Bath near Wannsee, 24th April 1937.
Federal Archive Koblenz
6. A complete human being is someone who is healthy, strong and able bodied".
Arbeitertum, 1940
7. KdF created its own gym equiptment
Arbeitertum, 1937
8. Company facilitated sports activities during War. Introduction of the company leader of
Messerschmitt GmbH Regensburg, 10th of June 1941.
Federal Archive Berlin
9. Advertisement for the KdF Company Sport, 1935.
Federal Archive Koblenz
10. “Ready for work at all times, in service of the community“. The „Strength through Joy“- Athletic
Director, 1939
Federal Archive Berlin
11. Inspection of the Sport courses. Confidential Newsletter of the KdF Reich’s Ministry of Sport,
directed at all regional consultants of the NS Community „Strength through Joy“, 17th of October
1936.
Federal Archive Berlin

z1 Negative Acceptance of the Factory´s Sport Appeal
Reports from the Reich of Security Service, 5th of October 1942
Comments from the workforce, regarding the acceptance of the Sport Appeal
After reports from the Reich have come in one can see that the workforces’ reactions towards the
Factory´s Sport Appeal tend to be negative. While these events are warmly accepted by those who
enjoy sports, the majority of those who participated had a uninterested attitude, assuming that they
were unable to leave work earlier. Many workers who chose not to participate use the argument
that long working hours and insufficient food, does not allow for one to practice sport effectively.
Many claimed that 30 minutes of sport, does more damaged to an untrained body than good. In
particular there is a lot of criticism towards the propaganda posters stating that all must participate,
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regardless of age.
The factory security offices are also disliked. For example, in one of the bigger factories in the
district of Halle, the security office was given the order to not let anyone leave without having
completed their physical exercise. Checkpoint inspection results in negative reactions and are
often ignored by the workers. Seeing as it was impossible to stop the multitude of workers leaving,
an order was issued that the names of those who leave without fulfilling their sport commitments,
should be written down.
Heinz Boberach, Reports from the Reich, 1938
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Chart. 60 | Relations to Italy – International Activities of KdF
Geared to the Italian leisure time organisation, founded in 1925, “Opera Nazionale Dopolavoro”
(OND), Ley presented the concept for a German “After work” organization, as it was initially
named, on the 17th of November 1933. During the official act of founding the KdF on the 27 th of
November 1933, Ley criticized the structure of “Dopolavoro” and thus detracting that the Italian
organisation was the real inspiration for KdF: The office “Beauty of Labour”, for example, was
based on the model of already existing Italian projects. The umbrella organisation DAF from 1935
onwards tried to introduce their model of leisure time policy to an international public, in order to
gain influence on the international employment market. The political interest focussed on
discrediting the international employment centre in Genf, to recruit foreign collaborators and to do
anti-Bolshevik agitation. Concerning work policy, these activities aimed at the accession of
manpower from southern and south-eastern Europe.
In 1936 KdF organized in Hamburg a “World Congress for Leisure Time and Recreation”, in which
delegates from more than 60 countries participated. The congress formed the overture to further
international activities of the DAF within the field of leisure time policy. Immediately after this, the
DAF founded the “International Central Office ‘Joy and Labour’” (IZB) in Berlin and claimed
leadership for this institution.
In 1936 an approach between OND and KdF happened and in June 1937 Ley made an agreement
with Tuillio Cianetti, president of the Fascist industrial workers federation. Within the Framework of
the agreed exchange of holiday makers, more Italian foreign workers were also supposed to come
to Germany. The International Leisure Time Congress taking place in Rome in July 1938 was
themed an anti-Bolshevik “Internationale”. The topical spectrum was extended and a change of
strategy indicated: The main focus was not just leisure time in itself but also the topics labour and
increased efficiency.
The “International Central Office’ Joy and Labour’” shifted its activities to the South-East-European
area. A travelling exhibition “Joy and Labour” was presented to the respective countries in May
1938. Furthermore representations were founded in Rome, Athena, Prague and Belgrade. This
kind of enthusiasm caused protests from the Italian co-operation partner whose interests were
marginalized.
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1. The World Congress in Rome
Arbeitertum, 1938
2. The Basic Agreement
Joy and Work, 1937
3. Drawing a balance from the agreement.
Arbeitertum, 1939
4. Joy and Work” appears in many foreign languages.
Joy and Work, 1937
5. Songs from the „World Congress for Leisure Time and Recreation in Hamburg.
Private Ownership
6. German Tourist in front of the national memorial in Rome.
Under the Sun Wheel, 1938
7. Procession during the „World Congress for Leisure Time and Recreation“ in Hamburg, 1936.
Regional Media Center Hamburg
8. Opening of the „World Congress for Leisure Time and Recreation“ in the Music Halle Hamburg.
Ley’s Speech on the 23rd of July 1936.
Federal Archive Koblenz
9. The international central bureau for „Joy and Work“ at the Leipzig Spring Time Convention,
1937.
Joy and Work, 1937

z1 The Congress was a Success
Entry in Göbbels Diary, 31st of July 1936
Yesterday: Worked quickly at home. Then had a difficult flight to Hamburg. At the airport I was
greeted by the Dutch and the French. Great atmosphere. The Congress was a great success. At
the Congress Hall, I am welcomed with standing ovations. Many delegates speak. All are ecstatic
in regards to Germany. I am on the top of my game, while giving my speech. I speak freely, without
restraints. An unexpected success. Standing ovation. I am showered with flowers. Ley has the final
word. Then it was over. I shake hands with the rest of the foreign groups on the street. All are
happy. I dine at the hotel. I shake more hands, meet more people. Everything is excellent. My
speech has worked wonderfully.
Elke Fröhlich, The Diary of Joseph Göbbels, 1987
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Chart. 61 | “Strength through Joy” During the War
The National Socialist community’s duty to increase efficiency by providing recreation facilities or
restructuring at the workplaces, and to indoctrinate the workers, were tightened during the war:
KdF was meant to raise the resistance of the “inner front” and to give the soldiers new strength to
fight.
Particularly the office “Travel, Hiking, Holiday” had to make restrictions, when the war started.
Already in August 1939 all journeys were stopped. From now on “KdF”-ships served as transport or
military hospital ships. On the 30th of January 1945 the “Wilhelm Gustloff” was torpedoed by a
Russian submarine at Stolpmünde and sank. Only 1252 of the 10,000 refugees aboard survived.
The construction of the the KdF-seaside resort was ceased. As a compensation the office
organized activities such as hiking on foot or on bicycle and – with the support of the “Reich’s
recreation organisation” – sent workers of the armament on holiday.
The office “After Work” became particularly involved with the troop support and organized “cultural
programmes” on all theatres of war. The civil sphere was limited as only a few staff members were
available and the Wehrmacht confiscated places. As compensation the office intensified its “after
work” activities – during the war folklore became very important.
In 1943 the head office of the DAF took over the management of the “German National Centre for
Education”. The restructuring was meant to guarantee a more targeted ideological training. During
the war the office offered lectures and readings at the front and in the military hospitals. Language
courses for foreign workers and German courses for “ethnic Germans” gained in importance.
Also the office of sports started taking over military tasks and was dedicated to the support of the
injured. The advancement of company facilitated sports activities was one of the main
measurements in the civil sector.
Generally KdF shared in a series of special actions, for example in the evacuation of civilians from
war areas. In 1940 KdF took over the organisation of the Bayreuth War Festival.
On 1st September 1944 the troop support was ceased, KdF now only rarely appeared in companies
and camps.
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1. Making reference to Greek heroes- Art was used as a „Ally for Victory“.
Federal Archive Koblenz.
2. KdF was already carrying out „Military Interventions“ before the war. The KdF ship was bringing
troops from the “Condor Legion” back to Hamburg, end of May 1939.
Willi Beutler, National Media Center Hamburg
3. Quick reconstruction of a ship into a sickbay.
Arbeitertum, 1940
4. KdF-Event in the Ukraine. A letter from the representative of the District Leader, Wolhynien
Podolien, to the regional administration of the NSDAP of the Ukraine, 19th of May 1943.
Federal Archive Berlin
5. KdF Ships would be transformed into a hospital ship. KdF ship “Wilhelm Gustloff“ at the bastion
of Stettin, Pre War photograph.
Federal Archive Koblenz
6. Troop supervision by the KdF.
Joy and Work, 1940
7. Bayreuth is dominated by uniforms.
Joy and Work, 1940
8,9. Parole“ in the Troop Supervision- a Thank You Letter from the front. Comrades at the FrontWe Thank YOU, 1943.
Private Ownership
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Chart. 62 | Education Through Work: The Reich’s Fatigue Duty

In order to reduce mass unemployment and the consequential individual and social problems the
government faced, Brüning started in 1931 the voluntary fatigue duty (FAD) which was
synchronised in April 1933. Konstantin Hierl was in charge of the fatigue duty, first as a Reich’s
commissioner of the FAD and from October 1935 onwards, as “Reichsarbeitsführer”. The principle
of voluntaries was suspended and replaced by the law of Fatigue Duty in “Reichsarbeitsdienst”
(RAD) from June 1935: From now on male and female young people between 18 and 25 years had
to complete a six-month fatigue duty. At first young women had the choice to participate in the FAD
(voluntary fatigue duty). The authoritative fatigue duty to them only started after the beginning of
the war. From July 1941 onwards, women were obliged after completing the fatigue duty to do six
more months of military backup service.
The RAD fulfilled a double function: The fatigue duty was an instrument of the employment market
policy but most of all it was an instrument of education. The aim was to educate people “through
work to work” whereby the activities were regarded and propagated as “service to the people”: The
value of the work was determined by the value or avail to the “People’s Community”. Fatigue duty
was “honorary duty to the German people” and – according to the propaganda – contributed to the
levelling of class differences.
Hard physical work was meant to develop the “proper work ethos” and to serve in physically
toughening up. The RAD-camp formed the organisational framework: numbers and uniforms,
dormitories and lockers, camp rules and timetable – after work sports, school or paramilitary
exercises were on the agenda – served to practice specific virtues, such as punctuality, order,
discipline, subordination and obedience.
Within the framework of the National Socialist fatigue duty, men were particularly drawn on for the
construction of the transportation system, the cultivation of soil and to harvest works. Women
worked as home help and harvesters, later increasingly in the armament industry. During the war
the application fields changed: main fields were the construction of armament factories,
entrenchment works and the support of the “Wehrmacht” in the occupied territories. From 1944/45
the RAD-departments only did military training. Many of them were converted to anti-aircraft
batteries.

1. The „Build Up“ of „Heart and Soul“- for the final battle, 1944.
Federal Archive Koblenz
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2. The spade became a symbol of a new community“. The face of the Party, 1939.
State Archive Berlin
3. Overview of the „cultivation work“ by the Labor Duty.
Hermann Müller-Brandenburg, The Achievements of the German Labor Duty, 1940.
4. Cultivation work considered one of the main duties of the RAD. Members of the RAD during
cultivation work near Worms, 1938.
Federal Archive Koblenz
5. RAD-Members would receive military training. Shooting Lessons at the fields near Schladming,
27th of December 1943.
Federal Archive Koblenz
6. Employment within occupied regions. The Reich’s Work Leader with his Working Men in
Krakow, 4th of June 1941.
Federal Archive Koblenz
7. Labor duty during War employment. A letter from the secretary of the Führer, Martin Bormann,
to the Reich’s Minister Hans Heinrich Lammers, 31st of July 1943.
Federal Archive Berlin
8. An entourage of the Labor Duty follows the Wehrmacht. Hans Looks/Hans Fischer, Laborers
between Bug and Wolga, 1942.
Federal Archive Berlin
z1 “It is continuously emphasized that the result of the fatigue duty is not just beneficial for the
economy but also serves as a educational tool “for moulding the youth into becoming dedicated
National Socialists and loyal followers of Adolf Hitler…”. (…)
SOUTHWESTGERMANY: a dismissed worker reports: As I came to work, we would initially ‘test’
each other within the group. There was a complete sense of distrust towards each other. After a
while though, with the increase in work pace, we would lose our inhibitions and talk more freely
about how bitter we were about the situation and we would know what the individual thought. Most
of the workers would initially come to work as National Socialist . However, this attitude would
fundamentally change after a couple of weeks. After we were fired, one could say that the majority
would not become anti-fascists, as much as bitter and rebellious non Nazis. In my opinion one can
view this development as a fixed attitude for those carrying out labour duty. The level of tension
between the employer and the workers, the heighten level of discipline, the “drill” that does not
have anything to do with the fatigue duty. The mindless jobs has contributed to young people
seeing the real National Socialism and not the illusion that has been sold to them. On top of this,
nourishment did not correlate with the level of work carried out. We would go to work hungry, sit at
the lunch table hungry and go to bed hungry. (…)
BAYERN: The workers at a camp in Bayern have begun to complain about the steadily
deteriorating conditions at work. During the spinach season, there would be a ration of 4 meals
with spinach and potatoes during lunch and a small piece of cheese with bread and tea in the
evening. Anyone who was able to have something sent to him from home was lucky. All the other
would continuously suffer from malnutrition. During exercise in the boiling sun, many workers
would pass out and have to be dragged to the sanitary station by the barracks. Since the middle of
May, exercises have been cut down during the day, however, are completed in the evening. Some
of the troop leaders are deeply hated for the manner in which they treat people. Throughout the
whole camp the view is; “These bastards have no human emotions and should be wiped out”. The
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troop leader know how we think about them, and avenge themselves by increasing their ridicule of
helpless workers”.
Hunger during Fatigue Duty, Report from the SPD May/April, 1938
Germany Reports, The Social Democratic Party of Germany (SoPaDe) 1934- 1940, 1980.
The Reich Fatigue Duty for Females is also a National Socialist educational facility for female
youths. The work is an important educational tool. The employment must be such that it serves the
ladies working and helps the People’s Community.
Labour as an Educational Tool, Speech by the Reich’s Labour Leader, held during the Work
Manager Workshop in Weimar, 7th of March 1944.
Federal Archive Coblenz

z2 “Education of the People’s Community”
Note regarding the Employer Meeting under the presidency of the Reich’s Chancellor, 4th of April
1933.
The Reich’s Chancellor commented that one should not view ones labor duty from the perspective
of the economic situation. He sees in this the perfect instrument for a conscious upbringing of the
People’s Community. The controversial concept of ‘work’ must be honored again without
consideration for origin and rank. This will bring the German people together again via
companionship and work.
The difficulties of this duty is something that every German youth is going to have to go through; all
must share the same fate. Also, this ‘school’ is of excellent ethical value and its educational power
will be of a benefit for the economy. According to his interpretation, he would encourage taking
people of a young age out of the economy and making room for people who are older. It must a
question of honor for every German youth to do this, to bring this duty upon himself. Out of this
melting pot a new German economy will grow.
Federal Archive Berlin
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Chart. 63 | The “Reichsnährstand” – “Blood and Soil”
Before 1933 many farmers joined the NSDAP because they felt attracted by the ideology of “Blood
and Soil”. After 1933 the farmers were flattered by the regime and regarded as an important group
of the new state. To the National Socialists farming was “the source of life of the German people”.
In his government policy statement from 22nd March 1933 Hitler emphasized: The German farmers
have to be rescued by all means.” The propagandistic and ideological appraisal of “German
farming” found public expression during the annual Thanks Giving festivities on the mount
Bückeberg near Hameln or the Reich’s farmers’ days in Goslar.
The “Reichsnährstand” founded in September 1933 was a corporately structured, self
administrated body (corporation) having an outstanding impact within the context of National
Socialist agricultural policy. Under its roof all people occupied in agriculture, in agri-trade and
manufacturing industry – all together about 17 million people – were synchronized as forced
members. Richard Walther Darré became head of the corporation and was, at the same time,
Reich’s minister for nourishment and agriculture. The “Reichsnährstand” introduced principles of a
coercive economic market order by determining production amounts and prices.
The most urgent duties of the “Reichsnährstand” were to establish the economic autarky which
was aimed at primarily for war economic reasons. In this spirit from 1934 onwards annual
“production battles” were organised – the grade of self support, even in 1939, the year with the
highest percentage, did not even reach 85 Percent though. Moreover the “Reichsnährstand” was
meant to counteract the migration into cities and to bring up ideas for the development of a “new”
farming. Long arguments about the position and impact of the “Reichsnährstand” lead to a stealthy
erosion of its self administrative functions.
Jews and foreigners were prohibited to do farming since 1933, from 1938 onwards Jews were also
displaced from the agri-trade and manufacturing industry. Darré believed to have found the key to
saving the “Northern Race” in the rural title of inheritance/right of succession. According to this
belief in September 1933 the “Reichserbhofgesetz” was passed which was meant to impede the
separation of the farms in the case of heritage. The German farmers had to prove the “pureness”
of their genealogic tree dating back to the year 1800.

1. Distribution of Food- for example potatoes.
Hermann Reischle/Wilhelm Saure, Der Reichsnährstand, 1936
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2. The Reich’s Leader for Farmers replies back. A special news letter from the Reich’s Leader for
Farmers, Richard Walther, to the State Leader for Farmers, State Chairman and the War Leader
for Farmers, 11th of October 1933.
Federal Archive Berlin
3. Glorification of Farmers, 1937
Federal Archive Koblenz
4. The „German Peasantry“ is being displayed. Exhibition of the “Reichsnährstand” at the
Theresienwiese in München, May/June 1937.
Federal Archive Koblenz
5. This is how the Reich’s Inheritance Law is meant to function in theory.
Federal Archive Berlin
6. Ideological exaggeration of the „German Peasantry“ during a Thanksgiving Festival at the
Bückeberg by Hameln, 1st of October 1933.
German Historical Museum
7. Appeal to increase production.
German Historical Museum
z1 Excerpt from the Social Reports of the Reich’s Custodian for Labor, from the 4th quarter 1938
(A Letter for the Reich’s Minister of Labor, to the Reich Minister and Reich’s Chancellery Chief,
from 3.3.1939) BAB, R 43 II/528, Bl.126- 135
Agriculture:
The circumstances within agriculture have come to a crisis. The decrease in labor force potential is
getting worse. Farms that are usually occupied with up to 10 and 15 followers, now only have an
average of 2 – 3 laborers and servants are missing everywhere. The workday of the Farmers has
exceeded the realm of bearable… The defeatism of the farmers is all present.
Federal Archive of Berlin
z2 Gusatavo Corni/Horst Gies, Breads- Butter- Guns: The Nutrition Economy in Germany, under
the Dictator of Hitler, Berlin 1997
“Seven Guidelines for the German Agriculture”, the Reich’s nutrition situation of 1937:
1.Without agriculture the people will Starve!
2.Keep the soil healthy!
3.Increase the harvest of Cultivars (potatoes, sugar cane, beets)
4.Make use of intermediate crops so that you can harvest two time in three years.
5.Most reserves lie within the Green fields.
6.Keep efficient livestock and feed them properly.
7.Without employment of machinery, there can be no increase in efficiency.
Page.322 – K.Meyer, Structure and Order of the German Agriculture, Berlin 1939, pg. 550)
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Chart. 64 | The Reichskulturkammer
The “adjustment” of the society according to the National Socialist ideology was possible – apart
from the daily open and hidden terrors – through an extensive propaganda system that covered all
fields of the public life and of the published opinion. Propaganda had a key position: It was meant
to facilitate the synchronisation of all fields of life, the psychological preparation of the population
for the regime’s targets and the development of the “People’s Community”. Culture in the broadest
sense had a special impact in this context. The establishment of the “Reich’s ministry for the
people’s education and propaganda” in March 1933, under the direction of Joseph Goebbels, was
meant to exert control. Already in July 1933 the movies were rearranged in the “law on the
establishment of a provisional ‘Filmkammer’”. The final control was exerted on the movies in
September 1933 with the establishment of the “Reichskulturkammer” (RKK) that consisted of
single chamber responsible for different fields of culture; the Reich’s chamber for visual arts, the
Reich’s theatre chamber, the Reich’s literature chamber, the Reich’s press chamber, the Reich’s
radio chamber, the Reich’s music chamber and the Reich’s film chamber. People occupied in the
area of culture were obliged to join the RKK and the respective chambers. An exclusion or denial
from the Reichskulturkammer equalled a ban from profession. Jews were gradually excluded from
the RKK. Goebbels simultaneously was Reich’s minister and President of the RKK. This way the
RKK and its single chambers were restructured to executive bodies of the Reich’s propaganda
ministry. The power and monopoly position of the propaganda ministry in the cultural area evolved
strong resistance within the DAF – Goebbels got into a conflict of competence with Robert Ley, the
Reich’s Interior Minister Frick and the “Battle Alliance for German Culture” of the Nazi-ideologist
Alfred Rodenberg in which he came off as winner.

1. Organization Chart of the Reich’s Cultural Chamber, 1937.
Hans Hinkel (Hg.), Handbook of the Reich’s Cultural Chamber, 1937
2. Organization Chart of the Reich’s Film Chamber, 1937
Hans Hinkel (Hg.), Handbook of the Reich’s Cultural Chamber, 1937.
3. Workshop by the „Reich’s Office for Promoting German Literature“, inside the reading room of
the Prussian State Library Berlin, 23rd November 1935.
1. Row 3rd from left: Hanns Johst (Writer and President of the Reich’s Literature Chamber),
Werner vom Blomberg (Reich’s War Minister), Alfred Rosenberg (Reich’s Director and
Comminsionar for the „surveillance of the spiritual and ideological education of the NSDAP”)
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State Archive Berlin
4. Convention of the „Reich‘s Cultural Senate“ in the Berlin hotel „Kaiserhof“, 4th of April 1936.
from left: Hans Hinkel (Manager of the Reich’s Cultural Chamber), Walther Funk (Vice President of
the Reich’s Culture Chamber, responsible for Press and Broadcasting), Joseph Göbbels (Reich’s
Minister for Propaganda and Personal Union, President of the Reich’s Cultural Chamber)
State Archive Berlin
5. Seat of the Reich’s Broadcasting Chamber in the Alsenstrasse 5, Berlin Tiergarten. The Reich’s
Broadcasting Chamber was dissolved in October 1939 and its members distributed amongst other
chambers.
State Archive Berlin
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Chart. 65 | The Education Community Hitler Youth (HJ)
The National Socialists considered the youth as the future of their “movement”, seeing as the youth
could be influenced in terms of ideology. The male part was meant to provide soldiers for future
wars and the female part was meant to be prepared for the role as a “German mother”. The HitlerYouth was founded in 1926 during the NSDAP party rally in Weimar. Up to the end of the Weimar
Republic the organisation belonged to the smaller groups within the youth associations. In June
1933 Baldur von Schirach, at the time Reichsjugendführer of the NSDAP, became “Youth leader of
the German Reich”. After the prohibition, liquidation and taking over of other youth associations the
number of HJ members rose to 2,3 million.
During the Reich’s party rally in 1935, Hitler explained what he envisioned the male youth to be: “In
our eyes, every boy has to be slim and fast as a greyhound, tough as leather and hard as Krupp
steel.” But the most important aim was to indoctrinate the idea of being a member of a “People’s
Community” of equals.
The law and the HJ from December 1936 established the organisation as the third institution of
education, next to parents and school. An edict from March 1939 introduced the youth service duty
and the HJ advanced from the party youth to the state youth. The HJ was divided into the “German
Young People” – for boys aged between 10 and 14, and the Hitler Youth – for boys aged 14 to 18.
The associations “Young Girls” and “Alliance of German Girls” had analogue structures of
organisation. The 17 to 21 year old women were placed in the organisation “Belief and Beauty”.
Marching colons, uniforms, camps and military discipline formed the style of the HJ. The physical
strengthening that found its annual high light in the Reich’s sports competitions, was considered an
important task. From 1936 onwards, the pre-military training for the boys came to the fore. The
ideological education was the central part of the HJ-work: The youth was not meant to be trained in
individual thinking but in unconditional belief in the “Führer”. Particularly during the war years the
reluctance of the youth towards the HJ-service duty increased. The HJ-management counteracted
resistance with hard disciplining measures. Many of the educational targets of the National
Socialist state would be achieved this way: For example, the SS-tank division “Hitler Jugend”,
consisting of 16 to 18 year old men, fought fanatically and sustained heavy losses, during the
Ardennes Campaign.

1. Propaganda regarding the „conformity“ of the remaining youth groups. Poster for becoming a
member of the HY, 1935.
Federal Archive Koblenz.
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2. Mass Rally of the Hitler Youth in the Berlin Lustgarten, 19th of August 1933.
Federal Archive Berlin
3. Close to violence. BDM Leaders in Dachau. BDM Leaders visiting the SS in Dachau, 8th of May
1936.
Federal Archive Koblenz
4. “Accomodation“ in a labour camp. Letter from the Youth Leader of the German Reich, Arthur
Axman, to the Reich’s Leader SS, Heinrich Himmler, 8th of January 1942.
Federal Archive Berlin
5. Training for the War. Shooting lessons in a fitness camp of the Hitler Youth, July 1944.
Federal Archive Koblenz
6. Orders and Obedience already at a young age. Deployment of the youth, district of Berlin
Charlottenburg, at the train station Witzleben, 1939.
Federal Archive Berlin
7. Marching columns characterized the image of the Hitler Youth.
Federal Archive Koblenz
r1 The Hitler Youth is established as the „youth of the state“.
Reich’s Law Gazette, Part 1, 1936
z1 „Your Body Belongs to Your Nation“
10 Rules from the Reich’s Doctor of the Hitler Youth, in the „Year of Health Duty”, 1939
1.

Your Body belongs to the Nation, thank it for your existence and take responsibility for your
body.

2.

You must constantly keep yourself clean and take care of your body. Light, fresh air and
water will help you.

3.

Take care of your teeth. You should take pride in having a healthy set of teeth.

4.

Eat sufficient amounts of fruit, raw salads and vegetables, after having cleansed them with
clean water. Vegetalbes have valuable minerals which get lost if you cook them.

5.

Drink fruit juice! Leave the coffee for the old ladies. You have no need for it.

6.

Avoid alcohol and nicotine. They are poisons and hinder your growth and work potential.

7.

Practice gymnastics. They will make you healthy and resistant.

8.

You must sleep at least 9 hours each night.

9.

Practice First Aid during accidents. You might be able to become the life saver of one of
your colleagues.

10.

Above all your actiosn must be the Slogan: „It is Your Duty to Remain Healthy“ (Pg. 162f.)

Hans Peter Bleuel, “The Clean Reich”, 1972

z2 „They will never be free for the rest of their lives!“
A Speech by Hitler on the 4th of December, 1938. In front of Officials at Reichenberg
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This youth will learn nothing else except to think in German and act German. When these youths
enter our organizations and receive a breeze of fresh air, then after four years they will advance
from the „Youth Folk“ to the Hitler Youth where they will remain for a further four years. After this,
we will definitely not give them back to the old Class and Standard Bearers. Instead, we will
assimilate them into the Party, The Labor Front, the SA and the SS, the NSKK and so forth. And if
after two and a half years, they haven’t fully converted to National Socialism, then they will be sent
to the Labor Force and will be drilled for another six to six and a half months under the sign of the
“German Spade”.
That which is left as far as class consciousness and professional pride is concerned, will be taken
care of by the Wehrmacht where they will serve a further two to four years. Then we will re
assimilate them into the SA, SS and so further, and they will never be free again for the rest of their
lives. And if anyone tells me that there will still be those who resist and survive, to them I only say:
National Socialism is not at the end of its days but only at the beginning.
Kurt-Ingo Flessau/Elke Nyssen/Günter Pätzold (Hg.), Education During National Socialism, 1987

z3 Military Training
Order from the Reich’s Youth Leadership, concerning the preparation of the Hitler Youth for their
Wehrmacht service, 15th of October 1939.
Hitler Boy!
The Reich’s Youth Leader has ordered that the three senior years of the Hitler Youth, are to
prepare itself for service in the Army. The main core of these preparations focuses on the use of
weapons during training and shooting practices. The goal of these War Preparations means “to be
able to shoot a gun and to able to maneuver through terrain”. This can be attested by obtaining the
“Hitler Youth War Training Certificate”. Reaching this goal is the purpose of this training, which in
turn is a revision of similar parts of the “Hitler Youth on Duty”. The structure and content has hardly
changed, however, it is consciously more focused on the demands which are required of the
military training for soldiers.
Berlin, the 15th of October 1939
Chief of the Command Post II
Schlüner
Upper Region Leader
Karl Heinz Jahnke/Michael Buddrus, German Youth 1933-1945,1989
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Chart. 66 | Alms for the Paupers – National Socialist People’s Welfare and Winter Charity
Campaign
The National Socialist People’s Welfare (NSV) and the Winter Charity Campaign (WHW) cared for
the indigent “People’s Comrades” and for the ideological manipulation of broad groups of the
population. The NSV, founded in September 1931, developed from the kitchens and homes for
unemployed SA-men as well as from several other auxiliary facilities. In 1943 the NSV had about
17 Million members who had been moved to join by strong political pressure; the NSV was the
second largest National Socialist organisation.
Already in April 1934 the NSV established the relief organisation “Mutter und Kind” (Mother and
Child) to support indigent families. The organisation gradually asserted a claim for leadership in the
field of public welfare and in 1941 received extensive authority in mother, baby and toddler care as
well as youth mentoring. The main duty of the relief organisation consisted of the development and
education of the “racially faultless German mothers” who were supposed to care for the upbringing
of ancestrally healthy offspring. After 1939 the NSV carried out war related tasks such as the care
for refugees and returning Germans from abroad; furthermore the “extended transfer of children to
the countryside” co-ordinated with the “Hitler Youth” was part of the duties.
The Winter Charity Campaign founded in 1930 aimed to assuage the misery of the unemployed
and socially disadvantaged that increased particularly in winter by the help of donations of well-todo parts of the population. In 1933 the National Socialists converted the WHW into a permanent
welfare organisation which was lead by the NSV, and cared for altogether, 16 to 19 Million indigent
people, concretely: more than 25% of the population. Although only “racially premium”, temporarily
indigent “people’s comrades” – so called a-social or “low-grade” needy people couldn’t count on
support. Jews would only receive help up to September 1935. Besides humanitarian goals the
activities of the WHW were primarily used and shaped under a propagandistic point of view. The
“Stew Sundays” were considered as particularly socializing where all Germans were supposed to
have a low-priced meal. The difference to the common Sunday roast was supposed to be donated
to the WHW. At public show meals, even celebrities would be present in order to advance the idea
of solidarity and to use high profile events to stage manage the idea of levelling social differences.

1. Appeal for donating to the „Folk and Fate Community“, 1942.
Federal Archive Koblenz
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2. Children with vermin, bed wetters... are to be sent back“. Order from the Main Welfare Office of
the NSDAP, 11th of July 1938.
Federal Archive Berlin
3. „Social Evening“ for the war’s winter relief. A letter from the shop steward of Messerschmitt
GmbH to the war steward of the DAF, 30th of January 1943.
Federal Archive Berlin
4. Mothers and children are to play a central role within the National Socialists „Welfare
Maintenance“.
Erich Hilgenfeldt, Accomplishments of the National Socialist’s Welfare Maintenance, 1937.
5. Sent to Children’s Camp – „Discipline and Order“ was heavily emphasized. Shoe and Cupboard
Appeal inside a Youth Camp in Schlesien, 1st of November, 1940.
Federal Archive Koblenz
6. Political celebrity collecting donations.
Federal Archive Berlin
7. Even war invalids were ‚checked‘. The seriously injured had to collect for the Winter Relief in
the Berlin Wilhelmstrasse, left is Rudolf Heß, 5th of January 1936.
Federal Archive Koblenz
8. Christmas Package for the needy are being packed in the WHW in Berlin, December 1935.
Federal Archive Koblenz
9. Distribution of Ginger Bread. Newsletter from the Reich’s Delegate of the Winter Relief, sent to
the WHW’s district delegate, 27th of August 1940.
Federal Archive Berlin
s Public Stew Meal, in support of the WHW in Worms, circa 1938/39.
Federal Archive Koblenz

z1 Instead of Voluntariness, Wage Reduction
Diary Entry from Victor Klemperer, 23rd of October 1933
A “Voluntary Winter Relief Service” has been deducted from my wage; nobody asked me my
permission regarding this. It is regarding a new tax from which one are not exempt, as with every
other tax. The only thing one can “volunteer” is whether or not one wishes to pay more than the
minimum requirement. And behind this gesture of kindness, lies a poorly disguised compulsion.
But despite the dishonest epithet, is not the “main word” already a deception of the enforcement,
almost a plea on our emotions? Help instead of taxes: that is what a People’s Community needs.
The jargon of the Third Reich sentimentalizes; this always raises suspicion.
Victor Klemperer, LTI. Lingua Tertii Imperii, 1946
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z2 Increased Pressure on the „Voluntary“ Donor
A Report regarding the Situation in Germany of the group ‘New Beginning’, from January/February
1936
The collection for the German Winter Relief was carried out under greater pressure than in the
preceding year. It was almost impossible to escape the donation enquiry. In various apartment
blocks in Berlin, the block wardens were expected to make written reports regarding the treatment
of Donation Collectors by the residents, such as insulting comments.
Despite the enormous pressure, many workers from various factories began to resist against the
donations. The Winter Relief is not liked by anyone. Too well known is the corruption of the WR,
too thin the wages of most workers, too endless the chain of donations, too oppressive the forced
donations.
Bernd Stöver, Reports of the Situation in Germany, 1996
z3 Decrease in Donations
A Report from the SD Section Würzburg, from the 25.11.1940
Schweinfurt reports: During the last Winter Relief Donation in October, the observation has been
made, that a great deal of our comrades have given less than per usual. Collectors have indicated
that before the 21.10.1940, they have never received the answer, “Well, you see, life has gotten
rather expensive and one must regard each pfennig with more scrutiny than the earlier”. From the
side of the Party, it is indicated that the People’s Comrade is going to have to prepare for a second
War Winter, something that will lead to a certain level of unhappy towards the collection.
Martin Broszat/Elke Fröhlich/Falk Wiesemann (Hg.), Bavaria During the NS Era, 1977
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Chart. 67 | The Social Realities of the German “People’s community”
The National Socialists tried to form a “People’s community” according to their ideas. For a realistic
evaluation of the social development it is necessary to distinguish exactly between the symbolic
and the real level; concretely: for example between propaganda and social reality. Generally the
question on the relation between daily life practice and the “beautiful façade” (Peter Reichel)
arises. In this context various perspectives and questions open up, some of which will be posed
here.
The diminishment or elimination of unemployment was a central point of the National Socialist
programme. Did the “Miracle of the Labour Battle” work or was unemployment eliminated primarily
through workplaces in the armament industry? How did the work conditions develop? Did the
claimed “right to work” lead to forms of forced labour? The operational conditions have a special
impact in this context. The restructuring of the world of labour – employers became
“Betriebsführer”, employees became the “following” – according to the National Socialist view
served the aim to “overcome the class struggle”. Did propaganda phrases such as “royalty of work”
or “dignity of the worker” reflect in real day to day life? Equally central questions are those that aim
at concrete working conditions such as the development of wages, intensity of labour working
hours or possibilities of work stoppage and strikes after the dismantling of the trade unions.
The supply with goods and the living situation shaped individual realities in a very specific way.
How did catering and consumption develop in the Third Reich? How did the “People’s comrade”
live, what did quantity and quality of living space mean?
One must not forget that the German “People’s Community” defined itself essentially by the
exclusion of certain groups: In which way were racially, socially, politically or stigmatised citizen
excluded, persecuted and killed?

1. Terror against those who think differently. The internment of Social Democrats into the
concentration camp Sachenhausen, August 1933.
(f.l.t.r.) Ernst Heilmann, Friedrich Ebert jun., Alfred Braun, Heinrich Giesecke, Hans Flesch, Kurt
Magnus
German Historical Museum
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Chart. 68 | Unemployment and Provision of Work

The abolishment of unemployment is considered today as a positive achievement of National
Socialism. During the elections in the 1920’s and early 30’s, the NSDAP profited from the stated
goal that they will abolish unemployed. The successful realisation of this was of crucial importance
for the stabilisation of the regime during the following years. Of great advantage was the current
economic situation: the phase of economic growth and improvement after the Great Depression
had already begun. The Regime would carry on with the already existing provision of work, up until
1933. During the same year the regime would use a investment in billions in order to ensure state
intervention.
The Development Plan from 1933 served the maintenance of Administrations and Residential
Buildings. Furthermore, investment for the expansion of infrastructure, housing development and
agriculture also increased. Special programs for the State Railway, Postal Office and the Autobahn
supported these efforts. Superficially, these projects were meant to serve the civilian population,
however, in reality they supported the armament. An influence on the labour market were tax relief
for businesses, and the payment of marital loans that were meant to keep women away from the
job market. These programs would be financed via increasing National debt. Tricks would also be
used in order to manipulate the statistics regarding the level of unemployment: irregular
employment, agriculture assistants, participants for “Work Duty Camps” or communal public relief
work would not be categorized as unemployed. The break up of Unions alleviated the States taxing
of the Labour Market. Wage and working conditions would be dictated by the “Trustees of Work”.
By the end of January 1933, 6 million people were officially registered as unemployed. Out of this
group, only one sixth of those registered would receive unemployment insurance. The number of
unemployed people in 1933 would lie by 4,8 million and this number would sink to under 1 million.
There was already by 1935 a shortcoming of skilled workers and, as of 1937 a deficiency of
workers in general. The costs of the provision of work programs would run between 1933 to 1939
to the height of 6 billions Reich Mark. The armament expenditure would, in comparison, rise to 60
billions Reich Mark. The work program was closely link with the armament of the military, which
would lead to a war with catastrophic consequences.

1. Unemployed workers in Leipzig, February 1933.
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Picture Archive Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation
2. Propaganda for Agricultural Work
Arbeitertum, 1933
3. The struggle against unemployment was labeled as „The Battle for Work“. Reinhold Scharnke,
German Labour, 1934.
Federal Archive Berlin
4. Economic Review of the Ergonomic Institute of the DAF, January 1937.
Federal Archive Berlin
5. NSDAP Provision of Work Lottery, 24th of April 1934.
Regional Archive Berlin
6. Cutback of Unemployment
Norbert Frei, The Führer’s State, 1987
r1 Investment and Repression of women from the job market. Law for reducing Unemployment,
1st of June 1933.
Reich’s Law Gazette, Part 1, 1933

z1 Threats against Workers
Report from the SPD from August/September 1934
The kind of a sad situation to we find each other in can be emphasized by a newsletter from the
welfare centre from the city… (the city cannot be named, for security reasons). It states that:
“Including the monthly support of 16 Marks for rent and another 7 Marks in cash, you are given the
opportunity to work for 6 days of the week, in which you can earn another 5 Marks. You will receive
a daily warm meal and one coupon for a snack. The minimum needs for survival are therefore
covered. If you feel that this is insufficient, then we can offer you accommodation in a workhouse”.
Germany Reports, Social Democratic Party Germany (SoPaDe) 1934-1940, 1980

z2 Armament as a Means of Fighting Mass Unemployment
Report from the SPD, from April/May 1934
The reports confirm the fact that the decrease in unemployment, which in itself is not being
criticized, is not due to an increase in productive labor, but due to the following situations:
1.Assignment of Armament Contracts
2.Expansion of short term work via pressure on the Entrepreneur. Laying workers off is
forbidden and hiring new workers without necessity is encouraged.
3.Decrease in wage
4.Emergency Services which are meant to fulfill a rather suspect economic ‘purpose’ such as
cultivating moors, digging up rural ditches, etc.
5.Expansion of the labor duty.
6.Deployment of unemployed youths as assistant farmers and helpers.
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7.Relentless filtering of Benefits Recipients
Germany Reports, The Social Democratic Party of Germany (SoPaDe) 1934- 1940, 1980.

z3 Harsh Conditions for the Emergency Workers
Report Regarding the Situation in Germany, by the group New Beginning July 1935
Cultivation labor: About 200 men are occupied with the cultivation of the Bog Soil. They consist of
unemployed labor from Berlin and the Mark region, sent there by the Employment Bureau. The
journey there was free, and the workers will receive private accommodation by farmers. This and
lunch from the field kitchen means that a weekly 3.50MK will be retained. The quarters consist of a
shed in a barn with the animals. There upon many workers complained at the Employment Office
in Torgau. One official came to inspect the quarters. He said, “you people have obviously never
been inside a foxhole, you should be happy to even have a roof over your head.”
Bernd Stöver, Reports about the Situation in Germany, 1996
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Chart. 69 | From The Right to Work to Forced Labour

In 1932, during the height of the Great Depression, Germany had about 6.1 Million unemployed.
By 1944/45 about 7 Million foreigners worked in the German Reich. When compared to 1932,
about 13 Millions people were occupied within the field of armament and Military service. Work
played for the National Socialist a central role: they promised to eradicate unemployment and
introduce a right to work. The first duty of every citizen was that they physically or mentally focus
on work. Failure to fulfill these duties would lead to discrimination, exclusion and one would be
forced to work.
In 1934 the Economy would change: based on the increasing in armament and the general
improvement of the economy, the number of unemployment would begin to decrease. By the
middle of the 1930’s it became apparent that their was a lack of skilled workers within certain areas
of industry; the government reacted by adopting measures of state intervention and planning. With
the introduction of the ‘Labour Book’ in February 1935 it became possible to control and detect all
labor forces. By June 1935 the Work Duty of all male youths would became legally fixed. In 1939,
the occasion of the ‘West Wall Baues’ lead the NS Regime to enforce compulsory military service.
Unemployment was officially declared nullified by 1936. Political edicts would be implemented that
would increase difficulty in changing work places. The ‘Victory in the Battle for Work’ was
principally used as a propaganda tool to justify the legitimacy of the NS Regime.
By 1941/42 the NS Regime would employ, mostly by force, foreign civilians and prisoners of war to
work; this number would increase to 7.6 Million people by August 1944. After the defeat at the
Battle of Stalingrad a political change was implemented: Foreign workers would be labeled as
having ‘common interests’ in the fight against Bolshevism and gradually the working conditions, in
comparison to the previous year, would improve seeing as they were desperately needed as a
work force.
Principally though, the administration of foreign workers would still be based on Nationality and
Race: ‘Eastern Workers’ and Soviet POW’s would be kept and treated like slaves and would often
by worked to death. As of 1942, the number of Concentration Camp Prisoners that would be used
within the Industrial sector, amongst others, increased rapidly. Under the morbid motto “Arbeit
Macht Frei” (‘Work Will Set You Free’) which also hung over the entrance to Auschwitz, the NS
Regime would find its most bitter fulfillment.

1. Contemporary Propaganda for the „Employment of Labour“ in Germany.
2. Volunteer were still recruited – A agency in Lyon
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3. Contemporary Propaganda poster used during the phase of „Eastern Workers“ within the
German industry.
4. Friedrich Didier, „Europe working in Germany“, 1943
5. „Total Work commitment“. Letter from Robert Ley to Hermann Göring, 5th of March 1942.
Federal Archive Berlin
6. The new time book, introduced in 1935.
Federal Archive Koblenz
7. Hard physical labor for the East European female workers, assembling a motor inside a Volks
Wagen Factory, 1943.
Volkswagen AG
8. Propaganda pcitures showing the accomodation of the East European female Workers- the
reality of the situation was different.
Friedrich Didier, Europe Working in Germany, 1943
9. The anti Bolshevik European ideology was supposed to address the foreign workers. EuropaIdeologie sollte die ausländischen Arbeiter ansprechen. A rally for German and foreign workers
inside a Berlin Armament Factory. A speech by Ley, 3rd oft May 1943.
Federal Archive Koblenz
10. Stigmatized with a „East“ badge. Eastern female workers at Siemens.
German Historical Museum

z1 Complete Compilation of the Labor Time Book
Status report of the situation in Germany regarding the group New Beginning, from
January/February of 1936
From the 1st of March onwards, 16 decisive industry groups are forced to fulfill a Labor Time Book
policy. One also hopes to shortly implement a mandatory Labor time book for the remaining
industry groups.
Via this, the registration of potential German workers has reached a magnitude that is without
parallel throughout the world.
We have in front of us a circular newsletter:
Advise for filling out the application for receiving a Labor Time Book
II/6- 5900- 50
After the usual Personal data is given, for which the work manager must guarantee their
authenticity, the following data is requested:
1) Precise Occupational Description; i.e. plumber
2) Description of the form of apprenticeship; i.e. blacksmith
3) Precise description of further education; i.e. technical school and courses, skills, specialized
education, exams, etc.
4) Precise description regarding work in agriculture and what functions one had to carry out.
5) Licenses for automobile, aircraft and explosive devices
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6) Precise description for expertise outside the occupational area; aircraft construction,
languages
7) Complete information of employment record, regarding the last 10 years!
Finally two requests follow to reveal all information regarding a “precise” and “detailed” description
of special knowledge within the area of work.
Already the use of examples such as; license for aircraft and explosives, aircraft construction,
foreign languages, etc. reveal that the purpose of this registration is to make use of the possible
deployment of a whole nation within the organization of “Total War”.
Bernd Stöver, Reports Regarding the Situation in Germany, 1996

r1. It was forbidden to change the workplace.
Reich’s Law Gazette, Part I, 1939
r2. Introduction of the „Time Book“ as a means oft control.
Reich’s Law Gazette, Part I, 1935
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Chart. 70 | “Honor” and “Dignity” – Ideological Upgrading of Labour and the Workers
Work was a central pillar for the “People’s Community”: one was no longer allowed to categorize
work as “bad” or “unworthy”. “Honorary Duty” and “Work Ennobles” were slogans that were meant
to give work a positive image. If work was meant to be upgraded by using propaganda, then the
same was to be applied to the workers, whose “honor” and “dignity” needed to be protected. A
German was no longer supposed to see himself as a citizen or class conscious worker. Instead
Work was seen as a duty to himself and the community. The State would lay claim over the labor
of the individual – it became mandatory to work for the State. The propagated “Blood and Folk
Community” based itself on the principles of compulsion to work, the militarization of work, the
destruction of Unions and the prohibition of strikes. The interest of the workers would also be
atomized, individualized and would be under the consequence of sanction if they were to articulate
themselves.
The “Honoring of Labour” was publicly staged on the 1st of May but would also, in a less
spectacular manner, be used to bolster the public image of the DAF (German Labour Front)
especially in connection with factory inspections by Ley.
The workers who were sought after by the NS Regime were meant to be given “fair loans” in order
to keep them quiet. The benefits were orientated to ensure the family’s livelihood and so that the
businesses and the entrepreneurs could profit from a quiet “Loan Front”.
The definition of a “fair wage” was based on the question of achievement, and would result in
further differentiating of the wage via minimum wage and “achievement” wage. This in turn would
lead to an increase in result orientated work pressure. “Work Honor” would mean strict obedience
and submission, which would often be defined using war metaphors such as that of the “Soldier of
Work”, who would diligently and duty bound throw himself into the “Labour Battle”.
To cover up this submission a “Social Honor Court” would be implemented. In every economic
sector a “Social Honor Court” would be set up that served as a disciplinary instrument that would
punish the employer if he were to abuse his power. The “Grievance of Honor” towards the workers
was on of the most frequent ‘crimes’, however, with time the Honor Courts would loose in meaning.

1. National Socialist „Art“ in service of Propaganda.
Joy and Work, 1937
2. Organized „Holiday of National Work“. Program for the 1st May 1935.
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Federal Archive Berlin
3. Programmatic Motto. Contemporary Song book.
Private Property
4. Slogan typical of the time – one of the frequently used rallies: „We remain civil!” A camp of the
Reich’s Labour Service in Osthofen.
Federal Archive Koblenz
5. The 1st of May, a „Holiday of National Labour“.
Arbeitertum, 1933
6. Ideological Attunement. Training Room at the Schmidt Söhne, Cacao and chocolate Factory
„Bodeta“ in Oschersleben, 1937/38.
Heinrich Hoffmann, Picture Archive of the Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation
7A statement that supposedly „claims“ there are no more „Businessmen“ and „Employees“.
Arbeitertum, 1934

z1 "A Change in the Perception of how the Workers are Assessed."
A Report from the Security Service, in connection with the Domestic Political Situation, 6th of
December 1939
The current situation, has lead to a change in perception of how the workers are assessed.
Ideological motivations at the workspace have now been replaced with a more materialistic
approach, seeing as the individual is now seen as a „work force“ and not a „People’s Comrade“.
This is evident when observing the decrease in motivation and work moral and, in some cases,
even a complete refusal to work.
The workers justify this stance by stating that the introduction of a mandatory job rotation has led to
a decrease in work conditions that even a „separation grant“ cannot equate. Short comings in
provisions, work clothing and accomodations as well as mistakes concernig job placement, are a
regular occurence.
Federal Archive Berlin
z2 The Aristocracy of Labor
Adolf Hitler principally did not acknowledge anyone’s nobility due to their title. What was important
for him is in which way this person could prove their nobility based on their actions and their
personal views.
The New Nobility, respected for their achievements, their actions and their work was born within
the Adolf Hitler movement.
What the National Socialist movement has begun, the National Socialist movement will bring to a
conclusion. We shall remember the first glorious German May, in which the proud words were
heralded: “In the future, there shall exist only one Aristocrat, the Aristocrat of Labor!” Labor, which
millions of Germans have viewed as a bane and a curse, has been raised under the victory of
National Socialism to the highest moral Duty. It has been transformed into the highest possible
Honor for every German citizen.
Information Service, 1933
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Chart. 71 | “Work Manager” and “Entourage” – The National Socialist “Structuring of Work”

One of the first official statements by the NS Regime focused on the socio- political goal of
“Overcoming the Class Struggle”. The “classless society” was to be the basis for generating an all
encompassing “People’s Community”; businesses and companies were to be meant to orientate
the “Business Community” towards this goal. The opposing relationship between employer and
worker would be ideologically reinterpreted and would not be accepted unquestionably.
The Labor Constitution of the Third Reich would not rests on two Laws: the “Law for the Trustee of
Labor” from may 1933, and the “Law for Structuring the National Labor” (SNL) of January 1934.
The content of regulations were to be summarized as following:
- The autonomy of tariffs would be abolished in favor for State control via the “Trustee of Labor”
who on the other hand, were commissioned to maintain the “Work Peace”.
- The cancellation of all forms of self representation for the workers and the submission to the
dictation of the work manager.
- The merging of State, Business and Staff Interests, if necessary by using force and violence.

The SNL appointed the role of entrepreneur to the Business Leader, and the workers the role of
entourage. Both groups were meant to cooperate with each other in matters dealing with the
progress of business and production, as well as work together to help benefit the People and the
State.
The Work Manager possessed a wide range of freedom as far as decision making is concerned.
His duties were based on a vague form of duty regarding the “welfare” of the “work fellowship”. Of
the workers it was expected that they show a sense of belonging, loyalty and sincerity. The Work
Council would be replaced by a uninfluential “Trust Council”. The “DAF” (German Worker’s Front)
would, however, receive poor results during the “trust votes” in 1934 and 1935. In 1936 the
elections were cancelled on short notice and would afterwards never be held again. It was illegal to
quit one’s job and the option to instantly dismiss a worker was used as an instrument of regulation.
The refusal to do the Hitler Salute, donate to the Winter Aid Organization or refusing to become a
member of the DAF, would lead to instant dismissal.
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1. The Cog Wheel of the DAF embraced all- at least that is how the Propaganda depicted it.
German Historical Museum
2. The „Workers Union“ celebrates the „Führer’s Birthday“. Program of the „Bright Hour“ of the
Messerschmidt GmbH Regensburg, 20th of April 1943.
Federal Archive Berlin
3. The ineffective „Trust Council“ holding a meeting. Leaflets from „Social Responsibilty“, 1938.
Federal Archive Berlin
4. Mobilizing of the Unions- Roll call at the Volks Wagon factory, May 1942.
Volkswagen AG
5. Board game for introducing the „Law for Structuring National Labour“ and the new power
balance of power.
Willi Beutler, Regional Media Centre Hamburg
6. The swastika and the Führer were omnipresent. Annual Celebration at the Rhein Metall- Borsig
AG, at the Borsig Factory in Berlin Tegel, 5th of May 1937.
Picture Archive Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation
7. Letter from the head of the “DAF’s Organization Administration” to Dr. Erdmann head of the
“Business Administration” of the DAF, 1st of April 1936. With attachement: Program for the “Day of
Worker Union“, 2nd of May 1936.
Federal Archive Berlin

z1 Community Evening as a form of Mandatory Event
Status report of the situation in Germany regarding the group New Beginning, during the beginning
of December 1934
“…By Stock, Marienfelde [Berlin], a community evening takes place amongst the workforce, every
14 days. Every worker receives 4 Beer tokens, 1 sausage and 2 buns. Generalized national
discussions are held, in addition to this.
These events usually take place shortly before the end of the work day. The last time, a small
group of workers would skive, seeing as the room was not locked up. Due to this the rooms in
future would be locked shut. Anyone who would avoid going to these events would be threatened
with dismissal.
Bernd Stöver, Reports regarding the situation in Germany, 1996
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Chart. 72 | Development of Wages, Work Intensity and Strike

It was apparent right from the start that the fast and extensive militarization of the armament was
the most important economic goal of the Hitler regime. The regime would keep wages within the
armament production as low as possible seeing as this sector was financed by the state. In order
to achieve this goal tariff commitments would be nullified and the wages would, as of May 1933, be
determined by the “Trustees of Labour”. The dissolution of the Unions meant that any form of
worker representation would be obsolete and even the DAF had no freedom for intervention. In
1933, the regime would impose a wage freeze that was based on the global economic crisis at the
time. Real Wages would stagnate till 1936 and even privileged groups such as skilled metal
workers would only receive a small raise in hourly earnings. By 1937 the actual wages were
considerably lower than in 1932/33 and in individual sectors, such as in the shipbuilding and metal
goods industry, the wages dropped almost by 20 percent.
The average annual wage of a worker in 1935 would lie by 1.260 RM and in 1939 by 1.530 RM.
As of 1934/35 an increase in general living costs would arise, especially within the realms of food
and clothing which would drive this trend. The economic boost after the Depression of 1932/33
which was particularly influenced by the increase in armament production, was registered
positively by many businesses. However, the workers themselves would receive little of the profits
made by this.
In 1933 the average working time would increase continually and with the beginning of the war, the
work pace increased. The sick leave rose considerably at the start of the war: the increased work
pace, extended work time, poor diet and the entry of war into day to day life, would all contributed
to this. The tightened working conditions lead to more industrial accidents that also contributed to
the sick leave: 1938 had a higher number of accidents and deaths than in 1933. Despite these
working conditions, there would still be cases of strikes and refusal to work despite lack of formal
representation. In 1936, 179 strikes were counted and in 1937 the number was 72. Increase in
wages and improvement of working conditions were the most prominent concerns. The strikes
were a cause of great concern for the responsible NS Departments and those striking would have
to undergo hard sanctions.

1. Strike by Opel. Transcript of a letter from the Police Station in Flörsheim to the Police
Headquarter in Frankfurt-Höchst, 26th of June 1936.
Federal Archive Berlin
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2. No public demand for wage increase! Command from the representative of the Führer. Rudolph
Heß, 1st of October 1937.
Federal Archive Berlin
3. The increase in prices over shadowed the wages. A letter from the Reich’s Leader of the DAF,
Robert Ley, to Adolf Hitler, 15th of August 1935.
Federal Archive Berlin
4. Strike at the car union. A letter from the Secret Police to the Prussian Economy Minister, 24th of
July 1936.
Federal Archive Berlin
5. Constant increase in working hours. Graphics from the Reich’s Administration of Statistics,
1944.
Federal Archive Berlin
6. Radical increase in working hours, even before the beginning of the war.
Rüdiger Hachtmann, Industry Labor during the „Third Reich“, 1989
7. Stagnating hourly wages.
Dietmar Petzina / Werner Abelshauser / Anselm Faus, Social History Labour Book, 1978
z1 “Every increase in Wage is not manageable”.
Excerpt from the Manager meeting, 2nd of May 1935
The Reich’s Economy Minister believes that an increase in wage is improper at the moment. Every
wage increase is unmanageable, seeing as this will lead to an increase in product prices.
The security of the Nation demands the finalization of the armament seeing as this cannot be
accomplished without foreign resources.
The decisive question regarding foreign currency will also discontinue the wage policy.
Wage increases made all effort to increase exports in vain and endangered the financing of the
armament and employment. Even an elastic wage policy, meaning an equilibrium with regards to
the maintenance of the general wage situation, is questionable. This is due to hard to predict
consequences regarding the armament program which would in turn force wages to increase.
Federal Archive Berlin
z2 Rumors about a Strike at Opel
Report from the SPD, September 1936
SOUTHWEST GERMANY: There is a rumor that 300, if not even 3000, workers at the Opel plant
in Rüsselheim have gone on strike during June. According to our investigation, the situation is as
follows: the number of task work accumulated by 300 workers in one of the departments, has been
lowered. The workers protested this by sending a letter with up to 300 signatures. In this letter, the
workers threatened with quitting their jobs.
Upon hearing this the Labor Front decided to take matters into its own hands. At the same time,
the Gestapo has begun an investigation to determine whether a conspiracy was hatched. A
number of workers were arrested, however, after being interrogated, they were released.
Germany Reports, The Social Democratic Party Germany (SoPaDe) 1934-1940, 1980
Federal Archive Berlin
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Chart. 73 | Consumption and Sustenance

Experiences from the First World War had a crucial impact on the National Socialists. One of the
primary goals of the War and Economics Policy, was to ensure that the basic requirements for food
and nourishments could be met without having to rely on Imports. The level of self sufficiency
during the Pre War era would increase significantly within certain areas of production. Despite all
efforts though, there still was a shortage of plant and animal oil and grease. Consumption was
meant to accommodate itself towards the production requirements. The consumption of eggs,
meat and grease would be restricted in favor for potatoes, bread, fish and vegetables. Due to the
social phenomenon of continuous emigration to the cities, a lack of provisions was already a
problem by the mid 1930’s. Internal migration in 1934 meant that the harvest could not be fully
brought in, leading to the so called “Bread Crisis” of 1935. The rationing of basic foods could only
be avoided via increased imports. By 1937, the purchase of butter and grease would be customer
registered which lead to the system of rationing. This already began to occur before the start of the
war. Regulations regarding the rationing of consumer products began to be systematically
implemented. Initially it was only meat, grease, butter, cheese, milk, marmalade and sugar that
would be available with a “Food Card”. Later bread and eggs would be added to the list. However,
with the increase in military victories, occupied countries would be forced to supply nourishment. A
brutal and ruthless occupation and exploitation policy ensured that the German Reich would be
sufficiently supplied for long periods of time. It was only by the spring of 1942, that the situation
become so critical that by April it became necessary for the first a rationing of bread, meat and
grease since the beginning of the war. In June of the same year, potatoes would also be affected,
leading to a change in moral and a negative stance of the population towards the war. The system
of rationing and purchasing tickets would begin to include all forms of consumer goods as the war
continued, excluding Christmas decoration and dog food. Rationing would principally not be
consistently carried out and discontent was to be expected. The prices for goods would increase
and the quality of products would decrease during the course of the war. The dietary habits of the
Germans would also become more modest: the consumption of meat in 1938, would lie
considerably lower than that of 1929.

1. Directed Consumption guidance- Advertisement for Potatoes, around 1936.
German Historical Museum
2. Rationing of Basic Food Stuff.
Federal Archive Koblenz
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3. Safeguarding food supply by breeding small animals? Appeal by the DAF, Business
Information, 1940.
Federal Archive Berlin
4. Even Potatoes would became scarce. A letter from the Central Office of the Reich’s
Propaganda Ministry to the Reich’s Propaganda Administration, 26th of June 1943.
Federal Archive Berlin
5. Lines of waiting people eventually became a day to day sight. Chocolate store in the
Königstrasse 55, Berlin Mitte, 29th of February 1940.
Regional Archive Berlin
6. Satire; claiming that there was only a lack of exotic fruits. Poster from the regional NSDAP
press Munich, Upper Bavaria 1940.
Federal Archive Koblenz
r1. Introduction of Ration Coupons.
Reich’s Law Gazette, Part 1, 1939

z1 Rationing: Not all displayed products are available.
Diary entry from Victor Klemperer, 10th of September 1939 and the 12th of October 1939.
Yesterday flour was added to the list of provisions. Seeing as the fish market has less and less to
offer and the variety of meat, especially brand names, has declined, one must begin to ask how
much longer bread will be available for free.
Today Bread brands. Chocolate has been confiscated.
In the Weber Alley (‘Grub’ Alley), instead of seeing pictures of products, we see posters of the
Führer with the flag and the color ‘victory green’.
In a sweet shop, all products were displayed, however, a sign was shown stating; “We cannot
guarantee, that all goods shown will be available”. In Reka I asked for 5 hand brushes (7 pfennigs
each). I received the stern reply; “I will give you 3”. Shaving cream which can only be purchased by
tokens, were not available anywhere. They are meant to arrive soon. Afterwards, each piece is
meant to last for three months. In the fish market the same answer: “You need to come around 10
or 3. After that everything will be gone.” In sweet shops people are being pushy and receive
sweets for 7 to 12 pfennig. Chocolate has been confiscated.
Victor Klemperer, I wish to bear witness to the last…, 1995

z2 Storming the vegetable stands
Reports from the Reich Security Services, 16th of May 1941
The gathering of people in front of the vegetable stands and the stands at the market have
increased considerably in size and lines of 120 to 150 people are part of the daily routine. In
general, housewives will begin waiting for 1 to 2 hours before opening time – at times with folding
stairs- whereas fights would already break out about who has what place in line. The women would
literally throw themselves at the stands in order to grab vegetables, whereby a proper accounting
for the cost is not possible. Fights are also something that break out frequently and require the
intervention of the police. (Weimar, likewise Neustadt a.d.W, Saarbrücken, Danzig and Stuttgart).
Heinz Boberach (Hg.), Reports from the Reich, 1984
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z3 Health damage due to lack of Food
Newsletter from the Reich Minister of Interior Affairs to the Federal State Authority, 7th of May 1940
In some parts of the Reich District, concerns regarding the latest lack in diet requirements have
increased. Especially the ignorance of the majority of the population towards how food can be
prepared, stored and conserved is worrying. This can lead to problems in maintaining
housekeeping, though this is due less to a lack of food available than the manner in which it is
preserved.
Federal Archive Berlin
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Chart. 74 | Housing Accommodation

Despite declaring to tackle the problem of housing shortage during their election campaigns,
residential constructions did not belong to the central policy of the National Socialists. During 1933,
900,000 residences were lacking. According to the Labor Institutes of the German Worker Front,
the number of housing deficiency in 138/39 was 3,400,000. It was never possible for the NS State
to be able to reach the top record that the Weimer Republic held of building 315,700
accommodation in a year. Whereas the Weimer Republic would finance 80 percent of the
accommodation partially through the public sector, by 1936 only 8 percent would be. Privately
sponsored homes would be expensive and for people of low income near to impossible to
purchase. The Priority of Armament lead to bureaucratic limitations for the building of
accommodation: in 1938 building material would be subject to quota and building plans would
require approval, an “authorization by the building industry”. Seeing that the industrial goals of the
armament industry had priority, promises of improvement in accommodation and other social
issues would be relegated to shallow “future promises” and “statements of intent”. The
accommodation that the National Socialist would realize focused on small housing settlements.
The building settlements would follow the myth of “Blood and Soil” and would correspond with the
hostility the regime had towards bigger cities. The so called settlements would be distributed based
on the criteria of Party Loyalty, race purity, inheritance health and reproductive potential. This
criteria was meant to create a feeling of “returning to the soil”, of self sufficiency through little back
gardens in order to guarantee a stable nourishment situation even in times of war. With the
beginning of the Four Year Plan in 1936, the settlement plans became increasingly more important
for the armament production: many settlements would be built directly next to industrial complexes.
The number of apartment building would also go up by 1937. They were called “Folk Homes” and
were a maximum of 34 square meters large. The National Socialist accommodation plan could,
however, not meet the demands and needs of the people. Although propaganda would depict the
ideal of a healthy and children rich family, the reality of the situation was different: the working
camps would become for migrant workers, forced laborers and hired workers the social/living
norm.

1. Advertisement Poster for the building of the KdF Settlements.
Federal Archive Koblenz
2. Labor Camp on Rügen
German Historical Museum
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3. Building settlement of the DAF Housing Ministry 1935/36. The majority of the settlements reflect the
Blood and Soil ideology. The homestead ministry only covered a fraction of the housing need.
Federal Archive Berlin
4. Adolf Hitler and Albert Speer planning the reconstruction of Berlin.
Friedrich Heiss, „By Us in Germany“, 1938
5. Memo regarding the building of settlements.
Federal Archive Berlin
6. Guidelines for the settlement building.
Federal Archive Berlin
7. Community settlement Mascherode.
Arbeitertum, 1939
8. A city for the Armament Indusatry, Herbert Rimpl, Building Settlement for the Hermann Göring
Works, Salzgitter.
Albert Speer (Hg.), New German Building Art, 1941
9.. Building Settlement Bochum
Jürgen Rostock / Franz Zadnicek, Paradiesruinen, 1992
10. Wolfgang Binder, Apartment buildings in Berlin- Charlottenburg within the planning framework
of the General Inspector of the Reich’s Capitol.
Albert Speer (Hg.), Neue Deutsche Baukunst, 1941

z1 „Wild Pursuit“ for Apartments
State Police Bielefeld, Status Report, 3rd of October 1935
The housing shortage, which was mentioned in a previous report, has not changed during the
reporting month. It is mentioned that, in the city of Bielefeld alone there is a shortage of 800
accommodations. Sought after are accommodations of a small or medium size within the price
range of 30 to 40 Reich’s Mark. Various agencies were not able to fulfill this activity, seeing as
small accommodations are nearly impossible to find. Recently a hauler stated that he often
experiences situation where married couples asked to be given a small apartment, seeing as they
were homeless.
If free accommodation is mentioned in the daily newspapers, then a wild hunt for these apartments
begins. There is already a long wait at shops prior to the Daily news arriving, seeing that people
want to apply immediately. Unfortunately this housing shortage is something that is mercilessly
exploited by some of our comrades and it is not uncommon for rent to increase from 20 to 30
Reich’s Mark within the time frame of one month.
Federal Archive Berlin
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z2 The Housing Shortage is taken into Consideration
Quarterly Annual Report 1939 of the Reich’s Security Agency
Within the sector of housing and accommodation, the number of critics regarding the housing
shortage has increased. It is frequently indicated that for the remodeling of the cities, the
construction of Hitler Youth Homes, statues and KdF Baths, etc. there always seems to be material
available whereas for private accommodation and housing for farmers, nothing happens and no
progress is made. The continuation of construction on the ‘Fortress West’, draws a significant
number of work force away from the housing construction. Furthermore, the workers make use of
almost all the material allowed within the quarterly annual plan, making it almost impossible to get
the necessary resources for housing construction.
The settlers have pulled back their wishes until the 1.4.1939, with great sympathy. Due to the
shortly revealed indefinite extension of the Construction Credit Ban beyond the 1st of March 1939,
a strong sense of disappointment has set in.
The building industry also feels strongly affected by this scheme, so long as it is not working on an
important building project. It is most likely that the DAF’s plan to provide for housing, will not be
realizable.
After a confidential discussion with the housing agents of the DAF, they were required to cease
any further propaganda activities, seeing as the material requirements for future housing and
accommodation has not even been yet.
Federal Archive Berlin
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Chart. 75 | Sport and “National Health“

The members and protagonists of the NSDAP cultivated right from the start a sport friendly image.
The party focused attention towards sport and “National Health” as early on as 1920: “The State is
responsible for the elevation of the national health…by improving the potential fitness via a
stipulation for Gymnastic and Sports duty.” This duty referred only to those of ‘Aryan’ stock and
who were healthy, members of the “People’s Community”. Even Hitler would address the
protruding significance of sport in the upbringing of the Third Reich. He wrote in “Mein Kampf” that,
“not a single day must pass, in which a young person does not dedicate at least one hour in the
morning and evening, to physical training”. Sport would fulfill different functions within the NS:
Sport was a tool for “Free Time Politics”, followed the goal of advancing issues of the health and
physique of the Aryan Race and was considered a form of “defense”. Accordingly, all Gym and
Sport Organizations were to be converted into Education Centers used for establishing a flawless
system of physical education. An ideal basis for this program would be to include a understanding
for ones body: the idea of “Cultivating The Perfect Body” began to have an intense influence in the
field of sport and became a concern for “the survival of the German Folk”. Hans von Tschammer
und Osten was appointed “Reich Sport Leader” in July 1933. Within this role, the entire sport and
Gymnastics entity in Germany was subordinate to him. The dissolution of the “Workers Sports
Movement” was contrived after the burning of the Reich Tag in February 1933. In July 1934, the
German Association for Physical Exercise was established as the umbrella association. This
occurred parallel to the dissolution of all leading sport associations and clubs.
The formation and structure was molded by the NSDAP and it would create its own Sport Teams:
The SA assigned their own badges and organized so called “Martial Arts” Competitions. Sports in
connection with work and labor would be organized by the KdF: Functionaries of the Hitler Youth
undertook responsibility for all areas of Youth Work within the association.
The Olympic Games of 1936 was meant to show the world viewers a civilized and peace loving
Germany, nevertheless, the German athletes were given the assignment to demonstrate the
“superiority” of the Aryan race.

1. Leading Officials „chatting up“ the new regime. A letter from the Board of German Reich Panel
Members to Reich’s Chancellor Adolf Hitler, regarding physical exercise, 25th of March 1933.
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Federal Archive Berlin
2. Mass exercise during the NS Competitive Games at the Nuremberg Zeppelin Fields, 8th of
September 1938
German Historical Museum
3. Boxing receives a new level of popularity- Bebert versus Fischer in Fly Weight, at the district
challenge between Nordmark against Württemberg, 26th of July 1938.
German Historical Museum
4. More Sport badges show „The Success of National Socialist Education“
Hans von Tschammer und Osten, „Sport and Gymnastics within the National Socialist State”,
1937.
5. Gymnastics was seen as the ultimate physical activity for women- BDM Sport Festival, 1938
German Historical Museum, Photo: Gerhard Groenefeld
6. Working for a Sport Organization is seen as a „important duty to the Party“. A letter from Reich’s
Sport Leader, Hans von Tschammer und Osten, to the Reich’s Organizational Leader, Robert Ley,
23rd of January 1937.
Federal Archive Berlin
7. Opening ceremony of the 11th Olympic Games in the Berlin Olympia Stadium, 1 st of August
1936.
Picture Archive Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation
8. A typical NS Sports Magazine, 30th of July 1939
Library of the Humboldt University in Berlin
9. The NS Ideal: vigorous young men. The 1st Brandenburg Sports and Gymnastics Festival in the
Olympic Stadium Berlin, 1937.
German Historical Museum

Z1 Centralization of Sport- Hitler’s Decree from the 21st of December 1938
NS Reich Association for Physical Exercise
On the 21st of December 1938, the Führer and the Reich’s Chancellery has decreed the following
Article I.
The National Socialist Reich Association for Physical Exercise, behoves the physical education of
the German Folk in so far that this isn’t carried out by the State, the Party and its various
organizations and members.
Article II.
The NSRL is an Organization of the NSDAP. The Reich Sport Leader is in charge of this.
Article III.
German communities that are educated towards administrating the physical exercises and
competitions belong to the NSRL.
Article IV.
The implementation of the International Sport commerce is strictly under supervision of the NSRL.
Article V.
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The following decree does not include military exercise, motorsport, aviation sport and horse riding.
Article VI.
The Reich’s Sport Leader allows with this the decree, the following article.
Berlin, 21st of December 1938
The Führer and the Reich Chancellor
Adolf Hitler
The Representative of the Führer
Rudolf Heß
Reich Minister of the Interior
Frick
Organization Book of the NSDAP 1940, 1940

z2 Boxing as a Reference Point
From the Note book of Victor Klemperer
“The most frequent, memorable and rawest pictures are taken from the sport of Boxing. All
pondering and questioning as to how and what the relationship is between the boxing language in
connection to what happened in Stalingrad, is all in vain. One is speechless considering the cold
and inhumane lack of any feelings that has revealed itself. After the catastrophe of Stalingrad,
which consumed so many human lives, Göbbels is incapable of finding a better expression for
what happened than the following sentence; “We are going to wipe the blood out of our eyes, so
that we can see clearly again, and then we will go into the next round, standing firmly on our feet”.
And a couple of days later: “A folk that has so far been boxing only with its left hand and is
preparing to bandage its right hand in order to mercilessly use for the next round has no incentive
to be complaisant.”
Victor Klemperer, LTI Lingua Tertii Imperii, 1946

z3 Sport for Improving Combat Strength
Our Belief in Victory: NS Sport, 1943
During war time, physical exercise is to serve only one purpose and that is to improve and increase
the determination for victory within the nation. The stronger the demand for war, the more
dedicated must be our will to enforce a decisive decision for Germany.
Hajo Bernett, Guido von Mengden, 1976
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Chart. 76 | Outsiders: Racial Persecution and “Worthless Life”
The ideological construction of a high class “Aryan Race” and the concept of “Low Class Races”
was directly converted into politics and practice. The “People’s Community” defined itself racially
by stigmatizing those who were considered “non Aryan”. Jews, Roma and Sinti were ostracized,
persecuted and murdered. The sick and handicapped, so called “unworthy life”, suffered the same
fate. This also included what the National Socialist viewed as undesirables such as homosexuals,
prostitutes and the homeless.
The NSDAP called for a nationwide boycott against Jewish freelancers and Jewish shops in April
of 1933. During the same month Jews would loose their employment within the Social Sector, due
to the “Law for Reestablishing the Civil Service”. Jews would be driven away from the social and
cultural life. Many Institutions would begin including a “Aryan Paragraph”; Jewish Businesses
would be forcefully “Aryanised”. The Nürnberg Laws from 1935 would establish a new form of
systematic persecution. The 9th of November 1938 marked the turning point from discrimination
towards open violence: SA men and other participants burned down Synagogues and abused and
murdered Jews, destroying their property. Thousands would be sent to concentration camps. The
deportation of German Jews to Eastern Ghettos and Concentration Camps began in October 1941;
for the majority of the Jews this meant certain death.
Based on the “Law for the Prevention of Hereditary Disease”, the sterilization of the “genetically ill”
was carried out. “Genetic Disorders” would include; inherited madness, blindness and physical
retardation. The NS regime began to use “Child Euthanasia” in the beginning of 1939. In the Fall of
that year, the practice would eventually extend “Genetically Damaged Adults” in Mental Asylums.
Due to public concerns that arose in 1941, the “Euthanasia Program” would officially come to a
halt, however, secretly it would still be carried out. In 1935 Roma and Sinti would be gathered and
herded into Ghettos and Forced Labor Camps. As of January 1943, they would sent to the KZ
Auschwitz and murdered.

1.
Publicly ostracized: the boycott of Jewish stores. Appeals to boycott Jewish stores were
supported, Berlin 1st of April, 1933.
Federal Archive Koblenz
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2. Racial analysis prior to extermination. Eva Justin, employee at the Racial Hygiene department
performing racial measurements on Sinti and Romas in the Pfalz, 1938.
Picture Archive Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation
3. The Deportation of the Sinti and Roma from Simmering near Vienna, Autumn 1938.
Picture Archive, Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation
4. Letter from the Police Headquarter Hamburg to the Social Administration of the Hanseatic City
Hamburg,12th of July 1943
State Archive Hamburg
5. Propaganda for „Contraception Against Diseased Offspring“. Race Political Propaganda chart at
the exhibition „Wonder of Life“, at the Kaiserdamm in Berlin, March 1935.
Picture Archive Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation
6. Anti Semitic Poster in Braunschweig, Spring 1935.
Picture Archive Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation
7. „Keeping Blood Pure““: External Separation and Internal Persecution. Charts and graphics
explaining the “Nuremberg Blood Law“.
German Historical Museum
8. .„Origination of rather unpopular discussions in the foreign press“. A letter from the Reich and
Prussian Minister of the Interior, during the German Community Day, 27th of June 1936
Federal Archive Berlin
9. Propaganda for „Euthanasia“ via mobilizing social envy.
Centre for Anti Semitic Research Berlin
10. Transported to the Extermination Institute. Busses from a non- profit ambulance service GmbH,
which picked up the patients and brought them to the extermination institute in Hadamar.
Hessen Main State Archive Wiesbaden
11. From discrimination to open violence. A burning synagogue in Eberswalde, November 1938.
Abraham Pisarek, Picture Archive of the Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation
12. Deportation to a concentration
Brandenburg/Havel, 12th of April 1942.
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Abraham Pisarek, Picture Archive of the Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation
13. Contact with Jews was seen as a „Racial Shame“. In 1935, a woman from Hamburg was put
into a pillory by men from the SA and the SA Marine.
Federal Archive Koblenz
14. Commision for Euthanasia. Letter from Adolf Hitler to Philipp Bouhler and Karl Brandt, 1st of
Septmeber 1939.
Federal Archive Berlin
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z1 Silent Critique against the Boycott of Jewish Shops.
Diary entrance of the former Hamburg teacher, Louise Solmitz, 1st of April 1933
“A bitter April Fools trick was played on us today and we will feel the consequences of this for
years to come. Around 10 o’clock today, the posts were manned. Red placards were posted at
Jewish shops. Some windows were smeared with red oil paint: „Warning, Jews“. Many stores
describe themselves as “old Christian”- “No Jewish Capital, no Jewish Employees”. Brownshirts in
front of Jewish shops…(…)… The Atmosphere of the people is depressed, unhappy: most did not
agree internally with what was happening.
The ‘Cherry on top of the Cake’: they closed down Tietz, but Karstadt was allowed to remain open
due to the Jewish directors stepping back. May God Save Your Childlike Soul.
Uwe Lohalm, The National Socialist Persecution of Jews in Hamburg between 1933 to 1945, 1999

z2 Murder of Patients from the Mental Hospital
Preach by the Earl Bishop von Galen on the 3rd of August 1941 in Münster
In the last couple of weeks we have been hearing that the mentally sick who are considered
incurable, are being led away and taken out of the asylums. The family members then receive
notice that the patient has passed away, the body has been cremated and the ashes can be sent.
At the moment there is a suspicion that numerous deaths are not caused mental illness, but are
actually purposefully carried out. This leads to the conclusion that life which is considered
unworthy within the eyes of the State and the Folk, is allowed to be liquidated. This is a terrible
doctrine, which justifies the murder of innocent people such as Invalids, cripples, the incurable sick
and the elderly.
Were the Murdered Guilty?, 1945

z3 The persecution of Jews demanded their ‘Denunciation’- this was too much even for the Nazis.
Confidential circular decree of the Reich’s Minister of the Interior from the 10th of January, 1939
(pg. 442):
General Field Marshall Göring was, as a representative of the Four Year Plan for the legal and
systematic suppression of the Jews, pointed out the fact that lately, Germans who were known to
have bought, lived and worked with Jews, are forced to denunciate.
Despite the importance of educating the people of the necessity of suppressing the Jews from of
the economy, the espionage and denunciation of such far reaching relations only lead to
unfortunate grievances. This only impedes the ability of the German Folk, to be able to withstand
the pressures and goals of the Four Year Plan. The General Field Marshall wishes that changes
are implemented regarding this predicament.
Hans Mommsen/Susanne Willems (Hg.), Daily Routine of Domination, 1988
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z4 Persecution of the Jews in Europe 1933- 1945, Frankfurt a.M 1982 (initially Hamburg 1960),
Pg. 21
Berlin Nr. 234404 9.11.2355
To all Stapo stations and headquarters
To all Leaders and Representatives
1.Soon, throughout Germany, actions against Jews will be carried out, especially against their
synagogues. They are not to be destroyed. Nevertheless, plundering and riots are to be
interrupted by the police.
2.If valuable Archive information is contained in the Synagogues, then they are to be
confiscated.
3.The arrest of up to 20,000 to 30,000 Jews within the Reich needs to be prepared. In general,
wealthy Jews are to be targeted. More assignments will be enacted throughout the night.
4.If during the following actions any Jews are in the possession of weapons, then one is to
react with extreme prejudice. Throughout the actions, the assistance of auxiliary and
general SS Troops can be called. Via the necessary means, the measures can definitely be
carried out by the Stapo.
Gerhard Schoenberner, Der Gelbe Stern, 1960

z5 Daily Anti Semitism
Dairy of Viktor Klemperer form the 28th of April 1942 to the 14th of May 1942
Diary Entrance from the 28th of April 1942,
“Do Hitler’s Speeches still have impact? One of the older Workers (older and worker being the best
definition) screamed at me from his bicycle: “You Jew whore!”
Diary Entrance from the 14th of May 1942,
“Two young boys, one six the other twelve, are walking towards me on the sidewalk. The elder of
the two, pushed the little one against me screaming; “Jew!” It is becoming more and more difficult
to be able to bear this ridicule.
Victor Klemperer, “I Wish to Bear Witness till the End”, 1995

r1. Only Aryan officials were still allowed.
Reich’s Law Gazette, Part 1, 1933.
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Chart. 77 | Outsiders and the Politically Persecuted

Various world views such as Humanism, Liberalism, Pacifism, Marxism and Democracy, did not fit
into Hitler’s ideology of National Socialism. Christianity was also consequently criticized.
The leaders or followers of unions, political parties (such as Communism), intellectuals and critical
artists would be excluded from the “Volksgemeinschaft”. Christians and Jehovah’s Witnesses were
also shunned. All these groups would be persecuted and or exterminated during the reign of the
Third Reich.
Within the first week of February 1933, a wave of terror against the KDP was initiated. Housing,
offices and shops would be attacked. After the burning of the Reichstag on February 27th 1933,
about 10,000 communist functionaries would be arrested and deported to “wild” Concentration
Camps. Until the middle of 1934, 100,000 politically active people would be interrogated, tortured
and arrested.
On May 2nd 1933, units of the NSDAP would storm the Union headquarters. Prior to this, there
were attacks on buildings and union individuals. The SPD was beginning to dissolve around this
time. A number of party members would flee overseas during March. The party executive would
relocate to Prague. In June 1933, the SPD would be officially banned and labelled as a enemy of
the “Volk and State”. Many KDP and SPD members would form a resistance for which many would
lose their lives.
The public burning of books on the 10th of May 1933 would embody one of the high marks of
persecuting opposing intellectuals and artists. Many free thinking artists would either be deported
or leave due to lack of alternatives, perspectives and life threatening situation in Germany. The
same fate befell many professors who would be deported from their universities and forced to
emigrate.
Both churches in Germany would initially embrace Hitler’s seizing of power. However, the
evangelical church soon had to defend itself against the infiltration of the NS movement “German
Christians”. The “Minister Alliance” was soon after founded, which would later become the
Opposition Church.
The Catholic Church initially believed that the “Reich’s Concordat” which was signed between the
Vatican and the German Reich on the 20th July 1933 would protect them from repression, however,
this was carried out regardless. A number of individuals would join the resistance and many of
them would be murdered.
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1. Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Evangelical and Theological Resistance Fighter
Bonhoeffer (second from right), with members of a confessing church in Fäno, Denmark, August
1934.
Rotraud Forberg, Picture Archive of the Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation.
2. Anti Church Propaganda: The Devil is coaxing a catholic priest with anti national socialist ideas.
Caricature by Fips (Philipp Rupprects), taken out of the “Stürmer”, May 1938.
Picture Archive Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation
3. One of the early Concentration Camps, morning appeal in the CC Oranienburg, 1933.
German Historical Museum
4. The political opposition would be terrorized by SA thugs. Abuse of SA opponents, March 1933.
Picture Archive Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation
5. Concentration Camp detention for a Nobel Peace Prize winner. The pacifist and publisher Carl
von Ossietzky in CC Esterwegen.
Federal Archive Koblenz
6. Arrest because of a forbidden song. A letter from the State Police in Braunschweig to the Secret
State Police, paragraph II A 4, 7th of September 1938.
Federal Archive Berlin
7. Razzia in a working class part of town. “Punitive Expedition” of the SS in the working class
quarter Bilk in Düsseldorf, 1933.
Picture Archive Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation
8. Communists inside a torture chamber of the SA. Detention of communists by the SA in Berlin,
6th of March 1933, Day of the Reichstag Elections.
Federal Archive Koblenz
9. Political intimidation 1933: „only a donkey will be sent to a concentration camp“. Donkey behind
a barbwire fence at the Kassel Opera Square, 1933.
Carl Eberth, Picture Archive of the Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation
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Chart. 78 | Women in the Volksgemeinschaft

National Socialist Germany was a male dominated society. All leading positions within the state
and party were occupied by men. Hitler would already present his view towards gender in his book
“Mein Kampf” and go into great detail regarding each of their individual roles. According to Hitler,
the people’s state believes that, “the human ideal… is defined in its embodiment of male power
and the woman´s role is giving birth to men.” The upbringing of young boys should be militarily
orientated from as young an age as possible. Girls were meant to be prepared for the future role as
mothers. The idealisation of “Aryan” motherhood, which was also seen as a duty towards the
“People’s Community”, was openly celebrated in 1934 in the form of a NS Holiday that annually
celebrate Mother’s Day. As of 1938, the “Honour Cross of German Mothers” would be awarded.
After the NS takeover, the regime would implement various measures within the context of racial
policy. The law for “Contraception Against Hereditary Diseases” which allowed the forced
sterilization of “racial minorities” was enforced in July 1933. Drastic restrictions against “healthy
Aryan women” who wish to have an abortion would be implemented.
The concept of marriage was encouraged. Marriages would be financially supported via a
“Marriage Loan”. This occurred in the form of a Marriage Coupon that would range up to 1000RM.
Per child the marriage loan would be reduced by 25%. After four children the loan would be
annulled. The “Marriage Loan” was a instrument of the economy. It was expected that a woman
would forsake her job in order to focus on her family. However, already by 1937 the law would be
altered so that women would still receive their loans, despite having to work. This was due to the
lack of labour, especially within the weapon industry. In 1939 the tax law would be changed so that
married couples who did not have children within a five year period, would be degraded to a lower
tax class. The NS ideal of the woman who was capable of bearing children would become obsolete
with the beginning of the war and by 1939, could no longer be sustained She would have to
neglect family duties because of much needed support within the weapon and armament industry.
By 1939 women would be forced to work and eventually it became mandatory.
Any sense of individuality amongst women was hardly present. The “Ideal Picture” of the German
woman who did not wear makeup, did not smoke and always wore her traditional dress was not
compatible with the reality of the times. The fashion style and presentation would orientate itself
towards the international standard.
The war lead to a lack of material. Old clothe would be refashioned; proposals for modification
would be propagated in the women’s magazine, “Women’s Watch”. Leftovers would be reworked
and even shoes would eventually have to be made at home.
Principally it must noted that the “social equalisation” of private and public life, as was propagated
by the regime, did not find foothold within fashion. The “simple woman and her household” would
be drastically different when compared the presentation of a “Social Lady”.

1. Propaganda Poster. „Increase“ of the birth rate in the first six years of the „Third Reich“, 1939.
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Federal Archive Berlin
2. Preparation course for Mother to be, organisized by the Reich Maternal Services, 1935.
German Historical Museum
3. Campaign against the infant mortality in Germany.
Ernst Hilgenfeldt, Accomplishments of the National Socialist Welfare, 1937.
4. Women’s group working for the Propaganda of the Regime.
Educational Film Hire Service Landesbildstelle Berlin
5. Goebbels with his wife Magda and the actress Birgitte Horney during a reception for
“Representatives of Handicraft” at the Charlottenburg Palace in Berlin, 31st of May 1938.
German Historical Museum
6. Reich’s Children’s Ticket, 1939.
Federal Archive Koblenz
7. Recovery Home of the NSV Aid Organization “Mother and Child”, 1944.
Federal Archive Koblenz
8. The Reich’s Clothe Card which was introduced in 1939. It was a reference ticket for the
purchasing of textiles and would last for one year. Jews did not receive Clothe Cards.
Federal Archive Koblenz
9. Suggestions for how to fix clothe.
The Woman’s Watch, 1940
10. A manual for the production of summer shoes.
The Woman’s Watch, 1943
11. The New Festival Dress for the Fatigue Duty Leader, 12th of February 1938.
German Historical Museum
12. Propaganda poster; a request towards women to replace men at work who are fighting at the
front, 1944.
German Historical Museum Berlin
13. During the last years of the war women were not only used in the armament industry but also
within military assignments, 1944.
Federal Archive Berlin
14. Title page for the newspaper „Fight the Danger“. A tranquil family life.
Federal Archive Berlin
15. As the war progressed, more women would be forced to carry out the heavy labor of the men
who were fighting at the front.
Arbeitertum, 1943
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16. Propaganda poster which the regime wanted to use in order to recruit women for the Air Force.
Federal Archive Koblenz
17. Young girls from the Youth Support Group of the NS Women’s League, would replaced the
female workers during their holidays. Picture documents taken from, „War Deployment of our
Women and Mothers“, 1941.
Federal Archive Berlin

z1 A Speech by Hitler held on the 4th of September 1940 in Berlin, during the opening of the Winter
Relief 1940/41
We now wish to honor the German woman, the millions of a German women and girls, who must
now replace their men and work in the cities and country side. They must ensure that on one hand,
bread and butter is available to feed us and on the other hand, that the soldier has weapons and
ammunition.
“The Great German Struggle for Freedom”, Speech by Adolf Hitler, von Philipp Bouhler, 1943

z2 10 Principles for the Racial Politics of the NSDAP regarding the choice of spouse:
1.Remember, that you are German!
2.You must keep Body and Soul pure!
3.Keep your body healthy!
4.If you are healthy, then you should not remain outside of wedlock!
5.Only marry out of Love!
6.As a German, you should only choose a spouse with similar or the same blood!
7.When choosing your spouse, ask about his ancestors!
8.Health is a requirement for external beauty!
9.For your marriage, you must search not for a playmate, but a companion!
10.You should wish for many children!
Hans Peter Bleuel, The Clean Recih, 1972
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Chart. 79 | Propaganda and Mass Culture

Terror was not the only attribute of the NS Regime. Mass Culture and the ever present
Propaganda were also characteristics. Inspired by Wagner Operas; film scenarios, Theatre effects,
advertisement, political events and mass gatherings would be staged. Mass performances,
uniforms, the endless sea of flags, light effects, tribunes, raised pedestals, pre programmed
gestures and effective music would be transformed into an overwhelming spectacle, a work of ‘art’.
Führer appearances, festivals, memorials and all manner of mass events would be repeated
frequently, so that the people would not be able to reflect on what is happening. This lead to the
creation of a illusory world, used to create the “People’s Community”. Next to the National
Socialist’s staging of mass events, there were all sorts of sporting competitions and presentations
of art, culture and technology. But this too would be pervaded with NS symbols and emblems. In
order to maintain this fictional reality and distraction from day to day life, large amounts of money
and imagination would be expended by the Third Reich. This cost more money, to a certain degree
one could also say less money, then investing in improving the social conditions of the working
class. This mass entertainment would give the “People’s Community” a pseudo socialist coating.

1. Dome of Light, during the „Nuremberg Rally“ in Nuremberg, 1936.
Rudolf Herz, Munich
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Chart. 80 | Mass Staging of the “People’s Community”

National Holidays played an important role within National Socialism. Besides church holidays, the
1st of May, The Hero Memorial Day and Thanksgiving would also be celebrated. Special events
such a Mussolini’s visit or Hitler 50th birthday would be mass festivals. Festivities would take place
on the “Advent of Power” day, the founding day of the NSDAP, Mother’s Day and on the winter and
summer solstice and “Reich Party Day”. Huge events such as the Olympics were approached
using mass rallies. The variety of Holidays was meant to advance the acceptance of National
Socialism according to Propaganda Minister Joseph Göbbels.
Choreography and dramaturgy for events would be pre determined and roles would be assigned to
all participants. In particular the Mass Appeal of the fests and the discipline and ritualized attitude
of the masses was meant to make the existence of the “People’s Community” noticeable. The
myriad programs of the events, the elements of political demonstrations and the allusion towards
something “sacred”, made it a synthesis of the arts. A characteristic of the “Nationalist Synthesis of
the Arts” was the integration of the audience. Especially popular were formed mass marches or the
“Dome of Light” which Albert Speer developed in 1933. The “Dome of Light” consist of a circle of
flood light that would radiate directly into the sky. The organizer made perfect use of the technical
and artistic possibilities: atmospheric elements from cinema, aspects of Dramatic Light
Compositions form the Volk Theatre ‘Max Reinhardts’ and the effect of lights and advertisement in
shopping centers were methods used. During the Kaiser Reich era, Flood Light Parades were
used to present the War Machine. Hitler would be inspired by this, making specific lights go on and
off during his speeches to help emphasis certain points. The staging of a “People’s Community”
and the relationship between “Volk” and “Führer” was given special attention. This would be
visualized in two phases: First, the Tribune of the Führer, and then the red flags, would be radiated
by flood lights. Afterwards the light would be shone on single groups in the audience: The light was
gesture of unity, between the “Volk” and the “Führer”.

1. Pictures of political and social incidents have been put together to make a „Festival Calendar“
and shown in the newspaper „The New Line“.
The New Line, 1938
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2. Between 1933 to 1937, an annual Thanksgiving Festival would take place at the Bückeberg by
Hamelm. Via a strictly planned out program formula (Flag Parade, handing over of the harvest),
about 1 million farmers would attend. Thanksgiving at the Bückeberg, 1st of October 1933.
German Historical Museum Berlin
3. Light Dome over the Zeppelin Field in Nuremberg, during the appeal of the political leader. 7th of
September 1938.
German Historical Museum Berlin
4. Propaganda photo showing tears of joy during a public appearance of Adolf Hitler.
German Historical Museum
5. Military Parade in honor of Adolf Hitler’s birthday, 20th of April 1939.
German Historical Museum Berlin
6. Public swearing in of public officials. Public Servants who were mainly active within the NSDAP,
Berlin Lustgarten, 25th of February 1934.
Federal Archive Berlin
7. A view of the Torch Parade going through the Brandenburg Gate, as seen from the Hotel Adlon.
On the evening of Hitler’s Appointment to Reich Chancellor, 15000 Hitler supporters marched
through the Brandenburg Gate, passing the illuminated Reich Chancellery, 30th of January 1933.
German Historical Museum Berlin
8. Mass Rally on the 1st of May, Berlin Lustgarden.
German Historical Museum Berlin
9. Procession in honor of the 4th Reich’s Convention of the KdF Organisation, Hamburg 1938.
Under the Sun Wheel, 1938
z1 Mass Enactment of the People’s Community
Victor Klemperer Diary, 30th of June 1938:
It is apparent, seeing as we have been travelling for the last couple of months through various
towns, that on every Sunday there are festivals and flags everywhere.
Fairs, Regiment meetings and sport festivals by the SA groups, 600, 625 and 650, town
anniversaries and time and time again; flags, flags, flags, flags.
Monotony and disgust must eventually rise.
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Chart. 81 | Film

Right from the start, Hitler and Göbbels viewed Film as a important medium for influencing
propaganda. The State authority responsible for the film department was the “Reich Ministry for
Folk Enlightenment and Propaganda” which was under the administration by Göbbels. The
interests of the big Film Corporations would remain, at the beginning of 1933, untouched.
However, the Film Industry “cooperated” willingly with the regime and yielded to political
specifications. In July 1933 a (temporary) Film Chamber was implemented that was responsible for
monitoring all activities; a mandatory membership for all participants within the Film and News
sector was planned. Göbbels retained for himself the influence over details within film production,
for example, choosing the cast for films or making decision regarding scripts. By 1940 Max Winkler
controlled in his function as “Reich Commissar for the German Film Industry” 14 firms of the
German film industry and the annexed countries. The whole film industry would be pooled in the
newly founded “UFA Film GmbH” in 1942. By 1945, about 1500 movies and 450 Short Films in 35
mm format would be made. Heavy emphasis would be on so called “apolitical entertainment films”:
Swastikas and Hitler salutes, NS Uniforms or Party Emblems did not belong to the requisites of
these films. The story usually took place in a “Timeless Anywhere”. The films were meant to serve
as a distraction and a form of entertainment for the “Folk Comrade” – a concern that, at least
during war time, would follow implicit political goals. The production would subliminally present the
movies as an ideal picture of the “People’s Community”. In the time of the “Third Reich” there
would also be about 150 “political” movies that contained explicit propaganda messages.
Movies would be produced that glorified the “The Struggle” of the NSDAP, justified Euthanasia or
discredited the war opponents. The culminating point of the NS propaganda films created a series
of anti Semitic films, that openly or subtly legitimized such a approach by the regime. The viewers
were to be prepared for the “Final Solution”.

1. Movie Poster from the Propaganda Film „SA Man Brand“ (Director: Franz Seitzsen), 1933. The
Film defames the political system of the Weimar Republic and praises membership in the SA.
German Historical Museum Berlin
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2. The Film Director Fritz Lang (1890- 1976) is an opponent of the NS regime and fled Germany
on the 29th of March 1933, immediately after Göbbels offered him a leading position in the German
film industry. The Jewish actor Peter Lorre (1904- 1964) fled from the National Socialists in 1933
and went to Great Britain, heading to the USA in 1935. Both would return to Germany to work after
the war.
Film Museum Berlin- German Film Library
3. The popular actor Joachim Gottschalk, who was married to a Jewess, committed suicide with
his family on the 7th November 1941, after hearing that they are tob e sent to a concentration
camp. The news of his death was not publishe and his movies were not banned.
Film Museum Berlin- German Film Library
4. The Jewish actor Kurt Gerron was arrested in 1943 after fleeing to the Netherlands and sent to
the Concentration Camp Theresienstadt in 1944. It was there that he was forced to work on the
propaganda film “Theresienstadt: A Documentary from the Jewish Settlement“. Gerron was
murdered in 1944, in the concentration camp Auschwitz.
Film Museum Berlin- Geman Library
5. A report from the magazine „Arbeitertum“ regarding the shooting oft he film „Holiday“, produced
by the NS community „Strength through Joy“.
Arbeitertum 1937
6. A scene from the propaganda documentary „Theresienstadt: A Documentary from the Jewish
Settlement“ which was also known under the ironic title „Theresienstadt- The Führer builds a city
for the Jews“. The film was meant to show international inspectors, especially the international
committee of the Red Cross. The movie was meant to show the ‘normality’ of day to day life inside
a concentration camp. This scene shows the interned Professor Cohn and Kantorowicz,
September 1944.
Picture Archive Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation Berlin
7. Film Poster for the propaganda documentary „Baptism by Fire“ (Director: Hans Bertram), 1939.
The film is a collage of various weekly newsreels. He also tries to legitimate the German attack of
Poland. from September the 1st, 1939.
German Historical Museum Berlin
8. Film Poster of the German Propaganda Film „The Battle against the Global Enemy- German
Volunteers in Spain“ (Directed by Karl Ritter), 1939. Filmplakat des Propagandadokumentarfilms
„Im Kampf gegen den Weltfeind – Deutsche Freiwillige in Spanien“ (Regie: Karl Ritter), 1939. The
film was meant to justify the participation of German soldiers in the Spanish Civil War, using
various cut together weekly newsreels.
German Historical Museum Berlin
9. Movie poster of the anti semitic propaganda film „Jüd Süß“ (Directed: Veit Harlan), 1940.
German Historical Museum Berlin

z1 The cinemas are frequently visited. Foreign movies and harmless entertainment movies tend to
attract the most audiences. Nazi films like, “Triumph of the Will” are usually avoided. Even the
newsreels are avoided. It has become a mass custom to go into the cinema after the newsreel has
finished. The parades and speeches by Nazis are received with indifference. If Göring appears in a
film, a hardly contained giggling fills the cinema… the movie goers complain about the corruption
and shallowness of films. The audience is so oversaturated with Kitsch, so that in extended circles
a disgust towards cinema and radion has become obvious.
Germany Reports, by the Social Democratic Party Germany (SoPaDe) 1934- 1940, 1980
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Chart. 82 | Broadcasting
The political conformity of the radio network began with the National Socialist’s rise to power. All
broadcasting competences would be brought together by the Propaganda Ministry. All eleven
broadcasting channels would be transformed into “Reich’s Channels”. From then on they would be
subordinate to the central Reich Broadcasting Organization and even the states had to submit their
competences to this. The Radio is a practical medium; radio programs or broadcasts allowed the
possibility for efficient spreading of political propaganda to the public. The desired goal of the
National Socialists to ‘inform’ the population had a technical hindrance – in 1933, there were only
4,3 Million household radios. In order to technically equip the households, the industry created the
“People’s Radio” for a low price. The regime would also propagate the “Collective Radio
Reception”. During important political occasions, the working staff would have to gather round the
speakers and collectively listen to the broadcast. Those who owned their own private radio were
expected to invite their fellow ‘comrades’ that did not own one. The “Collective Radio Reception”
was expected to contribute to the building of a “People Community”. In the beginning the NS
Broadcasting had to fulfill cultural political function; however, as of 1935 an increase in
entertainment programs took place. After the start of the Second World War the Reich Stations
would switch to a unified program that would be transmitted from Berlin. Although a light
entertainment program dominated the airwaves in order to distract the population, the NS regime
would still use the News programs and the official Military Announcements to influence the morale
and flow of information within the public. During the war, less and less people would be able to
receive this program due to the air raids, resulting in the stations being turned off at night. The Air
Raids over Germany, lead to many stations being destroyed. The greater the discrepancy grew
between what the station propagated and what actually was occurring on the “home front”, the
more the station would loose in credibility.

1. The first broadcast by Adolf Hitler to the German people after being nominated Reich
Chancellor on the evening of the 30th of January 1933 via all Reich’s Channels.
South German Publisher, Munich
2. Propaganda poster from the NSDAP Propaganda Ministry in Württemberg- Hohenzollern. It is
indicating that one should listen to the speech by Hitler, 1935.
German Historical Museum Berlin
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3. Musical Request Programm in the Great Broadcasting Hall in the Masuren Alley Berlin,
December 1939 (from left: Heinz Goedecke, Theo Lingen, Fita Benkhoff, Paul Henkels)
Regional Archive Berlin
4. Makeshift Antennae apparatus for a portable receiver in a train compartment, 1938.
German Historical Museum Berlin
5. Propaganda Poster that propagates the so called „Folk Receiver“.
Federal Archive Koblenz
6. Musical Request Programme for the Wehrmacht in the Great Broadcasting Hall of the
Broadcast Studio in the Masuren Alley in Berlin, December 1939. (on the console: Fita Benkhoff,
Heinz Goedecke)
Regional Archive Berlin
7. Distribution of the „Dr. Göbbels Broadcasting Donation“ for 252 families from Munich, 22nd of
December 1938.
City Archive Munich
8. Preparation for Radio Propaganda. Broadcast Centre of the „KdF Seaside Resort on Rügen“.
Stralsunder Daily, 9th of August 1939
z1 „No Home without a Radio“
The press, cinema and radio have become useful means of educating and conveying a real sense
of German Art and Culture. The unbelievable power of the press and broadcasting, lies in the
doses of its daily exposure. Radio has an even greater advantage over the press... every house
and every home must have a radio. Laws can be implemented against the noise pollution caused
by the speakers. However, “No Home Without a Radio”, must belong to the “currency” of the
totalitarian state if it is meant to establish itself among the people as a whole and not only among a
majority of followers. Effective propaganda is nothing more than a clever daily dose introduced
over the course of many years via the press and radio broadcasting, much to the dismay of the
people and good taste.
Imagine what we can hope for, if this immense power over the mind, thoughts and world view of a
people can be used as a means of blessing a folk. That it is used within art to improve and ensure
the clarity of good taste.
Kurt Engelbrecht, German Art within the Totalitarian State, 1933
z2 Hitler’s Speech as a Community Experience
Within the underworld, the radio screams. However, the voices of the people overshadow the voice
from the Aether, until suddenly a deathly silence descends with uncanny precision. This suddeness
is something threatening and sinister: The Führer speaks. The Führer is giving one of his hour long
speeches. The smoke is thick in the local, the glasses are moved catiously and quitely, and the
eyes of the listeners are rigid. Everyone acts as if they are absorbing this howling with full
attention. At the end, inquisitory glances are thrown from table to table. „The Flag held high…“
There they stand and sing, the arms remains in a horizontal position. The hand hovers rigid over a
cloud of smoke and beer. I have a good nose for when it is coming to an end. The moment he
roars in his self obsessed fury and ranting humility, the end can be seen. Silently a unwilling
People’s Comrade pushes through the curtain to go outside.
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Tami Oelfgen, Journey through the Chaos, First Edition 1946, 2003

z3 Göbbels Speech addressing the Broadcasting Corporation, March 1933
On the 30th of January (1933), the era of Individualism has finally died and been replaced with an
era of community spirit. The single individual will be replaced by the community spirit of the folk.
The folk will now stand in the centre of private, spiritual and political attention and activity.
This ideological breakthrough of unprecedented magnitude will stop at nothing. He [Göbbels]
believes, that it cannot harm the broadcasting corporation, if one were to incorporate it into this
new mass movement. The perception that the role of broadcasting is for self purpose, cannot be
repudiated enough. The National Revolution will also take over the Broadcasting Centers…
broadcasting in something that should be a joy. Spiritually, willfully and technically, it must be at a
level where it is able to keep up with the government’s will for innovation and national elevation.
Minister Göbbels refused to pretend that Radio is no trend conscious enterprise.
The concept of a National Revolution often demands a following… one must submit to the greater
goal. The instructions for him are given by the government.
Völkischer Beobachter from 28.03.1933
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Chart. 83 | The Press
Hitler would already lay the foundation of the National Socialist’s attitude towards the press, in his
book “Mein Kampf”; The State, “must be ruthlessly determined to insure that this tool for public
education is within the commission of the State and the nation.” Freedom of press would be
abolished in 1933. The press facilities of the SPD and the KPD and the Unions would be disposed
of, critical journalist would be persecuted or put in protective custody. The arrested person would
have no rights and could be held in detention for a unlimited amount of time. The press became
the driving motor for the National Socialist propaganda, the goal being complete control. The Reich
Leaders were responsible for the press: Joseph Göbbels the Minister for Public Information and
Propaganda, Max Amann the president for the Reich’s Press Chamber and Otto Dietrich the Reich
Chief Press Officer. Disposed Publishing Houses would be summarized by Amann in a Party
owned publishing house. The privately owned private press would be spared initially, seeing as
they would practice self censorship and would eventually be pushed aside by the State Publishers.
In October 1933, the “Editor Law” would be enforced.
Editors were to be given a central role within the Press which were duty bound towards “the State
and the People”. Their task would begin to take on the role of a civil servant: the education and
indoctrination of the “Volk” within a Nationalist Socialist framework had top priority. Mandatory
membership to the Reich’s Press Chamber forced journalists to be loyal towards the regime.
Criticism would be strictly prohibited, personal views of individual Journalist were not desired. The
“Gleichschaltung” (political conformity) would be determined daily during lunch in the Ministry for
Propaganda. In 1938, Dietrich in his function as Press Officer for the Reich regime, would order
press assignments at a daily basis. The authorized editorial representatives for regional and
nationwide newspapers received not only news, but also information that was supposed to be
presented to the public. Teletypers allowed one to send daily paroles, instructions and “Speech
Regulations” to Editors throughout the Reich: this ensured a uniform structure for the Press.

1. Banning of the Newspaper, „The Other Germany“, 11th of March 1933.
German Historical Museum
2. Cover page for the evening edition of the „Deutschen Allgemeinen Zeitung“ with an article
regarding the new press law, 13th of December 1933.
German Historical Museum
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3. „Every day a Manhunt“ – Cover page of the AIZ from the 08.03.1934. Newspaper that spoke
openly against the National Socialist regime, emigrated into foreign countries, amongst them the
„Workers Illustrated Newspaper“ which appeared during exile in Prague, 1933.
German Historical Museum Berlin
4. The German press regarding the invasion of German Troops into Austria, 12th of March 1938.
State Library Berlin, Newspaper Archive
5. Anti Polish Propaganda in the German Press.
State Library Berlin, Newspaper Archive
6. In the so called „Stormer Box”, they would hang out the right wing magazine, “Der Stürmer” in
central locations. In this way the anti Semitic propaganda could also reach out to those who do not
subscribe to the magazine.
Federal Archive Berlin
7. The weekly magazine „Der Stürmer“ followed only one goal: anti Semitic propaganda, that
reached its readers via malign caricatures and obnoxious headlines such as, „The Jews are our
Downfall!“.
Federal Archive Berlin
8. Press Report and headlines in the days following the Reich’s Pogrom Night on the 10th of
November, 1938.
Federal Archive Berlin/ State Library Berlin, Newspaper Archive
9. The Polish declined to attend- the wording in the headlines had to be taken out of the press
assignment.
State Library Berlin, Newspaper Archive

z1 Press Instruction from 11.3.1938
Only question regarding Austria are to be of interest in the Morning Paper. It is important that the
chaos in Austria is emphasized. Commentating this is mandatory. Here are a couple of guide
points: The momentary Austrian government has asked the German troops… to carry out attacks
against Schuschnigg and his cronies who are loyal to him. They are catastrophe inducing
politicians.
Hans Bohrmann, NS Press Instructions of the Pre War Era, 1999
z2 Press Instruction 3006 from 29.8.1939
The Polish Atrocities must remain the leading story. It must be made clear to the outside and the
inside, that the German stand is fixed. What the people or the foreign countries think about the
Polish atrocities is irrelevant… Therefore, the Polish lead story must continue until different orders
are given.
Hans Bohrmann, NS- Press Instructions of the Pre War Era, 1999.
z3 Press Instruction 3019 from 29.8.1939
The head line topic of the Newspaper will remain Poland. Nevertheless, the intensity of the tone
must change a little bit. The accusations against Poland must remain clear. The sensationalism
must be toned down abit. The Chamberlain Explanation can be double columned on the title page,
but in such a way that it does not distract from the Polish story.
Hans Bohrmann, NS-Press Instructions of the Pre War Era, 1999.
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z4 Press Instructions 3266 from the 15.11.1938
Crimes committed by Jews are to be emphasized more intensely by newspapers, than crimes
committed by non Jews.
Hans Bohrmann, NS Press Instruction of the Pre War Era. 1999
z5 Press Instructions 3030 from the 30.8.1939
The commentaries that deal with the solution for the German-Polish question, should occasionaly
include the word „militarily“.
Hans Bohrmann, NS-Press Instructions of the Pre War Era, 1999
z6 Press Instructions 3064 from the 31.8. 1939
Foreign press reports which condemn the suspicious stance of Poland, must be emphasized.
Hans Bohrmann, NS-Press Instructions of the Pre War Era, 1999
z7 Press Instruction 3244 from the 12.11.1938
DNB will reveal the within the next couple of hours, the measures that will be implemented against
the Jews. This order can only be accompanied with a commentary, if an article by the German
Office, which is not allowed to be assumed, serves as a introduction.
Hans Bohrmann, NS-Press Instructions during the Pre- War Era, 1999
z8 Press Instructions 3066 from 31.8.1939
All technical preparations should be finished by the afternoon, so that one can completely change
the first page of the evening edition. A longer text is to be expected, if even.
Hans Bohrmann, NS-Press Instructions of the Pre War Era, 1999
z9 Press Instruction 3266 from 15.11.1938
Crimes that are committed by Jews, must receive greater emphasis than those that other commit.
Hans Bohrmann, NS-Press Instruction of the Pre War Era, 1999
z10 Special Press Conference 19:00
Press Instructions 3068 from the 31. August 1939
Four DNB notices have come in regarding the raid by Poland on the Gleiwitz radio station... they
should be sensationalized… the messages should not be brought together with other Polish terror
reports. New editions, should have a more precise title concerning the 16 suggestions: previously
was stated: Poland refuses! now: Poland [refused] to come!
Hans Bohrmann, NS-Press Instructions during the Pre War Era, 1999
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Chart. 84 | The Exploitation of Culture

High Culture played an important role in polishing the aesthetics of politics and contributed to the
false image of the regime. The seizure of power by Hitler lead to the emigration of many exposed
and racially discriminated artists, scientist and intellectuals. The loss of creativity and artistic and
culture potential was high, and the mediocrity of the National Socialist could not replace this. The
cultural effect was expected to be propaganda orientated. Either through themes and motives that
supported the world view, or via entertaining topics that sustained the image of a “peaceful” world.
It was not only the National Socialist engaged artists that reinforced the façade that Göbbels’s
Ministry for Propaganda and Information had as a goal. Artist who lived only for their art or who
were reclusive would, so long as they did not criticize the National Socialist doctrine, be internally
and externally exploited. Otherwise they would be threatened with expulsion from the Reich
Culture Chamber and not allowed to practice their craft. The engaged and democratically
orientated Art of 1933 would be wiped out. The façade of a civilized culture was maintained in so
far as it was of use to the regime. The cultural and artistic accomplishments of the “Third Reich”
can be defined as regressive, lacking in humanism, pacifism and emancipation.

1. Hitler during the opening of the Reichs Theatre Week in Dresden, 1934.
German Historical Museum
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Chart. 85 | Thing Games and Theatre
The National Socialists aimed at rebuilding German theatre to fit into the “Spirit of National
Socialism”. In order to realize this goal, the left orientated republican Theatre of the Weimar Era
had to be eradicated and was orientated by the new theatre central. This task was assigned to Otto
Laubinger the branch leader of Göbbels Ministry of Propaganda; Laubinger was also the President
of the Reich Theater Chamber. Being a member of the Reich Theater Chamber was a requirement
in order to work in German theatres.
Between 1933 and 1935, the cultural political officials demanded the formation of the “Thing
Games” that was supposed to embody a new form of National Socialist theatre. The “Thing” was
originally a folk and judicial assembly that dates back to old Germanic and Viking times. The “Thing
Games” was seen as a contributing factor for the “People’s Community”. The staging of great
historical events, especially the “Success Story” of the National Socialist Movement were
thematically part of the program. These “Choral – Folk Game” form of theatre, allowed for many
opportunities to host mass performances, marches, rallies and the displaying of symbols and flag.
Open air theaters, so called “Thing Sites”, would be built: large masses would be gathered and
arranged into formations here. The goal was for every larger location and regional centre to
possess a grounds that could host up to thousands of visitors. However, the “Thing Movement”
would lose on momentum already by 1935; only a fraction of the planed enclosures would be
realized, amongst other things a “Thing Place” on Bergen and Rügen.
Due to a lack of “Vollk” Theatre and literature, the National Socialist would turn towards the
German classics with the intention of reinterpreting it from their point of view. This was done to
impress the outside world and to create the image of cultural continuation. Selected works of the
Weimer Classics would be staged. Nevertheless, the theatre would prove to be quite resilient
towards National Socialist ambitions: attempts at assimilation would often fail.

1. Thing- Square“ in Rostock
Baugilde, 1935
2. Coverage of a Theatrical Performance for Autobahn Drivers.
Arbeitertum, 1936
3. Theater crowd during a performance for Autobahn drivers.
Friedrich Heiss, „By us in Germany“, 1938
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4. Scenes from the performance Kabarett „In Outerspace with ‚Strength Through Joy’“.
Arbeitertum, 1936
5. A letter from the „Führer Head Quarter“ to the Reich’s Minister Lammers, from the 3rd of June,
1941. “The Führer wishes that Schillers play „Wilhelm Tell“ is no longer performed.”
Federal Archive Berlin
6. Marlene Dietrich on her way to Emigration after her arrival in Paris, 1939. Nevertheless, the
Regime paid famous actors a high wage and many of them remained in the “Third Reich”.
Picture Archive of the Cultural Heritage Foundation.
7. A Letter from Minister Lammers to various Reich officials, with the instruction that the play
„Wilhelm Tell“ be no longer taught in School lessons, 13th of August 1941.
Federal Archive Berlin
8. Theatre Train of the KdF
Under the Sun Wheel, 1938
9. Although the „Thing Movement“ came to an end in 1936, a new highlight was organized to
correlate with the Olympics. Performance of the “Frankenburge Game of Dice“ at the „Dietrich
Eckart Stage“ at the Olympic Grounds in Berlin.
Under the Sun Wheel, 1938

z1 A Report about the performance of Don Carlos in Berlin, 1940
„The peace of a church yard! Yet they hope, to finish, what they begun?
Hope, that Christendom’s current transformation, can halt the Spring, that renews the World?
In all of Europe alone, they throw themselves against the wheel of Global Destiny?
To fall with human limbs into the spokes?
They will not! Thousand have already fled,
from their Lands, joyful and poor. The Citizen,
who they lost for their beliefs, was their most noble.”
Marquis Posa’s words go under in a frantic outbreak of applause, erupting from the masses.
The audience in the theatre rise from their seats. They stomp and clamp their hands. At the same
time, many people in the first row would turn their heads, and without ceasing their clapping, fix
their eyes with anticipation on the balcony where Göbbels is sitting with two elegant women.
He is wearing a great uniform, peppered with Medals. Behind his chair, there are other faces which
become apparent, people from his staff and party functionaries. The Minister seems highly
amused. He moves in a lively manner and converses with the lady to his right.
“They wish to plant for Eternity, yet sow death?
Once again, the words drown in applause, that swells and never wants to end. The audiences
does not sit.
“A Human is more, than what has been expected before.
The long slumber he will break
and claim his holy Right”
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One gets the impression that all have heard of Don Carlos. They clap rhythmically with their hands
and the following words from the great Vienna actor go under in the applause. With the following
exclamation: “Allow Freedom of Thought!”, all hearts stood still for a second. It was the calm before
the Storm. The masses did not sit down again. One gets the impression that they are waiting for
the Earth to open, that something were to fall from the Heavens like fire and swords.
And suddenly the Storm is unleashed. And within the turmoil, unique in the history of the Theatre,
the third act is hastily brought to an end. Everything else is irrelevant, when the words leave the
mouth of Marguis Posas. The curtain rises and falls again; again it rises and falls. And the people
are screaming, the faces always on the balcony. Even Göbbels is applauding.
He then begins to chat with this ladies, stands up and turns his back to the audience, in order to
talk with the gentlemen behind him. This is Germany during the Winter of 1940.
As Hanna and I go through the foyer, the masses are still in a state of anticipation, as if they are
waiting for something crucial. These poor fools! They have so little insight into the true mental
condition of those that control them, or for that matter, any insight into themselves. It is true: this is
where Dr. Göbbels has opened a small valve for the educated, that harmlessly moulds to the
mentality of his people.
He knows his yuppies. Already on the following day, the theatre critics that were hired by him,
claim the performance was amazing, however the audience would begin to applaud during
inconvenient moments, symbolizing something demonstrative.
Consequently, this would mean that the high art which the regime wanted to connect with the
populace, cannot occur harmoniously.
Don Carlos was dropped from the schedule. To the inner circles of his intimates, of which Herr S
also belonged, he said: “I am sorry but even Don Carlos is unsuitable! We must wait a couple of
years. The audience can only blame itself, if we can’t even offer one of the classics to them”. This
cynical sentence pretty much sums everything up.
Tami Oelfken, Fahrt durch das Chaos, 2003
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Chart. 86 | Literature

The pictures of gathered crowds watching SA men in uniforms throwing books unto a flaming pile,
are deeply embedded into the collective German memory. The Book Burnings are considered
exemplary of the spiritual and cultural suppression within National Socialism. By contrast though,
this was a symbolic new beginning in which the majority of the population would participate in the
event.
Immediately after coming to power, the “Reich Ministry of Folk Education and Propaganda” along
with members of the “German Student Body” would be engaged in the campaign, “Pro German
Spirit”. Part of the campaign would include the creation of a black list, in which publications by
communists, socialists, democrats, Jewish philosophers, poets or political writers would be listed.
The lists would build the foundation for the ‘cleansing’ of private and public libraries; the books
would be confiscated and withheld from the public. Forbidden was also the reprinting and any open
reading of these books. Parallel to the confiscations, various university towns would hold public
“Book Burnings”. Professors, students and National Socialist functionaries would participate in the
burnings by making “fire quotes”, in which the author’s name would be officially announced and the
book demonstrability thrown into the flames.
One of the discredited and defamed authors was Erich Kästner. Kästner witnessed the burning of
his books on the 10th of May 1933 at the Berliner Opernplatz: “I stood before the University wedged
between students in SA uniforms, the ‘future’ of our nation. I saw them throwing our books in the
flames and heard the schmaltzy tirades from that little liar [Joseph Göbbels]”. The List would prove
to have dire consequences for the writers: It meant the end of their career in National Socialist
Germany.
Principally, new publications would be censored during National Socialism, by commissaries of the
“Reich Literature Chamber”. This allowed the regime to be able to alter or ban books in order to
suite the regime: the result would be a regulated book market, that would in particular trivialities.

1. Erich Kästner‘s (1899-1974) works, especially his Poetry, was banned and burned. Despite this
he stayed in Germany and wrote under a pseudonym, the script for the Ufa Anniversary Film
„Münchhausen“, photo from 1925.
German Historical Museum Berlin
2. „Schiller’s 175. Birthday“- the back cover oft the AIZ from the 10th of November 1934, Photo
montage by John Heartfield.
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German Historical Museum Berlin
3. Banning of advertisements regarding books written by Heinrich Heine, 12th oft February 1937.
Federal Archive Berlin
4. Misuse of Classic German literature in order to justify Racial fanatisicm. From the publications
oft the J.F. Lehman Publishing House.
Private Property
5. Bertolt Brecht and Lion Feuchtwanger during the Second World War, in California.
German Historical Museum
6. Publication list of scripts forbidden by the Reich Publications Chamber, 25th of April 1935
Federal Archive Berlin
7. The successful censoring for published books, are not meant to be pointed out, 15th of May
1937.
Federal Archive Berlin
8. Steering the contents of the newly published books via the Propaganda Ministry
Federal Archive Berlin
9. Publishing Ban of the works by Richard Hinkeolmann, 14th oft September 1943.
Federal Archive Berlin
10. „His Struggle with His Struggle“- title page from the AIZ 23rd of August, 1934. Photo montage
by John Heartfield.
German Historical Museum Berlin
11. The public burning of books at the Opera Square in Berlin, 11th of May 1933.
Federal Archive Koblenz
12. Title Page of the Kdf Novel, „Brandelmann Great Journey“ by Gerhard Starcke, 1936.
13. Thomas Mann in his working room by Pacific Palisades California, 1951.
Picture Archive of the Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation

Z1 List of forbidden Authors
Federal Archive Berlin
z1 List of forbidden Authors
Federal Archive Berlin
z2 As the Fire Speeches are recited, the Books are tossed into the Flames
1. Caller: Against Class Struggle and Materialism, for the People’s Community and Idealistic
Living! I give to the flames, the writings of Marx and Klautsky.
2. Caller: Against Decadence and Moral Decay! For Discipline and Custom within the Family and
the State! I give to the flames the writings of Heinrich Mann, Ernst Gläser and Erich
Kästner.
3. Caller: Against Deception and Political Betrayal! For commitment to the Folk and the State! I
give to the Flames the writings of Friedrich Wilhelm Förster.
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4. Caller: Against the soul devouring curse of the sexual drive, for the Inner Noble of the Human
Soul! I give to the Flames the writings of Sigmund Freud.
5. Caller: Against the Corruption of our history and the Vilification of its great leaders, for
Reverance and Histroy! I give to the flames the writings of Emil Ludwig and Werner
Hegemann.
6. Caller: Against foreign journalism of Jewish democratic origin, for responsible collaboration in
building the Nation! I give to the flames the writings of Theodor Wolff and Georg
Bernhard.
7. Caller: Against the Betrayal of the Soldiers of the World War, for the education of the folk in the
Spirit of Combat! I give to the flames the writings of Erich Maria Remarque.
8. Caller: Against the dark adulteration of the German language, for the fostering of the priceless
Good of our people! I give to the flames the writings of Alfred Kerr.
9. Caller: Against insolence and arrogance, for respect and reverence of the immortal German
spirit! Consume, Flames, the writings of Tucholsky and Ossietzky.
Hans-Jochen Gamm, The Brown Cult, 1962
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Chart. 87 | “German” and “Degenerate Art”

For the National Socialist, art was an instrument for influencing the masses, a means for
propaganda. A emphasis of National Socialism was on the destruction of modern art and
architecture in favor for a “new German Art” that was to represent the image of the “Aryan Man”. In
order to justify the open critic on modernity, individual cases would be pointed out that embodied
an attack on the public education. The stance of the National Socialists towards modernity was
apparent: National Socialism would openly integrate offensive racial and political perspectives. The
“Battle for Modern Art” would be accompanied by the campaign “Degenerate Art”; art itself would
be orientated towards mass culture. Modern art would be categorized as “bolshevist” or “Jewish”
and would be viewed by the regime as possessing political suspicious sentiments.
A central event that gave brief insight into the National Socialist mentality towards art, was the
Great German Art Exhibition of 1937 in Munich., that was accompanied by its “antithesis” the
“Exhibition of Decadent Art”. Organized as a mass event, the Exhibition became an important
media spectacle. The thematic focus on different body images presented the viewers with the
principles of the National Socialist’s “health” and “social” politics. They were orientated along the
category of “healthy and sick”, “accepted and unaccepted”. The powers that be could not polarize
all artworks into ‘specie specific’ and ‘non specific’ categories; a large number of artworks could not
be categorized into this system so easily.
Another aspect of the Cultural Politics was the assimilation of Tradition. This was absorbed in order
to build up National Socialism on the grounds of historical ‘facts’ and ‘foundations’. The popularized
Tradition should serve as a medium for the simple “Folk Comrade” towards consuming art, in order
to build a National Socialist world view. Next to various art projects, ambitions to build a Museum
similar to the Louvre in Paris was intensified. Specific workers would be instructed to buy, black
mail or confiscate and “Aryan- ise” Art Masterpieces, in a manner that was never seen before.

1. Racial Ideal Typ – Water sports by Albert Janesch, 1936
German Historical Museum Berlin
2. „This is how the Jew sees the German Woman“ - Antisemitc Propaganda im „Der Stürmer“,
November 1937
Federal Archive Berlin
3. Judgement oft Paris by Ivo Salinger, 1939.
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Female nudity, often in reference to classical mythology, was a central theme of National Socialist
artwork.
German Historical Museum Berlin
4. The Sunny Life by Richard Heymann, Öl on Canvas, 172x100 cm, 1939.
The traditional portrayal of the Mother with her child was given new meaning during National
Socialism and the role of the woman as mother was glorified.
German Historical Museum
5. Poster for the Exhibition „Degenerate Art“. The traveling exhibition showed artwork from
alienated Artist, whose artwork was earlier confiscated in Museums and Galleries.
Federal Archive Coblenz
6. Poster for the „Day of German Art“ in Munich 1937. The exhibition gave an overview of the art
that was promoted by the National Socialists.
German Historical Museum Berlin
7. On the opening day of the „Great German Art Exhibition“, Göbbels would lead visitors through
the „House oft German Art“ in Munich, 26th oft July 1941.
Archive of the Prussian Heritage Foundation Berlin
8. Departure“, painting by Willy Waldapfel.
Archive of the Prussian Heritage Foundation Berlin
9. Room 3 of the exhibition „Degenerate Art“, with artwork by Baum, Belling, Campendank, Dexel,
Felixmüller, Eugen Hoffmann, Klee and Nolde.
German Historical Museum
10. View of „Room 3“ from the Exhibition „Degenerate Art“, with artwork by Haizmann, Hausmann,
Klee and Schwitters.
German Historical Museum Berlin
11. View of Room 5 from the exhibition „Degenerate Art“, with artwork from Beckmann, Fuhr,
Kirchner, Müller, Nolde, Rohlfs and Schmidt Rottluff.
German Historical Museum Berlin
12. Farmer’s Evening Off“, Erwin Knirr, Oil on Canvas, 140x100 cm, 1944. Within the framework of
the "Blood and Soil“ Ideology, Farm scenes would embody a wide spectrum of NS artwork.
German Historical Museum Berlin
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Chart. 88 | “The Word of Stone” – Architecture within National Socialism

Architecture and city planning had fixed roles and functions within the Third Reich, and was
summarized under “Building Art”. The public domain was considered a permanent stage, perfect
for Power Demonstrations, and was meant to be shaped by the responsible architects: architecture
became an instrument for National Socialist propaganda. In connection with the consolidation of
political power, architects and city planners would be give system stabilizing roles. The National
Socialist demands for power demonstration and monumental self portrayal would compliment the
building industry’s interests. The architectures, especially by 1937, had to materialize a adequate
representation of the NS state, “The Word of Stone”. New designs for Berlin, Hamburg, Munich
and other regional cities were planned.
The “Law for the New Designing of German Cities” received judicial foundations on the 4 th of
October 1937. Based on the premise of an expansive and aggressive foreign policy, Berlin should
be rebuilt into an enormous power centre of the Reich, in order to make it an expression of political
goals, National Socialist power and architectural pomp. Planning and implementation was under
the authority of the “General Building Inspector for the Reich’s Capital”. This new wave of
buildings, was to shed the practicality of the first wave of architecture in favor for, a more political
ideological content. The new orientation would disregard elements such as functionality and
purpose for a more power stabilizing representation. Without taking economic consequences into
consideration, buildings would take on a memorial like character. The expenditure of these building
could only be justified in that they were legitimized as “works of art”. This validated the high interest
rates that they generated.

1. A hall for 180,000 people - a model of the „Great Hall“ planned for the North South Axis in
Berlin, designed by Albert Speer, 1939-1941.
German Historical Museum
2. Model for the Adolf Hitler Square in Weimar, designed by Hermann Giesler, 1936- 1943.
Albert Speer (Hrsg.), New German Building Art, 1941
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3. Reich’s Aeronautic Ministry Berlin, design by Ernst Sagebiel, 1936eichsluftfahrtministerium
Berlin, Entwurf Ernst Sagebiel, 1936
Friedrich Heiss, „By us in Germany“, 1938
4. Kings Square in Munich with the party buildings oft the NSDAP: Führer Building, Honor Temple
and Administration Building, designed by Paul Ludwig Troost.
Albert Speer (Hrsg.), New German Building Art, 1941
5. Decree regarding the General Building Inspector for the Reichs Capitol.
Reichs Law Gazette, 1937, Nr. 13, from the 30th of Januar, 1937
6. Honor Temple at the King’s Square in Munich, designed by Paul Ludwig Troost
Albert Speer (Hrsg.), New German Building Art, 1941
7. Honor Temple with the coffins of „Blood Witnesses“.
Albert Speer (Hrsg.): New German Building Art, 1941
8. New Reichs Chancellery in Berlin, designed by Albert Speer, 1937-39
Albert Speer (Hrsg.), New German Building Art,1941
9. Paul Ludwig Troost, House of German Art, München, 1937
Friedrich Heiss, „By us in Germany“, 1938
10. „Building Structures, in order to strengthen our Authority!“
Hitler during the Culture Convention at the Nuremberg Rally, 1937 Hitlers auf der Kulturtagung des
„Reichsparteitages“, 1937
The German Architect, 1939
11. Reichs Party Compound in Nuremberg, the „Main Tribune“, at the Zepellin Field, designed by
Albert Speer, 1935- 1937.
Friedrich Heiss, „By us in Germany“, 1938
12. The „German Stadium“ at the Nuremberg Rally Compound in Nuremberg, design by Albert
Speer, planned as from 1937.
Albert Speer (Hrsg.), New German Building Architecture, 1941
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Chart. 89 | Modernity

The belief that the Third Reich was in many ways a modern state and a world wide leader in
technical and engineering discoveries, persists even 60 years after the Second World War.
Socially and communally this was considered to be the case as well. Examples such as the
Reich’s Autobahn or the nullification of class differences are often stated. Without a doubt, the
potential of modernity, its seeds already sewn during the Weimar Republic, began to develop
under the Third Reich, especially within the area of industrial rationalization. It was characteristic of
the Third Reich that Hitler personally preferred investing within the automobile and autobahn
sector: the neglecting of rail traffic would, however, prove to be of negative effect during the
Second World War.
NS Propaganda and self portrayal principally suggested that all social and technical improvements
are of National Socialist origin. Contrasting this modern approach were voices within the NSDAP
that were critical of the modernization of the agrarian sector, even prior the seizure of power. They
argued for the “Return to the Soil” of the farmers and claimed that technical rationalization and the
increased use of machines, contributed to an increase in mass unemployment. German big
industry was also meant to be remodeled into a “Craftsmanship Class” in order to lower
unemployment numbers. These plans would lose in meaning as the War preparation would
become more intense: such ideas would be viewed as backwards and adverse to technology, its
exponents viewed as refusing to change with the times.
The NS Race Ideology strongly contributed to slowing down technical and social processes –
especially the removal of engineers and scientists of non Aryan origin. Further development of
theories by Jewish scientist could yield strong consequences.

1. Mercedes Racing Model in the German Pavillion at the World Exhibition in Paris, 1937.
Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation
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Chart. 90 | Myth of the Reichsautobahn

The Autobahn has to this day, lost non of it mythical character and the legends that are associated
with it. They are still considered as a achievement of Hitler’s, as a representation of progress in the
Third Reich and successful program to reduce mass unemployment. These views were, however,
fabrications created by the propaganda of the NS state.
The plans to build a autobahn stretch back to the German Empire. The first Autobahn was the
AVUS (Automobile Traffic and Practice Streets), which was completed by 1921 in Berlin. Plans to
extend connections between Hamburg and Frankfurt (Main), Basel and München, Leipzig and
Berlin were continued. Shortly after being declared Chancellor of Germany, Hitler claimed these
ideas as his own. Already by June 1933, continuation on the building of the autobahn would
commence. Hitler assigned the role of “General Inspector of Road Engineering” to the engineer
Fritz Todt. Until the beginning of the war in 1939, about 3300 kilometres of the 6900 was
completed. During the end of 1941, Todt declared the closing of various construction sites due to
the outbreak of “Total War”.
The construction of the Autobahn never really had a great impact on the level of unemployment.
The highest involvement of workers working on the Autobahn would be around 125 000 by the end
of July 1936. Problems at the construction sites would persist with the introduction of “Non Local
Workers”. They would come from regions that suffered a high grade of unemployment and would
be forcibly sent to construction sites that were situated far away. The separation from their families,
the poor accommodation and the long trek from the housing facilities to the construction site, would
lead to tension and “Inner Resignation”. This would go so far as to include open resistance and
strikes.

1. Hitler turning „the first spadeful of earth“ at the first segment oft the Reich’s Autobahn at
Frankfurt am Main, 23rd oft September 1933.
Arbeitertum, 1933
2. „Work Plea“ from Autobahn Workers at a construction sight between Berlin- Stettin, 1935
German Historical Museum Berlin
3. Autobahn Propaganda – The German Alp Road is being built, 1935.
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4. Newsletter from the NSDAP – Reichs Administration 23.06.1938, mirroring the authorty
disputes of various NS and Party Administrations. Here the question is, who will cover the costs for
dressing the Austrian Autobahn builders.
Federal Archive Berlin
5. Titelbild der Zeitschrift „Arbeitertum“ vom Juni 1935. Es zeigt Hitler bei der Eröffnung des ersten
Teilabschnittes der Reichsautobahn Frankfurt – Darmstadt
Arbeitertum, 1935
6. Appell der Arbeiter beim Autobahnbau am Main-Ufer in Frankfurt, September 1933
Staatsarchiv Frankfurt am Main
7. Das Netz der Reichsautobahnen, 1934/35
Bundesarchiv Berlin, Diesterwegs Merk- und Arbeitsblätter, Reihe: Deutschvolkkunde
8. Building oft the Reichs Autobahn in the South oft Germany.
German Historical Museum Berlin
9. Opening a segment of the Reichs Autobahn near Frankfurt by Adolf Hitler, 19th oft May 1935.
State Archive Frankfurt am Main
10. Title page of the NS Brochure „The Streets of Adolf Hitler“ by the General Inspector of German
Road Engineering, Fritz Todt. Fritz Todt created the myth that Hitler was the originator and dsigner
oft the Reichs Autobahn, 1938.
German Historical Museum Berlin
11. Newly built Gas Station near the Reichsautobahn by Rosenheim, around 1942.
German Historical Museum

Z1 Excerpt taken from Fritz Todt,
Road construction and administration
„Brown Memoir“, 1932
The roads of a country are the life veins of a nation. The overall network serves:
a) the defense of the country
b) the civilian transportation and freight traffic
c) the development and cultural assistance of the whole country
Conclusion: The construction, maintenance and preservation of the roads is not the duty of the
community, district or county, but the duty of the whole nation. The condition of the whole road
network lies in the interest of every community oft he People Community.
Federal Archive Berlin
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Chart. 91 | The Fascination of Technology

National Socialism would make use of the more fascinating sides of technology in order to further
their propaganda orientated goals. It was a medium for national integrity and for enhancing the self
esteem of the German collective. Hitler would define himself as a “Technology Freak”, stating Fritz
Lang’s movie from 1927 “Metropolis”, as one of his favourites.
The technological enthusiasm of the regime would be shared by a large portion of the civilian
population. The Technology Cult orientated itself towards technological top quality products, in the
civilian sector this would include automobiles, aeroplanes, zeppelins and radio devices. It must be
stated, that less advanced alternatives such as the KdF Wagen or the “Volksempfäanger” (Folk
Reciever) would be used within the realm of Mass Consumption. In general though, the number of
technical products such as telephones, refrigerators, electric stoves and the electric hairdryer
would increase. Of these, models should be produced that would be affordable for most people.
The prospect that almost everyone could be part of this Technology Culture, with its standardised
cheap products, belonged to one of the most efficient propaganda tools of the NS regime.
In this spiritual political climate, it came as no surprise that racing drivers such as Rudolph
Caracciola and Bernd Rosemeyer or pilots such as Ernst Udet would become Sport Idols. The
legendary “Silver Arrows” from Mercedes would cause quite a spectacle and demonstrate the
technical ‘superiority’ of the Germans. As Hitler once quoted: “The best automobile roads of the
world are in Germany, the fastest cars were built by us. The results of the big international races
are proof of this.”
Ultimately, the technological enthusiasm of National Socialism would eventually spill over to the
area of military technology. The regime would find, even within this field, a sense of fulfilment in
war. The German weapons were already tested in the Spanish Civil War. This would be
popularized in films like “Stuka” or “Baptism by Fire”. Later, tanks such as the “Panther” or “Tiger”
would be stylized as masterpieces of German Engineering craft. A rumour which had mass impact
was that a “Wonder Weapon” was being used, which would lead to a turning point in the war.
The public would not get to see jet fighters such as the ME 262 or the V1 and V2 rockets, yet belief
in their efficiency would still remain widespread. Altogether, the technological military
advancements in German would prove to be a fiasco: The ongoing rivalry between economy and
politics and the fragmented financial and military staff, would hinder development considerably.
The general deficiency in basic research and development, resulted in a short coming within
airplane construction, atom research, and the realm of High Frequency Technology and Radar
Technology.
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1. Bernd Rosemeyer in his Auto Union Racing car at the German Grand Prix in Nürnberg, 26th oft
July 1936.
Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation
2. Magazine Commericals from Mercedes- Benz with Wehrmacht Vehicles and Airplanes, 1943.
Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation
3. Launch of a „A4“ Rocket (called „V2“) at the Army Testing Grounds near Peenemünde, 1943.
Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation
4. Propaganda Exhibition „Give Me Four Years Time“ in the Berlin Exhibition Hall. The Exhibition
was meant to glorify the innovation of the Army, Air Force and Marines, 1937.
Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation
5. Cover of a issue from the series „The Small War Booklet“ with images oft various Airplane
Types, 1940.
German Historical Museum Berlin
6. An invention by the Walter Bodenstein. Four Bateau wheels were mounted in place of the
wagon wheels, which combines the float with the water propulsion. The front wheels serve as a
rudder and the back wheels paddel wheels as a form oft locomotion. This too is a bit oft a
curioustiy.
German Historical Museum
7. Propaganda Article from the magazine „Arbeitertum“, August 1938. Regarding the technical
achievements oft the Zeppelin Airship LZ 129.
Arbeitertum, 1938
8. Fascinated by Weapon technology. Excerpts from the painting by Ferdinand Staeger, 1941.
Arbeitertum 1941ss
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Pictures

1. German soldiers dismantle a polish border post, 1st of September 1939.
Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation
2. Executions at the cemetery gates in Pancevo, Serbia on the 22nd of April 1941.
Photo: Gerhard Gronefeld, German Historical Museum
3. Children inside the concentration camp Auschwitz, freed by the Soviet Army, January 1945.
German Historical Museum
4. Hamburg
Ruins and destruction in Hamburg, after a allied bombardment in the summer of 1943.
Photo: Erich Andres, Prussian Cultural Heritage Centre Berlin
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